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NOTICE
Copyright © 2010 http://www.howtogrowweed420.com/
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic or mechanical, including, but not limited to,
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system, without permission in writing from the publisher or author,
except in the case of a reviewer, who may quote brief passages
embodied in critical articles or in a review. The material in this book is
adults only. Parents, guardians and other adults should exercise
appropriate control to keep this book out of the hands of minors. This
book is a reference work made available for educational,
informational, archival, entertainment and any other purposes
protected by the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States of America.
DISCLAIMER
This book and all references are for educational, entertainment, and
archival purposes only. The information and directions in these
writings, individually and collectively, are in no way to be considered
as a substitute for consultations with a duly licensed physician
regarding diagnosis and / or treatment of disease and are not
intended to diagnose or treat. Possessing and growing marijuana is
illegal under federal laws. The author and publisher do not advocate
breaking the law. Persons considering implanting procedures herein
should consult an attorney before doing so. Some substances
discussed herein may be toxic. Readers should consult appropriate
expert advice if considering utilizing any information in this book. The
author makes no expressed or implied warranties whatsoever,
including accuracy or reliability with respect to information contained
in this book.
This book offers no medical, legal, or related professional advice. The
reader is encouraged to use good judgment when applying the
information herein contained and to seek advice from a qualified
professional if, and as, needed. The information and guidelines in this
book are intended to encourage personal responsibility and to
support proper medical care. I do not grow or condone the growing of
anything illegal. Any information herein should not constitute advice

or be considered advice to assist in activities that are deemed illegal.
This text is for private consumption only, and by reading any further
you agree that you know your local laws and accept 100% personal
liability of any illegal actions you commit. This book is made available
for entertainment, archival, and informational purposes only, in accord
with the First Amendment of the United States of America
Constitution. The author advocates absolutely no illegal activities of
any kind, and makes no express or implied warranties of
merchantability, fitness for any purpose, or otherwise, with respect to
this eBook and the information it contains. For medical, legal, or
spiritual advice, the author urges that you consult the appropriate
licensed practitioner.
In many areas it is illegal to own seeds, grow cannabis or use
cannabis. It is recommended that you consult your local authorities to
see what your countries legal status is regarding the use and / or
cultivating of cannabis. The author does not want you to break the
law, nor was this book intended for that purpose. This is an
educational book showing you how cannabis is grown. DO NOT
BREAK THE LAW. Many places have permitted medical marijuana
users to grow and use their own medicine in the privacy of their very
own homes. Readers who wish to use marijuana medicinally should
always consult a physician or qualified health practitioner before
doing so. Persons considering implementing procedures described
herein should consult with an attorney before doing so. The author
and publisher do not accept liability for any actions any person may
have taken after reading this book.
In many countries the use and possession of marijuana is illegal.
This book is intended for educational purposes only. The author does
not condone ANY illegal activity. The author will not be held not
responsible for any property damage, personal injuries, equipment
damage, illegal activities, or anything else. You acknowledge and
agree by using any information contained in this book that it is 100%
at your own risk!The author doesn’t encourage acting in any way that
violates local, federal or any applicable laws or regulations.
The following information presented in this book is for informational
and entertainment purposes only. Marijuana is a controlled substance
and is illegal to grow, own, or sell in most countries. The author does

not wish to encourage anyone to act in conflict with their national laws
and is not held responsible for any of your actions. This document is
for the purpose of supplying information to the public. The publisher,
authors, and others associated with the production of this book and
website do not advocate breaking the law. All text and illustrations are
for descriptive purposes only. The publisher and the authors do not
recommend you try anything presented in this document. You are
encouraged to read any and all information available about cannabis
to develop a complete background on the subject. The author and
publisher have tried to the best of their abilities to describe the most
current cannabis growing methods. However, there may be some
mistakes in the text that the author and publisher were unable to
detect. This book contains current information up to the date of
publication. Neither the publisher nor the author endorses any
products or brand names that are mentioned or pictured in this book.
These products are mentioned or pictured for illustration and
education only. Any advice provided in this document—electrical,
financial, scientific, etc.—is given for example purposes only. Neither
the publisher nor the authors assume any responsibility for any
actions associated with this advice. The information contained in this
book is intended for use only in jurisdictions where the activities
contained therein are legal. No claim of the accuracy, safety, or
legality of the following instructions contained in this book is made
and it is not recommended to follow them. You are responsible for
your own actions if you do so. Nothing contained in this book should
be construed to be legal or medical advice.
The information contained herein is for legal medicinal cannabis
cultivation and use only. To read this book you must have a medical
license or prescription to hold, use, or grow legal cannabis. The use
of any of this information for illegal activities of ANY KIND holds YOU
100% liable for breaking the law. This book features content about
marijuana; content includes information about cannabis cultivation,
the recreational use of marijuana, the medical uses for marijuana,
and other topics that some viewers may find offensive. All content in
this document is for EDUCATIONAL and ENTERTAINMENT
purposes ONLY. The author will not be held responsible for any
behavior or actions taken on any external sources, nor does the
author control what happens on any site that links out from this
document. You are 100% liable for your own actions.

LIMIT OF LIABILITY/DISCLAIMER OF WARANTY
While the publisher and author have used their best efforts in
preparing this book, they make no representations or warranties with
respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this book
and speciﬁcally disclaim any implied warranties of merchantability or
ﬁtness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created or
extended by sales representatives or written sales materials. The
strategies contained herein may not be suitable for your situation. You
should consult with a professional where appropriate. Neither the
publisher nor author shall be liable for any loss of proﬁt or any other
commercial damages, including but not limited to special, incidental,
consequential, or other damages. Readers should be aware that
Internet websites offered as citations and/or sources for further
information may have changed or disappeared between the time this
was written and when it is read.
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CHOOSING A STRAIN
A marijuana seed strain is the base of your entire grow. Depending on your
individual needs and goals as a grower, you need to become aware of the
different types and exactly how they will affect your garden and overall output.
Choosing the best strain of marijuana for a geographical area is not difficult.
Indica, Sativa and feminized are the basic cannabis families.

SATIVAS:
The polar opposite of Indicas. Tall, thin plants, narrow leaves, lighter green
colors, grow quick, extend to heights of 20 feet in some cases. Origins are
traced back to Mexico, Columbia and southeast Asia. Flowering times vary from
10 to 16 weeks, normally longer than Indicas. Taste ranges from earthy to fruity.
A good head stone. A great outdoor favorite. Generally tend to yield a bit less as
they are not as bushy as Indicas, but oftentimes are much more potent.

INDICAS:
Short thick plants, broad leaves, darker green, flowering in 8 to 10 weeks with
thick dense flower tops. Flavours from stinky skunk to fruity sweet. Origins
traced back to Afghanistan, Morocco and Tibet. More of a body stone. Indoor
grower's favorite types. Heavy yielding.

FEMINIZED:
Designer qualities to produce only female plants. Rarely are the seeds produced
but can be forced. Usually passed on as clones. Female plants mean no energy
is wasted creating pollen sacks(male), which mean only the finest rich, potent,
frosty sticky big buds for you.

CROSS BREEDS:
Combining different Sativa and Indica breeds will produce the corresponding
traits of each mother and father. Actual percentages each strain will contain is
not exact, but pretty close. If you have two favorite strains, wouldn't it be nice to
be able to combine them into one potent super bud? Modern genetics has made
this entirely possible.
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR:
The most important thing to realize is the length of flowering time. Indoor strains
don't matter but outdoor maturation would depend on your climate. If you have a
short summer then go with a more Indica-dominant strain. Remember, the more
Sativa in the mix the longer the flowering time. Some types of marijuana are
specifically bred for outdoor, just look at your details. For indoor growing, don't
choose a strain that has been designed to thrive in an outdoor environment.

HEIGHT:
Sativa stretches the most. Height is usually listed but can be controlled indoors.
Light usually does not reach down past 3 feet sufficiently enough. A well grown
plant can grow 1 to 2 inches a day. A two foot plant, put into flowering stage will
reach just over 3 feet when done maturing in approximately 8 weeks.

POTENCY:
Marijuana(especially if purchasing from a quality seed bank laboratory) these
days are very potent. Success of course also depends on your green thumb and
growing conditions your cannabis is subjected to. To universally maximize the
potency of any strain use a hot, dry atmosphere and drop the humidity when
flowering.

YIELD:
This all depends on how long you let your cannabis plants vegetate before
flowering. Obviously the longer the vegetation period the taller the plants,
therefore more yield. Maximum indoor yields come from Indica-dominant strains.
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TOP 5 BEST KNOWN STRAINS OF MARIJUANA
#1. EUPHORIA UNLIMITED BUD
The first puff has your heart starts racing and you
immediately feel your eyes glaze over in pink, soon to
be a very bright red. You taste kerosene at first, then
chocolate and bubblegum on the exhale. The after-taste
is that of exotic berries, of many types from around the
world. One more small puff and you'll be cruising for 5
hours. A total of 4 puffs and you'll be Euphoric for 8-10
hours+
This strain has been to known to fetch $60+ per gram
and holds an estimated THC level of 36%.
Many actors are requesting this strain and are paying
$60+/gram. They are saying it's better than the "skinny
drug" because the high is more Euphoric, lasts longer
with no hangovers, allowing them to work the following
day. Also, they are getting 10 times the doses from a
single gram at half the cost of the "skinny drug".
When's the last time you've heard of ten cannabis
seeds costing $1000?
The current King Strain on the planet is the
Indoor Trainwreak X'd with Indoor White Widow
Is there a brand new King Of The Medical Buds
coming???
Only time will tell...
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#2. WHITE WIDOW
The backbone of the Dutch coffee-shop industry(On the
top of all dutch coffeeshop menu's, mostly the most
expensive!), the first of the 'white' strains and an allround commercial success story, White Widow is one of
the most famous names in modern growing.
This strain is the strongest weed in the world.
The buds have so much THC on them that it is hard to
see the bud at all.
The high is extreme and the taste divine. This weed has
won more cups than any before. A must for anyone who
thinks they are a smoker! While this is partly due to the
memorable name, her speed, yield and stunningly thick
resin coating have a lot more to do with it!
The White Widow plants got their name from being
white with THC glands even on the big parts of the fan
leaves. A soft smoke with an excellent high. Very
powerful and great for use as a pain medicine, The
White Widow is also easy to grow and delivers nothing
but relief.
Mostly-Indica, with sweet, thick, acrid smoke that
imparts a hammering stone, White Widow is a major
part of many visitors' first experience of Amsterdam.
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#3. SILVER HAZE
A strain of legend, Silver Haze has gone on to win many
awards in recent years as some of the best tasting
smoke the world has ever seen. Silver Haze is the first
vintage masterpiece of cannabis breeding - a
harmonious blend of complementary equatorial
genotypes that’s widely regarded as the purest and
most powerful Sativa ever created. Smokers adore the
soaring high, and growers find her slow flowering, low
yields and unstoppable height-gain impractical for
indoor production.

#4. BIG BUD
Big Bud, winner of multiple awards including the worldfamous Cannabis Cup, is one of the best marijuana
strains ever made. Dense yields, the taste is soothing,
the buds dank, the bouquet nothing short of a
tantalizing euphoria. The high is both uplifting and
soaring, with a zero burnout factor and a deep purple
grape taste that lingers forever.
Big Bud has long been famous as a cannabis strain
with jaw-dropping yields - a must for the grower with
highly ambitious intentions, The yield of this Indica
marijuana strain is legendary, producing massive THC
rich buds with gigantic leaves. The smoke is smooth
and the high is very strong. Hands down this strain will
produce the best yield than any other plant in the same
space. One of the world's finest marijuana strains to
date.
The taste is sweet, full of delicious fruity flavours and
has great potency. Big Bud’s stems are thick and
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sturdy, yet the masses of giant, sweet, sparkling buds
they produce can grow heavy enough to bend and even
snap them.

#5. NORTHERN LIGHTS
Northern Lights is compact, fast growing and very
dense, capable of producing several generous, troublefree crops per year from seed or clone. Her frosted
buds possess a honey-musk aroma blended with an
earthy Afghani undertone and a hint of juniper - highly
enticing when dried and smoked, yet remarkably
understated when growing and flowering. Low odour
and easy cultivation combined with big yields and
exceptional resin production make Northern Lights the
first choice in Indica - for both connoisseur quality and
commercial quantity.
With it's big broad leaves and large crystal covered
buds, Northern lights marijuana seeds are good for
dedicated enthusiastic indoor growers as it tends to
bloom to be short and densely packed full of sticky
potent buds in a short timeframe. This fantastic plant is
currently one of the most smoked and grown in Holland.
You owe it to yourself to check out one of the finest
buzzes available.

(There are of course many more incredible seed
strains out there, but among many recent polls held
these were the results that came out on top.)
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Where To Get Seeds?
Buying seeds is tricky. If you can't find a friend willing to hook you up with some
quality seeds then your next best bet is grabbing your seeds online. There are a
lot of sketchy companies out there nowadays. We've heard countless horror
stories about online seedbank companies where lots people have payed top
dollar for their seeds and never received them. Then the company mysteriously
disappeared, with a disconnected phone line and complete with a missing
website. What a way to blow $200! You need to be extremely careful when
buying seeds nowadays. Do not risk it - get them only from a reputable
company on the internet, from magazines, or any local coffee shops around
your town(if available). Stick with a reputable reliable company. You may wish
to buy more than you think you will need due to germination failures.
Note: Marijuana seeds are still illegal in many parts of the world, including the
United States. Please check local laws before ordering and always use a safe
address. Never order the marijuana seeds directly to your grow area.

Please be careful! Over the years, I have tried various companies and after
speaking with hundreds of growers as well as investing in countless of hours of
personal research and money to seek them out & test them; I have determined
the following list to be the current best seed banks in the world. If you are
going to purchase your seeds from a different vendor, please be safe - google
them first in order to make sure they are reliable and no one has been ripped
off in the past, as this happens a lot. Make sure they are reputable and carry
the most important foundational aspect of your entire grow – a quality seed.
As promised, here is my highly recommended list of seed banks with reviews.
The following list of seedbanks are the most reliable today with the greatest
quality and outstanding selection. They take every precaution to ensure that
your package is delivered in a stealthy, timely, secure manner. These vendors
have been in the seed business for many years and have successfully shipped
countless packages to many satisfied customers worldwide. You can find them
recommended on many review sites. Discreet packaging and efficient customer
service guarantees these companies will continue to thrive for many years to
come.
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World's Greatest Seedbanks
#1. AMSTERDAM MARIJUANA SEEDS

Top choice - I dare to say these are the best in the world. Incredible strains,
scarily low prices. They hold the reputation as one of the most reliable seed
banks in the world. They carry a huge selection of awesome high
THC/Feminized quality seeds. You also get 20 free seeds with every order!
Shipping: Worldwide
#2. BUY DUTCH SEEDS

High quality dutch cannabis seeds. Award winning strains that are shipped in
super discrete stealth packaging. They only select their seeds from the best
breeders. Customer satisfaction is their number one priority, so they've got great
customer support and package tracking options.
Shipping: Worldwide
#3. THE ATTITUDE SEEDBANK

The Attitude Seedbank are exporters of some of the finest Cannabis seeds
available in the world today. They offer hundreds of Marijuana seeds strains to
choose from, expertly grown by the pioneers of the legendary Amsterdam
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cannabis seeds banks. A lot of awesome breeders come together to make some
badass strains for these guys and they only buy from the best breeders in the
world. The genetics of these seeds are breathtaking! A huge selection of the
finest Cannabis Cup winners fills their stock. They carry some of the biggest and
most up-to-date, impressive line of feminized marijuana seeds from some of the
world's top breeders & suppliers. All of their seeds are purchased fresh, then
kept in a refrigerated room to maintain and ensure there freshness. The Attitude
always buys the freshest marijuana seeds stock to ensure buyers get an
exceptional harvest.
Shipping: Worldwide
#4. NIRVANA SHOP

These guys ROCK. They have sweet deals going all the time and kickass strains.
The Nirvana Shop is a seed bank and online seed supplier with many years in
the business under their belt. They have supplied thousands of growers with
quality seeds over the years. They've emerged as the top supplier of medical
marijuana seeds worldwide.
Shipping: Worldwide(except for Australia)
#5. THE SENSI SEEDBANK

They are the backbone of many coffee shops. Sensi Seeds' carry original
cannabis strains that have won many international prizes. Multiple Cannabis
Cup-winners such as Jack Herer, Northern Lights, Big Bud are all strains bred by
the Sensi Seeds Laboratories. They've also been in the seed biz for 20+ years!!!
Shipping: Mostly EU only, and a few outside countries; but attitude carries em'!
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#5. HEMP DEPOT

These cats take a longggg time to get you your seeds but they stock some great
seeds from some rare and unique talented breeders. If you do decide to go with
them, then be sure to check out Blueberry by DJ Short... it's EPIC.
Shipping: Worldwide
#6. SKUNK SEEDS

Skunk seeds rule. (Also known as Seedsman, The Seed Joint, Lowryder
Automatic, etc.) They change their company name a lot but their seeds are in
constant high demand and they actually filter out who they ship seeds to –
they've turned away a lot of people in the past. If you can get ahold of some of
these quality herb strains, you wont be disappointed. They also specialize in
discrete stealth shipping methods.
Shipping: Everywhere except the USA.
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STRAIN LIST + BREEDERS / CROSSES

A
A-K (BC Seed Co.) Afghani #1 X Hindu Kush
Acapulco Gold (Dr. Greenthumb) Landraces; Mexico, Acapulco
Afghan Delight (Soma) Afghani Skunk X Afghani Hawaiian
Afghani Orange (Capricorn) California Orange X Afghani
Afghani Special (KC Brains) Afghani X Double Afghani
Afghani Wonder (Blue Hemp) Afghani X Pakistani
Afghanica (Flying Dutchmen) Afghani #1 X Original Skunk
AK-47 (Serious) Colombian X Mexican X Thai X Afghani
All Green (Celebrity) Hindu Kush X Haze
Alp King (Valchanvre) Afghani X Skunk
Alpha 13 (Dr Chronic)
Amarelo (Brazilian Seed) Landraces; Brazilian Sativa
Amazonia (White Widow Web) White Widow X Green Thai
Ambrosia (Jordan of the Island) God Bud X Burmese
Americano (Entreprise) Skunk X Northern Light
Amethyst Bud (Soma) Lavender Bud X Afghani Hawaiian
Amnesia 99 (JLP) Soma Amnesia Haze X Cinderella 99
Amnesia Haze (Soma) Afghani Hawaiian X SouthEast Asia
AMS (Greenhouse) Swiss Sativa X Swiss Indica
Amstel Gold = Passion #1 (Dutch Passion)
Amsterdam Bubblegum (THC Seeds) Afghani X Blueberry
Apollo 11 (Brothers Grimm) Genius X Cinderella 99
Apollo 13 (Brothers Grimm) Genius X Princess 88
Apollo GF4 (Canadian Seed Co.) Apollo 11 X Genius
Apollo Mist (Reservoir) Apollo 11 G4 X 1998 Pre-Sensi Kali Mist Mother
Apollo Orange (Spice Brothers) California Orange X Apollo 11 Genius pheno
Apollo Thunder (Spice Brothers) Apollo 11 X Matanuska Thunderf**k
Apollo’s Trip (Reservoir) Apollo 11 X Apollo 13
Apple Pie (Reeferman) Acapulco Gold X Highland Nepalese
Arjan’s Haze #2 (Green House) Neville’s Haze X Silver Haze(R) X Laosian
Arjan's Strawberry Haze (Greenhouse) Swiss Sativa X [Northern Light #5 X
Haze]
Asia Girl (Reeferman) [Thai X Nepalese] X Northern Lights #5
Astroboy (Subcool) Apollo13 X Ortega X Cinderella 99
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Aurora (Chimera) Blue Domino X Northern Light
Aurora B (Flying Dutchmen) Northern Lights X Skunk #1
Aurora Indica (Nirvana) Afghani X Northern Lights
Australian Blue (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Duck X Blue Haze
Avalon (Next Generation) Afghani X Blueberry

B
B-52 (Nirvana) Big Bud X Skunk
B- 52 Bomber (Almighty) White Widow X Lionheart
Bahia Black Head (KC Brains) Thai X Brazil X KC 606
Baked Alaska (Juan Moore) Peak 19 X Tangerine
Baldy (BC Seed Co.) Big Bud X Northern Light #5
Bangi “aka Congo” (A.C.E.) [Congolese x Congolese] X [Chitral X Chitral X
Chitral]
Basic #5 (SSSC) a Northern Light
Basic Diesel (Reservoir) SSSC M-39 X Sour Diesel
BC Albino Rhino (BC Bud Depot) Also known as White Rhino
BC Big Bang (Next Generation) BC Big Bud X Dynamite
BC Biker Bud (THC Seeds) Afghani X Northern Light X White Widow
BC Blue #1 (THC Seeds) Blueberry X Blueberry X BC Biker Bud
BC God Bud (BC Bud Depot) God X Hawaiian X Purple Indica
BC Purple Star (BC Bud Depot) Purple Star X BC Purple Indica
BC Sweet God (BC Bud Depot) BC God Bud X BC Sweet Tooth
BC Sweet Tooth (BC Bud Depot) An advancement of Sweet Tooth #3
BC Timewarp Chemo (Woodhorse) Timewarp X Citrus X BC Chemo
Beatrix Choice (SSSC) [Afghani x South African] X Acapulco Gold
Beauty and the Beast (BCGA) Chemo X Cinderella 99
Bella Ciao (Tiki) Northern Lights X ??
Belizean Sativa (Reeferman) Landraces, Belize
Belladonna (Paradise) Superskunk X F1 Hybrid (?)
Belizean Sativa (Reeferman) Landraces; Belize
Betazoid (Entreprise) Grapefruit X Northern Light X African Sativa
Berry Blaster (Motarebel) Blueberry Afghani X Cherry Bomb II
Berry Bolt (Motarebel) G-Bolt X Bubbleberry
Berry Bud (Motarebel) Afghani X Firecracker
Berry Kush (Motarebel) Bubbleberry X [Bubba Kush X Yumbolt]
Biddy Early (Magus) Early Skunk F2 X Warlock
Big Bang (Greenhouse) Skunk X Northern Light X El Nino
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Big Blue (BC Seed Co.) Northern Light #5 X Blueberry
Big Bud (SSSC) [Big Bud cutting X Northern Lights #1] X Big Bud cutting
Big Bud (Nirvana) Afghani X Skunk #1
Big Buddha Blue Cheese (Big Buddha) Big Buddha Cheese X Blueberry
Big Buddha Cheese (Big Buddha) (Afghani X Cheese) X Original UK Cheese
Big Funk (Legends) [Skunk X Big Bud] X ??
Big Gun (Capricorn) AK-47 X Matanuska Tundra
Big Mac (Federation) BC Big Bud X Mikado
Big Thunder (Reeferman) a Humbolt strain X Kodiak Gold
Big Treat (Breeder Steve) Dutch Treat X Big Skunk
Bitchin Blue (Motarebel) BlueMoonshine X Killa Queen
Black Cherry (Subcool) Cherry DannyBoy X Black Russian
Black Cherry (Subcool) ?? [Airborne G-13 X Cinderella 99 X Ortega] X
[Cinderella 99 X Blackberry X Cherry AK47] ??
Black Domina (Sensi) Ortega X ??
Black Gold (Dman) Columbian Gold X [G13 x Black Widow]
Black Ice (Motarebel) Black Domina X Ice
Black Kat (Motarebel) [G13 X Black Widow] X FireCracker
Black Mamba (Blue Grass) Black Domina X Blue Bubblejuice
Black Spice (Dman) Silver Spice X G13 X Black Widow
Black Widow (Mr. Nice) Brazilian Sativa X South Indian Hybrid
Blonde Widow (Motarebel) Strawberry Blonde X Aloha 98 White Widow
Blue Alaskan fem. (Reeferman) Matanuska Thunderf**k X Blueberry Sativa
Blue Apollo (Joey Weed) Blueberry X Apollo 11
Blue Bubblejuice (Blue Grass) Bubblejuice X Blueberry
Blue Candy (Mr. Blue) Blue Skunk X Cotton Candy
Blue Cheese (Bid Buddha) Orig. UK Cheese X Blueberry
Blue Crystal (World Wide Seeds) White Heaven X Blueberry
Blue Dynamite (Next Generation) ??Blueberry X Dynamite??
Blue God (Jordan of the Island) Blueberry X Godbud
Blue Goo (Blue Grass) Blue BubbleJuice X Double G
Blue Grape #1 (Electric Seed) Grapefruit X Blueberry
Blue Haze (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Haze X Blueberry
Blue Hen (Blue Grass) Blueberry X Silver Haze(R)
Blue Hun (Blue Grass) Blue Hen X Blue Russian
Blue Jack (Reeferman) Blueberry X Jack Herer X Northern Lights #5
Blue Jamaican (Blue Grass) Marley’s Collie X Blue Russian
Blue Kiev (Blue Grass) Blue Russian X AK-47
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Blue Kronic (Motarebel) [BlueMoonshine X Killa Queen] X Black Kat
Blue Moon Rocks (BOG) Blue Moon X BogBubble
Blue Mystic (Nirvana) Blueberry X Skunk
Blue Nepalese (Reeferman) Nepalese Sativa X Blueberry Sativa
Blue Pearl (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Silver Pearl X Blue Haze
Blue Rocket (Blue Grass) Blue Rocker X Blue Bubblejuice
Blue Russian (Blue Grass) Blue Hen X Juicy Russian
Blue Skunk X (Mr. Blue) Blueberry X Skunk
Blue Thunder (Sagarmatha) Blueberry X Matanuska Tundra
Blue Thunder (Reeferman) Blueberry Sativa X Kodiak Lavender
Blue Widow (NCGA) Blueberry X Aloha White Widow
Blueberry (DJ Short) [Oaxacan Gold X Chocolate Thai] X Highland Thai X
Afghani
Blueberry Blast (Reeferman) Northern Lights #5 X Blueberry Indica
Blueberry Haze (DNA) Dj Short Blueberry X Secret Haze
Blueberry Magic (Reeferman) Magic Carpet Ride X Blueberry Sativa
Blueberry NL (Dr. Atomic) Blueberry X Northern Lights
Blueberry Punch (Next Generation) Blueberry X Romulan
Bluebottle (?Xbx?) (SuperSkunk X BubbleGum Indica) X Blueberry Sativa
Bluez Cluez (Juan Moore) Blue Widow X Tangerine
Bogglegum (BOG) Northern Lights #5 X Bubblegum
Bomber’s Widow (Motarebel) [G-13 X Black Widow] X Cherry Bomb II
Bottle Rocket (Reservoir) Killer Queen X DTC 99
Brains Choice (KC Brains) Jamaica Lambsbread 94 X ?Leda Uno 96? X White
Widow
Brains Damage (KC Brains) Mexico, Acapulco X [Hawaii 93 X Mango 2001 X
KC 36 606]
Brains Escape (KC Brains) Edelwuiss X [Brazil, Salvador X KC 606]
Brainwreck (HighGrade) Trainwreck X White Widow
Brazil KC (KC Brains) Mango Vermelho, Paranaiba X K.C. 606
Brazilian Gold (Brazilian Seed) Landraces; Brazil
Brazilian Haze (Brazilian Seed Company) Haze X Brazilian Khola
Brazilian Lemon (Brazilian Seed Company) Mango Rosa X “a Secret Strain”
Brazilian Skunk (Brazilian Seed Company) Original Green X Early Chemo
Bronze Whaler (MJOZ) Bronze Whaler X Skunk #1
Bubbleberry (Dman) Blueberry X Bubblegum
Bubbleberry (Sagarmatha) Bubblegum X Blueberry
Bubblefunk (BC Seed Co.) Bubbleberry X Northern Light #5
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Bubblejuice (Blue Grass) Juicy Fruit X Bubblegum
Bud Bunnie (White Widow Web) White Widow X Super Skunk
Buddha (Dutch Passion) [Oasis X Shiva X Haze] X [Oasis X Shiva X Skunk]
Buddha’s Sister (Soma) Reclining Buddha X Afghani Hawaiian
Burmaberry (Reeferman) Shishkaberry #3 X Burmese
Burmese Pure (Reeferman) Landraces; Highland Burma
BushDoctor (??) Airborne G13 X [Malawi X Jamaican]
Bushmans (Herbaria) South African Sativa, Ciskei
Butterscotch Hawaiian (Reeferman) a Hawaiian X Butterscotch Afghan

C
C-Plus (Chimera & DJ Short) California Orange X Dj’s Blueberry
C4 (Chimera) Frost Bite X Shishkaberry
Cali Miss (BC Seed Co.) Haze X Five-O
California Grapefruit (DNA) [Northern Light #1 X Californian Skunk #1 90s] X
Californian Afghani 80s
California Special (KC Brains) American California X Skunk
Calizhar (Chimera) Cali-O X Shiskaberry
Calvin (BlueHemp) California Orange X Landraces, Lebanese X Swiss Sativa
Calyxxx (Almighty) Grapefruit X Friesland X a old school humbolt
Canadian Classic (Reeferman) Grapefruit X Burmese
Candy Cane Brain (Shadow Seed) Silver Shadow X Grapefruit
Canela (A.C.E) Indian Malana X Jamaican Blue Mountain 1984
Canna Sutra (Delta 9) Reclining Buddha X Sensi Star
Cannalope Haze (DNA) Haze X Landraces; Mexico, Michoacan
Capricho (Canna Biogen) Manali X Colombian
Caribe (Canna Biogen) Jamaica X [Jamaica X [Northern Light #5 X Haze]]
Celestial Temple Sativa (Federation) Landraces; Ecuador, Andes Mountains
Champagne (Reeferman) [Hashplant X Hindu Kush] X Burmese
Cheese (Big Buddha’s) Orig. UK Cheese X Afghani
Chemo Grizzly (Kootenay Mountain) 2 differents Chemo
Chemota Dragon (Motarebel) UBC Chemo X Killa Queen
Cherry Berry (Reeferman) Cherry Bomb X Blueberry Indica
Cherry Bomb (Almighty) Lionheart X Sage
Cherry Bomb #2 (Prairiefire) M-80 Cherry Bomb from Northern California X
Cherry Bomb from Southern Kentucky
Cherry Thai (Reeferman) Cherry Bomb X Oregon Purple Thai
Chewing (BlueHemp) Double Gum X Swiss Sativa
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Chilla (BlueHemp) Kush X Nepali
China White (Reeferman) Chinese Indica X Nepalese Indica
Chinese Indica (Reeferman) Landraces; SouthWest China, Yunnan
Chitral (Dutch Passion) Chitral-Hasj X Skunk
Chocolate Chunk (ThSeeds) Afghan X S.A.G.E.
Chronic (Serious) Northern Light X [Skunk X Northern Light] X AK47
Chronicle (BlueHemp) Chronic X Lebanese X Swiss Sativa
Chrystal (Nirvana) [White Widow X Northern Lights] X Northern Lights
Church, the (Greenhouse) Swiss Sativa X SuperSkunk X Skunk X Northern
Light
Cinderella 99 (Mr. Soul) Princess X Princess 88
Cinderella Blues (Spice Brothers) Blueberry Sativa X Cinderella 99
Cindy Princess (Spice Brothers) Cinderella 99 X Ice Princess
Cinnamon (Female Seeds) Jack Herer X ??
Citral (Nirvana) Hindu Kush X ??
Citralah (Soma) Landraces; Pakistan, Chittral X Afghani Hawaiian
Citrus Skunk (Jordan of the Island) Skunk #1 X California Orange
City Slicker (Motarebel) Pacific G13 X NYC Diesel
Cloud #7 (Herbaria) Afghan X South African
Colombian Gold (Brazilian Seed) Landraces; Brazil
Colombian Haze (Brazilian Seed) Colombian Gold X Haze Special
Colombian Jack (Brazilian Seed Company) Colombian Gold X Jack Herer
Congo “aka Bangi” (A.C.E.) [Congolese X Congolese] X [Chitral X Chitral X
Chitral]
Conquistador (Subcool) Hashplant X Ortega X Cinderella 99
Continental (A.C.E) Caribbean X Congolese X Pakistani
Cotton Candy (Federation) Afghani X Blueberry
Couchlock (BC Seed Co.) Northern Lights #5 X Afghani #1
Crazy Daze (Dman) Red Haze X [G13 x Black Widow]
Cripple Creek (Tom Hill) Pine Tar Kush X Deep Chunk
Critical Hash 47 (Spice Brothers) [Hashplant x Critical Mass] X AK-47
Critical Mass (Mr. Nice) Afghani X Skunk #1
Crown Royal (Federation) Hawaiian Sativa X Mikado
Crystal (Nirvana) White Widow X Northern Lights
Crystal Lightning (White Widow Web) White Widow X Super Thai
Crystal Limit (KC Brains) Crystal X KC 606
Crystal Paradise (KC Brains) Californian BigBud Skunk X Brazil (Mango
Vermelho from Brazil, Paranaiba)
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Crystal Ship, the (Reeferman) Kali Mist X Kodiak Gold
Crystalberry (Cannabis Pros) Blueberry X Northern Light #5
Cujo (Motarebel) Dogbite X Killa Queen

D
Da Bomb (Dman) [G13 X Black Widow] X Cinderella 99
Dagga (Cannbis Pros) Landraces; South Africa, East Coast
Dankee Doodle (KC Brains) [Viking 90 X Big Buds 93] X KC 636
Dannyboy (Subcool) Killer Queen X Taco
Dark Kush (BlueHemp) Landraces, Hindu Kush Mountains
Dark Vader (BlueHemp) Kush X [Kush X Afghani]
Dawg (??) Aesop’s Fables Fox X Grapes
Daywrecker - See Headband Diesel
Delta 9 (Dutch Passion) Isis X Flo
Deep Chunk (Tom Hills) Afghanistan IBL
Desert Queen (No Mercy) Sudden Death # Master Ice X Everest Queen # WK
Destroyer (Canna Biogen) Meao Thai X [Mexican X Colombian]
Devil (Mr. Nice) Afghan X [Afghan X Skunk]
Diablo (Next Generation) Blueberry X Grapefruit X South African Sativa
Diamond Head (Sagarmatha) Flow X Atypical Flow
Diesel (??) Mass Super Skunk X Chem Dawg
Diesel 39 (Reservoir) M-39 X Sour Diesel
Dirty Harry (Motarebel) Grapefruit Bx1 X Herijuana
Diva G (Tuktuk) G13 X Cali Sat
Dixie Chicken (Juan Moore) Jacks Cleaner X Airbornes G13
Dixie Crystals (Juan Moore) Aloha 98 White Widow X Cinderella 99
Doc Chronic (Reeferman) Fraser Valley Sativa Hashplant X California Indica
Doctor, the (Greenhouse) Great White Shark X South Indian X SuperSkunk
Dolce Vita (Dutch Passion) Isis X Power Plant
Dope, the (AAA Seeds) Northern Lights #5 X Haze
Double Dutch (Magus) pre-2000 Chronic X Warlock
Double Dutch Haze Skunk (Fleur du Mal) Dutch Haze SkunkX [Haze #19 X
Skunk #1]
Double Purple Doja (Subcool) Sputnik 1.0 X Black Russian
DTC 99 (Spice Brothers) Durban Thai Highflyer X Cinderella 99
Ducksfoot (WallyDuck) Ducksfoot X Sativa backcrossed to 97% ducksfoot
Durban / Durban Poison (Sensi / Dutch Passion) Landraces; South Africa,
Durban
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Durban Poison (Nirvana) South African Sativa X Skunk
Durban Red (Effettoserra) Landraces; Durban X Purple Widow
Durban Thai Highflier (SSSC) Thai X Durban Poison
Durga Mata (Paradise) Shiva X Shiva
Dutch Dragon (Paradise) [Durban X Skunk] X California Indica

E
Early Brambleberry (Patch Works) Early Bramble X Purple Pineberry
Early Chemo (Brazilian Seed Company) Early Girl X UBC Chemo
Early Green (Brazilian Seed Company) Early Green X Original Green
Early Misty (Nirvana) Misty X Skunk
Early Queen (Mr. Nice) early Californian blends X Mexican Sativa
Early Skunk (Sensi) Skunk #1 X Early Pearl
Early White (Effettoserra) Northern Lights “early genotype” X White Special
“early genotype”
Eclipse (Homegrown Fantaseeds) BubbleGum 95 X Hindu Kush #12
El Nino (Green House) [Haze X Super Skunk] X [Brazilian X South Indian]
El Peru (Blue Grass) El Nino X Peruvian Skunk
Electric Haze (BC Seed Co.) Northern Light #5 X Haze
Elvis aka Elvis PressedMe (Celebrity) Chitral X Skunk
Ethiopian Highland (African) Landraces; Ethiopian Highland
Euforia (Dutch Passion) a selected Skunk X a selected Skunk
Everest Queen (No Mercy) K-2 X Shiva Special
Exile (Magus) Warlock (50%) X Northern Lights (25%) X White Widow

F
F’N’Blue (Vancouver Seeds) Blueberry X f**kin’ Incredible
Far Out (World Wide Seeds) Northern Lights X Haze
Fast Blast (Afropis) Landraces; Iranian X Blueberry
Fast Manitoba (Great White North) Early Girl X ?Early Girl?
Fig Widow Queen (Dutch Flowers) Fig Skunk X Aloha 98 Widow X Cinderella 99
Fighting Buddah (Chimera & DJ Short) Burmese X Blueberry
Fijian Sativa (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Landraces; Fiji’s Island
Five-O (BC Seed Co.) Hawaiian Indica X Northern Lights #5
Flo (Dj Short) Purple Thai X Afghani
FourWay (Head Seeds) [Cinderella 99 X Apollo 11] X [New York City Diesel X G13]
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Free Tibet (Soma) Nepalese Hash Plant X Afghani Hawaiian
Fruit Bowl (Sunshine) Purple Maui X Sweet Tooth #3
Fruity Juice (Sensi) Thai X ??
Fruity Thai (Ceres) Thai Sativa X Dutch Indica
Fuma Con Diablos (Flying Dutchmen) Skunk #1 X Original Haze
Fumar Con Dios (Flying Dutchmen) Original Haze X Skunk #1

G
G-Berry (?Memy?) G13 X Blackberry X Doublegum
G-Bolt (Motarebel) Pacific G-13 X Yumbolt
G-Star (Motarebel) Star Gazer X [AK-47 X White Widow X G13]
G-SUS (Reeferman) G13 X Godbud
G13 Blue Widow (NCGA) [Blaze x G13 x Northern Lights] X Blue Widow or G13
X Blue Widow
G13 Diesel (Head Seeds) G13bx X Rezdog’s East Coast Sour Diesel v3
Generals Daughter (Fleur du Mal) [G13 X Northern Lights] X Cinderella 99
Ghandi (High Quality) South Indian X Skunk
Ghaze Bx1 (Dutch Flowers) [G13 X Uber Candy Haze] X G13
Ghost (Reeferman) Burmese X Kali Mist
Giant Cindy (Spice Brothers) Green Giant X Cinderella 99
Giant Princess (Spice Brothers) Green Giant X Ice Princess
God’s Treat (Jordan of the Island) Dutch Treat X God Bud
Golden Haze (Dr. Greenthumb) Acapulco Gold X Haze
Golden Skush (GN03) Skunk X Hindu Kush
GoldenMoon (GoldenSeed) GoldenSkunk X Mazar
Gonzo #1 (Reservoir) M-39 X Williams Wonder
Gordy’s Spice #18 (Motarebel) Pacific G-13 X Northern Lights #5
Gourdbuster (Motarebel) City Slicker X Killa Queen
Granflora (Owls Production) Afghan X Purpurea Ticinensis
Grape Mayhem (Motarebel) Mayhem X Grapefruit Bx1
Grape Punch (BOG) Lifesaver X Bogglegum
Grapefruit Haze (Next Generation) Grapefruit X Haze
Grapeskunk (Next Generation) Super Skunk X Grapefruit X Blueberry
Great Garberville Pure (Reeferman) Thai X Afghani Hawaiian
Great White Shark (Green House) Super Skunk X White Widow
Green Devil (Tiki) Bambata X Shulam
Green Giant (Spice Brothers) Big Bud X Shiva Skunk
Green Goddess (GN03) Citral X Afghani Hawaiian X G13 Haze
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Green Medicine (Brazilian Seed Company) Early Green X White Rhino
Green Spirit (Dutch Passion) Big Bud X Skunk #1
Grenadella (Afropips) Grenadine X Cinderella 99
Grenadine (Dr. Greenthumb) [Niagara X Shiva] X G13
Grimm White Shark (Brothers Grimm) Big Bud X Super Skunk
Guerrilla (A.C.E.) South African; Leshoto X Nepalese; Kathmandù Valley
Gypsy’s Kiss (Reeferman) White Widow X Petrolia Headstash

H
Hash Balls 2 (Goodhouse) Hash Plant X KGB
Hash Heaven (Soma) G13 Hashplant X G13 Haze X Lavender
Hash Khan (Effettoserra) Maroc X Dutch Skunk
Hash Plant (Seedsman) Hash Plant X Northern Lights #1
Hash Plant (Sensi) [Hashplant X Northern Lights #1] X Hashplant
Hashberry (Mandala) Landraces, N. India, Kashmir X ??
Haley’s Comet (Flying Dutchmen) Early Californian X Skunk #1
Hardcore (Secret Valley) primary Big Bud X Dj’s Blueberry
Hawaiian Goddess #3 (Motarebel) Hawaiian Pheno BC God Bud X Sweet Tooth
#3
Hawaiian Indica (Sensi) Landraces: Hawaii X Northern Lights
Hawaiian Skunk (Seedsman) Hawaiian Indica X Skunk #1
Hawaiian Sativa (Federation) Landraces: Hawaii, Mauna Kea
Hawaiian Snow (Green House) [Hawaiian Haze X Pure Haze] X Neville’s Haze
Haze (BlueHemp) Haze19 X unknown Haze
Haze Mist (Flying Dutchmen) South Indian, Kerala X Original Haze
Haze Special (KC Brains) Neville’s Haze X K.C.606
Headband Diesel = [Super Skunk X Sensi Northern Lights] X Chem /dawg
Headstash (??) ?Indica Pheno from Herijuana?
Heavy Duty Fruity (THSeeds) Big Bud X Afghani Skunk
Hempstar (Dutch Passion) Skunk X Oasis X Haze
Herijuana (Woodhorse) Kentucky Outdoor X Headstash
Herijuana (Motarebel) Killer New Haven Strain X Petrolia Headstash
High Land (Goodhouse) [Jack Herer X White Widow] X KGB
Highend (Legends) Rene X Dj’s Blueberry
Highland Afghani (Reeferman) F1 Hybrid of 2 highland Afghani
Himalayan Gold (Green House) Landraces; Himalayan X South Indian
Hindu Kush (Sensi) Landraces; India, Hindu Kush Mountains
HOG, the (THSeeds) Afghani X Skunk
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Homegrown Fantasy (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Afghani X White Widow
Hoosier Hoot’n’Hollar (SSSC) Nacked Lady X Early Mexican Gold
Hubba Bubba (Capricorn) Blueberry X Cinderella 99
Humboldt Berry (Motarebel) Trainwreck X Blueberry
Huron (Dr. Greenthumb) Niagara X White Widow

I
Ice (Nirvana) Afghani X Skunk X Northern Lights X Shiva
Ice Princess (Brothers Grimm) Cinderella 88 X White Widow
Ice Queen (No Mercy) Master Ice X Valley Queen
Indian Haze (Seedsman) South Indian Kerala X Haze
Indian Skunk (Seedsman) South Indian Kerala X Skunk #1
Indigo (Vancouver Seeds) North African X Afghani Indica
Ingemars Punch (White Widow Web) Master Widow X Sweet Skunk
Island Bud (Great White North) Early Sativa X ?Early Sativa?
Island Lady (Amsterdam Marijuana) Purple Power X Master Kush
Island Sweet Skunk (Jordan of the Island) Sweet Pink Grapefruit X Big Skunk
#1

J
J.J.’s Gold (Dr. Greenthumb) Millenium Bud X Acapulco Gold
Jack Flash (Sensi) Jack Herer X Super Skunk
Jack Frost (GoldenSeed) Jack Herer X White Widow X Northern Light #5
Jack Herer (Sensi) Skunk #1 X Northern Lights #5 X Haze
Jack The Ripper (Subcool) Jacks Cleaner P1 X Space Queen
JackHammer (Motarebel) SuperJack X BlockHead
Jamaica (Hemcy) Lambsbread X [Skunk X Ruderalis]
Jamaican (Federation) Landraces; Jamaica X ??
Jamaican Pearl (Sensi) ?Marley’s Collie X Early Pearl?
Janis Special (Fleur du Mal) Silver Pearl X Blue Widow
Jillybean (Subcool) Orange Velvet X Space Queen
Jim Dandy (Motarebel) Jim Wakeford X Killa Queen
Johnny Blaze (Chimera) Neville’s Haze X Blueberry
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K
K2 Special (No Mercy) [K2 X Mexican Haze] X Victory
K.C.33 (KC Brains) Afghani X Haze X Ukrainian strain
K.C.36 (KC Brains) Indica from Spain X K.C.606
K.C.42 (KC Brains) New Zealand Best X K.C.639
K-Train (Woodhorse) K2 X Arcata Trainwreck
Kahuna (Soma) Super Skunk X Big Skunk Korean X Jack Herer X Afghani
Hawaiian
Kali’s Bliss (Reeferman) Reeferman’s Cambodian X Cinderella 99
Kali Spice (Dman) Kali Mist X Silver Spice
Kalichakra (Mandala) Crystal Queen X White Satin
Kanasuta (Canadian Seed Co.) Aurora Beaurealis X Cinderella 99
Kariba Surprise (African Seeds) Landraces; Zambezi River
Karpov (Blue Grass) Blue Hen X Blueberry
Kasparov (Blue Grass) Blue Kiev X Blueberry
Kerala Krush (Flying Dutchmen) South Indian, Kerala X Skunk #1
Kerala Skunk (Dutch Passion) South Indian, Kerala X Skunk #1
KGB (Vancouver Seeds) Afghani X Burmese
Khola (Dutch Passion) [Thailand X Brazil] X ?an early dutch strain
Kill Bill (Reservoir) Killer Queen X William’s Wonder
Killa Kush (Motarebel) Bubba Kush X Killa Queen
Killer Apollo (Reservoir) Killer Queen X Apollo 11
Killer Kristalls (Motarebel) Jim Dandy X Black Kat
Killer Newhaven (??) Sativa Pheno from Herijuana
Killer Queen (Reservoir) Airborne’s G13 X Cinderella 99
Killer Queen 2 (Canadian Seed Co.) G13 X Cinderella 99
Killian (Motarebel) Killa Queen X NYC Diesel
Killin Garberville (BC Seed Co.) Hawaiian Sativa X Afghani Indica
King’s Kross (Reeferman) [King X Charles Kush] X King
Kiwi (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Landraces; New Zealand
Klingonberry (Dutch Flowers) Bubblegum X Sagarmatha’s Blueberry X Aloha 98
Kolinahr (Enterprise) Vulcan X White Widow
Kong (Laughing Moon) Kong X [White Russian X BubbleGum]
Kranial Kush (Motarebel) Bubba Kush X [Bubba Kush X Yumbolt]
Kush Berry (Motarebel) Bubbleberry X [Bubba Kush X Yumbolt]
Kushage (THSeeds) O.G. Kush X S.A.G.E.
Kwik Kali (Sagarmatha) Western Winds X Stuporsonic
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L
L.A. Confidential (DNA Genetics) O.G. L.A. Affie X Afghani
L.S.D. (BOG) Lifesaver X NYC Diesel
La Nina (Mr. Nice) Haze X White Widow
Lambada (Reeferman) Brazilian X Highland Nepalese
Lambsbread Skunk (Dutch Passion) Jamaican Lambsbread X Skunk #1
Lasqueti Haze (BC Bud Depot) ?? X Skunk
Lavender (Soma) Super Skunk X Big Skunk Korean X Afghani Hawaiian
Lebanese (BlueHemp) Landraces, Lebanese
Leda Uno (KC Brains) [secret Brazilian strain X K.C.33] X [Leda X K.C.606]
Legends Ultimate Indica (Legends) Ortega X Sweet Tooth
Lemon Bud (Canadian Gen.) Monster Bud X Lemon Joy
Lemon Chemo (Woodhorse) BC Chemo X Ontario Chemo
Lemon Freeze (Subcool) Jacks Cleaner X [Jacks Cleaner X Blueberry]
Lemon Skunk (Jordan of the Island) Citrus Skunk X Skunk #1
Leshaze (Canna Biogen) Landraces; Lesotho X [Skunk X Haze]
Lieu Hanh (Spice Brothers) Vietnamese X Neville’s Haze
Lieu Hanh 99 (Spice Brothers) Lieu Hanh X Cinderella 99
Life Star (BOG) Lifesaver X Sensi Star
Lifesaver (BOG) Jack Cleaner X Dj’s Blueberry X BogBubble
Lime Chemo (Woodhorse) Ontario Chemo X BC Chemo X Timewarp X Citrus
Lionheart (Almighty) African Sativa X North American Genetics
Lone Ranger (SSSC) Nepali Sativa X Michiocan Mexican Sativa
Love Potion #1 (Reeferman) [G13 x Santa Marta Columbian Gold] X Santa
Marta Columbian Gold
Love Potion 9 (Joker) Love Potion 5 X Northern Lights
Low P.T. (Reeferman) Oregon Purple Thai X LowRyder
Lowland Afghani (Reeferman) 2 Lowland Afghani strains
Lowrider (Joint Doctors) Northern Light #2 X William Wonder X unknown hybrid

M
M-39 (SSSC) Skunk #1 X Basic #5
M3 (Sunshine) [AK47 X Haze] X Hashplant
Mako Shark (Motarebel) Black Widow X Great White Shark
Mal’Sp (Afropips) Malawi Gold X Silver Pearl
Malaki (Afropips) Malawi Gold X White Russian
Malawi 99(Afropips) Malawi Gold X Cinderella 99
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Malawi Gold (African Seeds) Landraces; Malawi, Lake Malawi
Malberino (Afropips) Malberry X Grenadine
Malberry (Afropips) Malawi Gold X Blueberry
Malibu (Chimera) Cali-O X Blue Domino
Magic Carpet Ride (Reeferman) Headstash X Cambodian
Magic Crystal (White Widow Web) White Widow X California Orange
Mandarin Punch (Juan Moore) Killer Queen X Tangerine
Manga Rosa (Brazilian Seed Company) Landraces from the 70s; Brazil
Mango (KC Brains) Afghani X KC33
Mangolian Indica (Sagarmatha) = Afghani Skunk X Afghani X Northern Lights
Manolito 1 (Goodhouse) White Rhino X KGB
Marley’s Collie (Sensi) 2 Jamaicains différents
Martian Mean Green (DNA Genetics) Sharks Breath X G13 Haze
Master Ice (No Mercy) Mind Bender X Northern Lights
Master Kush (Black Label) Hindu Kush X Skunk
Masterkush (Dutch Passion) Hindu Kush X Hindu Kush
Matanuska Mist (Sagarmatha) Matanuska Tundra X Grey Mist
Maui Mist (BC Seed Co.) Hawaiian Indica X Haze
Mayhem (Motarebel) Russian Indica Clone X Blockhead
Mazar (Dutch Passion) Afghanistan, Mazar-I-Shariff X Skunk #1
MCW (NCGA) Mighty Mite X Chemo X White Widow
Medicine Man (Mr. Nice) [Brazilian Sativa X South Indian] X Afghani
MedMaster (Reeferman) UBC Chemo X Reeferman’s G
Mendocino Madness (THSeeds) Northern Cali Madness X “a parent of
Kwiksilver”
Merlins Dream (White Widow Web) Master Widow X Afghani
Merville Blueberry (BC Bud Depot) Blueberry X Grapefruit
Mexican Sativa (Sensi) Mexican, Oaxacan X Pakistani Hashplant X Durban
Mighty Haze Candy (Dutch Flower) Mighty Chemo Widow X Uber Candy Haze
Mikush (Federation) Mikado X Kush
Mind Bender (KC Brains) KC2 X KC33 X Afghani
Mindf**k (Reservoir) New York City Diesel X DTC 99
Mississippi Sweet Bud (JOTI) Kush X Burmese
Mississippi Queen (Juan Moore) Princess 75 X Airborne G13
Misty (Positronics) Sister of White Widow
MK Ultra (THSeeds) G13 X O.G. Kush
Moon Shadow (Joey Weed) [Chemo x White Rhino] X Cinderella 99
Moonflower (Canadian Seed Co.) Cinderella 99 X Apollo 11
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Morning Dew (Dman) Endless Sky X Cinderella 99
Mountain Jam (Chimera & Dj Short) Soulshine X Blueberry
Mountain Lion (Almighty) Rock Bud X Lionheart
MP5K (Dr. Chronic) AK X Afghani
Mr. Bubble (THSeeds) Kali Mist X Bubblegum
Mr. Majestyx (Afropips) Malberry X Cinderella 99
Mr. Nice (Sensi) G13 X Hash Plant

N
Neon Super Skunk (Subcool) Super Skunk X Black Russian
Nepal Baba (Dr. Atomic) [Landraces; Nepal X Northern Lights] X Northern Lights
Nepalese Grizzly (Kootenay Mountain) [Dutch Treat x Nepali] X Chemo
Nepalese Jam (Ace) Nepalese Kathmandu Sativa X Jamaican Blue
Mountain1984
Nepali (BlueHemp) Landraces; Nepal, Baglung
Neville’s Haze (Green House) Pure Haze X Northern Lights
Neville’s Haze Hybrid (Female Seeds) Neville’s Haze X Jack Herer
New Killer Queen (Juan Moore) Airborne G13 X Cinderella 99
New Purple Cross (Mr. Blue) Afghani X Jamaican
New Purple Power (Nirvana) Holland’s Hope X Skunk #1
New York City Diesel (Soma) Mexican Sativa X Afghani
Nigerian (Afropips) Landraces, Nigeria
Nirvana Special (Nirvana) Jock Horror X Landraces; Mexico, Oaxaca
No Mercy Special (No Mercy) [Santa Maria X Maxican Haze] X Victory
North #1 (Hill Temple) Cinderella 99 X Blue Kiev
Northern Berry (Peak Seeds & Hygro) Northern Lights #5 X Blueberry
Northern Bright (Nirvana) Northern Lights X Haze
Northern Dream (Reeferman) [Kodiak Gold Thunderf**k x Northern Lights #5] X
Nothern Light #5
Northern Lights (BC Bud Depot) Atomic Northern Light X Northern Lights #6
Northern Lights #1 (SSSC) Afghani IBL
Northern Lights #2 (SSSC) Hindu Kush X Thai
Northern Lights #9 (Sagarmatha) Northern Lights X White Widow X Durban
Northern Skunk (Peak Seeds) Northern Light #5 X Skunk
Nutcruncher (Reeferman) Airborne G13 X Petrolia Headstash
NYC Diesel (Soma) Sour Diesel X Afghani Hawaiian
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O
Oasis (Dutch Passion) an advancement of Northern Lights #2
Odin’s Hammer (Reeferman) Kodiak Gold X Acapulco Gold
Oké 47 (Sensi) Afghani X ??
Optimus Prime (BC Bud Depot) BC Sweet Tooth X Mayne Island Indica
Orange Apollo (Reservoir) [1977 Aeric Cali-O X Apollo 11] X Apollo 11
Orange Chemo (Woodhorse) BC Chemo X Ontario Chemo X Timewarp X
California Orange
Orange Peako Cambodian (Reeferman) Nepalese Indica X Cambodian Sativa
Orange Spice (Dman) Double G X White Widow
Orangina (Blue Grass) California Orange X Blue Bubblejuice
Orient Express (A.C.E.) Vietnam Black X Chinese; Yunnan
Original Green (Brazilian Seed Company) Landraces from the 80s; Brazil, Sao
Paulo
Original Haze (Seedsman) [Mexican x Columbian] X Thai X South Indian Kerala
Original Highway Delight ( High Quality) Northern Light X Skunk
Original Strawberry Diesel (Reservoir) Strawberry Couch X Sour Diesel

P
Pakalolo (Sativa Seed Bank) Landraces; Hawaii, Maui X Skunk #1
Pakistani (BlueHemp) Landraces, Pakistan
Panama (A.C.E.) [Panama 1974 X Panama] X Panama; Canary Island
Panama Powerhouse (Dman) Panama Red X AK-47
Panama Punch (Cannabis Pros) Panama Green X Neville’s Haze
Papaya (Nirvana) Citral #13 X Ice #2
Passion Queen (??) Grapefruit X BC Grapefruit
Passion #1 (Dutch Passion) = Amstel Gold
Peak 19 (Sagarmatha) Stonehedge X Matanuska Tundra
Phnom Phen (Reeferman) Thai X Haze X Cambodian
Pine Tar Kush (Tom Hill) Pakistani IBL
Pineapples Punch (Flying Dutchmen) Real McCoy X Skunk #1
Pink Candy (Mr. Blue) Stinky Pinky X Cotton Candy
Pink Widow (Effettoserra) [Afghani X South Indian] X Purple Widow
Platinum (Afropips) Amstel Gold X Silver Pearl
Pollypak (SSSC) Pollyanna X Pakistani Sativa
Potent Purple (Reeferman) Oregon Purple Thai X ?California Indica?
Power House (Hill Temple) Deep Chunk X Cinderella 99
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Power Plant (Dutch Passion) Landraces; South Africa
Princess 50 (Mr. Soul) Princess X [Shiva Skunk X Jack Herer]
Princess 75 (Mr. Soul) Princess X Princess 50
Princess 88 aka Cinderella 88 (Mr. Soul) Princess X Princess 75
Princess Diesel (Reservoir) Ice Princess X Sour Diesel
Puna Budder (THSeeds) some Hawaiian & some Afghani
Purple Czar (Motarebel) Black Russian X The Black “aka Burmese”
Purple Lightning (BC Seed Co.) Purple Indica X Northern Lights #5
Purple Power (Amsterdam Marijuana) Holland’s Hope X Skunk #1
Purple Skunk (Dutch Passion) Purple #1 X Early Skunk
Purple Thai (??) Oaxaca Gold X Chocolate Thai
Pyramid (White Widow Web) White Widow X [Haze X Skunk]

Q
Quick Mist Diesel (Reservoir) Kali Mist X Mighty Mite X Double Sour Diesel v2

R
Raccoon / Rocky (Canadian Seed Co.) Afghani X Columbian Gold
Real McCoy, the (Flying Dutchmen) Skunk #1 X South Indian Sativa
Reclining Buddha (Soma) Super Skunk X Big Skunk Korean X Holland’s Hope
ReCON (DNA Genetics) Mutant L.A. Confidential X Cannadential
Red Congolese (Reeferman) Congolese Sativa X [Mexican X Afghani]
Red Devil (Greenhouse) Afghani X Afghani Skunk
Red Haze (??) Neville’s Haze X Panama Red
Red Horse (Goodhouse) [Jack Herer X Top 44] X KGB
Red Sativa (Brazilian Seeds) Landraces; Brazil
Red Widow 13 (Dman) [G13 X Black Widow] X Panama Red
Redhaired Sonja (BlueHemp) [Afghani X Thai] X [Thai X Brazil]
Reefer Madness (Reeferman) Mexican a.k.a Blackseed X G13
Reeferman’s G (Reeferman) Airborne G13 X [Airborne G13 x Santa Marta
Columbian Gold]
Reeferman’s Herijuana (Reeferman) SSSC’s Herijuana Sativa pheno X SSSC’s
Herijuana Indica pheno
Reeferman’s Northern Light (Reeferman) Northern Lights #1 X Reeferman’s
Northern Lights #5
Reeferman’s Sour Diesel (Reeferman) Sour Diesel X Kush
Reeferman’s Space Queen (Reeferman) Romulan X Cinderella 99
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Remus (Federation) Island Sweet Skunk X Romulan
Renatta (A.C.E.) North East Brazilian Sativa X Cambodia Haze
Rheingold (Nova) Sensistar X Black Domina
Rock Bud “aka Soma A+”(Soma) Super Skunk X Big Skunk Korean X Afghani
Hawaiian
Rock Star (Bong Guru) Sensi Star X Rock Bud
Rocklock (DNA Genetics) Warlock X RockStar
Romberry (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Romulan X Blueberry
Romberry (BCGA) Romulan X Blueberry
Rombolt (Motarebel) Romulan X Yumbolt
Romulan (Federation) California X [White Whino X White Rhino]
Romulan Haze (Next Generation) Silver Haze(R) X Romulan
Royal Hawaiian (Reeferman) Hawaiian Indica X Hawaiian Sativa
Royal Orange (Flying Dutchmen) Skunk #1 X California Orange
Ru-Pa (HD Canadian) Cotton Candy X Heavy Duty Fruity
Ruderalis = Landraces, Russia
Ruderalis Sativa (SSSC) Ruderalis X [Thai x Mexican]

S
S.A.G.E. (THSeeds) Big Sour Holy X Afghani
SabreTooth (Motarebel) Sweet Tooth #3 X Northern Light
Sacra Frasca (Dutch Passion) Powerplant X Skunk Passion
Sadhu (Mandala) [?? X ??] X Landraces, N. India
Sage & Sour (THSeeds) S.A.G.E. X Sour Diesel
SandStorm (Canna Biogen) Landraces; Pakistan, Chitral X Landraces;
Morocco, Arabene
Sangoma (Afropips) [Malawi X Silver Pearl] X Blueberry
Sanug (Canadian Seed Co.) Thai X Cambodian
Sapphire Star (Jordan of the Island) Blue Hawaiian X God Bud
Satori (Mandala) Landraces; Nepalese X ??
Schnazzleberry (Chimera) Blue Domino X Shishkaberry
Senor Garcia (Reeferman) Oregon Purple Thai X Panama Red
Sensitron (Almighty) Jack Herer X Sensi Star
Shagadellic (GN03) Indian Sativa X Skunk
Shaman (Dutch Passion) Purple #1 X Skunk
Shanti Devi (Tiki) Afghani X ??
Sharks Breath (DNA Genetics) Great White Shark X Jamaican Lambsbread
Sheherazade (Paradise) Afghan X ?Mostly Sativa?
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Shenzhou (Canadian Seed Co.) Sugar Klingon X Cinderella 99
Shiesel (Bong Guru) Shiva X NYC Diesel
Shirin Gol (Herbaria) Landraces; Tadjikistan
Shirin Mango (Herbaria) Shirin Gol X Afghan
Shit (Mr. Nice) the Original “Afghani X Skunk” (SSSC’s?)
Shiva (Dr. Atomic) Afghani X Atomic Northern Lights X Super Crystal
Shiva Shanti II (Sensi) Garlic Bud X Skunk X Afghani
Shiva Skunk (Sensi) Skunk #1 X Northern Lights #5
Shock (Mr. Nice) White Widow X Skunk #1
Silver Blue (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Silver Pearl X Blueberry
Silver Dream (BlueHemp) Purple Dream X Swiss Sativa X Monstera
Silver Pearl (Sensi) Early Pearl X Skunk #1 X Northern Lights
Silver Spice (Dman) Endless Sky X Orange Spice
Silverado (BlueHemp) Silver Dream X Northern Lights #2
Skunk #1 (Dutch Passion) Afghani X Thai X Colombian Gold
Skunk #5 (Effettoserra) [Afghani X Acapulco Gold x Colombian Gold] X Dutch
Skunk
Skunk Berry (Peak Seeds) Skunk X Blueberry
Skunk Haze (Seedsman) Skunk #1 X Original Haze
Skunk Kush (Sensi) Hindu Kush X Skunk #1
Skunk Power (Effettoserra) “Big yielding phenotype” X White Afghani
Skunkaberry (Reeferman) Newberry X Chinese Indica
Skunkberry (Cannabis Pros) Blueberry X Skunk #1
Sky Dog (Willy Jack) Jack Herer X Williams Wonder X Haze
Skywalker (Dutch Passion) Mazar X Blueberry
Slyder (Sagarmatha) Landraces: Afghanistan X Northern Lights
Smoka Cola (Dman) Star Gazer X [G13 X Black Widow]
Smokey Bear (Dutch Passion) Masterkush X KC 33
Snow Slyder (Joker) Afghani X Northern Lights
Snow White (Cannabis Pros) Northern Light #5 X Cinderella 99
Somango (Soma) Super Skunk X Big Skunk Korean X Jack Herer
Somanna (Soma) Super Skunk X Big Skunk Korean X C. Chinensis X Afghani
Hawaiian
Somativa (Soma) Super Skunk X Big Skunk Korean X Jack Herer
Somaui (Soma) Hawaiian Sativa X G-13 Haze
Sour Diesel (Reservoir) Mexican Sativa X Chemo
Sour Diesel (??) ?DNL X Daywrecker?
Sour Mist (Reservoir) Kali Mist X Double Sour Diesel
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Sour Queen (Reservoir) Killer Queen X Double Sour Diesel
Sour Turbo (Motarebel) Double Sour Diesel v2 X Sour Diesel v2.5
Sour Wonder (Reservoir) Williams Wonder X Sour Diesel
Southern Lights (Delta 9) N.Y.C Diesel X Sensi Star
Space Queen (Reeferman) Romulan X Cinderella 99
Space Queen F2 (Subcool) Romulan X Cinderella 99
Spacetooth #3 (Subcool) Sweet Tooth #3 X Space Queen
Special AK (Goodhouse) AK-47 X KGB
Speed Queen (Mandala) Landraces, N. India, Himachal Pradesh X ??
Speedball (Reservoir) Sensi Star X DTC 99
Spellbound (Dman) William’s Wonder X Sour Diesel
Spice (Mr. Nice) Hawaiian Indica X Hawaiian Sativa
Spontanica (KC Brains) Secret Project #1 X KC33
Sputnik 1.0 (Subcool) Apollo 13 X Black Russian
Sputnik 2.0 (Subcool) Sputnik 1.0 X Apollo 13
Star Chief (White Widow Web) Master Widow X Himalaya Haze
Star Gazer (Delta 9) [Warlock X AK-47] X Sensi Star
Star Gazer (Dman) Endless Sky X Bubbleberry
Starlight (White Widow Web) Master Widow X Northern Lights
Starwalker (Canadian Seed Co.) [Romulan x Cinderella 99] X Cinderella 99
Sticky Sista (Herbaria) Afghanistan, Hindu Kush X South African, Ciskei
Stonehedge (Sagarmatha) Cambodian Sativa X Western Winds
Stoney Baloney (Juan Moore) [Cinderella 99 X Kali Mist] X Tangerine
Stoney High (White Widow Web) Master Widow X Super Skunk
Sudden Impact (Blue Grass) [Mr. Nice G13 X Hashplant] X AK-47
Sugar Babe (Paradise) Afghani X Swiss White Strain
Sugar Baby (NCGA) Vic High’s Orange Crush X G13 Blue Widow
Sugar Daddy (Capricorn) California Indica X Sugar Blossom
Sugar Klingon (Dutch Flowers) Klingonberry X Fig Widow Queen
Sugar Klingon II (Canadian Seed Co.) Klingonberry X Fig Widow Queen
Sugar Loaf (Canna Biogen) Landraces; Pakistan X Capricho
Sugarwarp (Reeferman) Texada Timewarp X Burmese
Summer Queen (No Mercy) Everest Queen X Northern Light
Sunshine #2 (Hill Temple) Sunshine X Deep Chunk
Sunshine Daydream (Dman) Silver Spice X AK-47
Super Afghani (World Wide Seeds) Afghani #1 X Super Skunk
Super Dawg = Dawg X 86’Sensi Super Skunk (sources: cannabible)
Super Green (Brazilian Seed Company) Early Green X Jack Herer
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Super Haze (Dutch Passion) Original Haze X Skunk #1
Super Impact (Blue Grass) Sudden Impact X Silver Haze(R)
Super Kimo (Brazilian Seed Company) UBC Chemo X Jack Herer X Haze
Special
Super Kush (BC Seed Co.) Hindu Kush X Northern Lights #5
Super Sativa Plus (THC Seeds) Hawaiian Sativa X BC Biker Bud
Silver Haze(R) (Mr. Nice) [Northern Lights #5 x N. Haze] X [Skunk #1 x N. Haze]
Super Silver Sour Diesel Haze (Reservoir) Silver Haze(R) X Sour Diesel
Super Silver Spice (Dman) Endless Sky X Silver Spice
Super Skunk (Sensi) Skunk #1 X Afghani
Super Star (Delta 9) Sensi Star X Sensi Star
Super Sweet Cindy 05 (BOG) [Sweet Tooth #3 X Cinderella 99] X BogBubble
Swazi Redbeard “a.k.a Swazi Rooibaard” (Afropips) Landraces; Swaziland,
Nkomati
Swazi Skunk (SeedsMan) Swazi X Skunk #1
Sweet Apollo (Reservoir) SweetTooth #3 X Apollo 11
Sweet Cindy (BOG) Sweet Tooth #3 X Cinderella 99
Sweet Dreams (Almighty) Lionheart X ??
Sweet Dreams (KC Brains) Californian Big Bud Skunk X K.C.606
Sweet Tooth 1.1 (DJ Short & Spice of Life) [Sweet Pink Grapefruit X Dj’s
Blueberry] X Grapefruit
Sweet Treat (Reeferman) Dutch Treat X Californian IBL
Swiss Miss (Nirvana) Afghani X ?Ruderalis?
SwissXT (KC Brains) Mr. Swiss X Double K.C. private project

T
T.N.R. (KC Brains) Thai X Double K.C.2
Taco (??) Ortega X Cinderella 99
Tanzanian Magic (African Seeds) Landraces; Southern Tanzania
Taskenti (Canna Biogen) Landraces; Uzbekistan
Thai Lights (Dr. Atomic) Landraces; Thailand, Nakan Pranom X Northern Lights
Thai-Tanic (Flying Dutchmen) Thai X Skunk
The Crystal Ship (Reeferman) Kali Mist X Kodiak Gold
The Dope (AAA Seeds) Northern Lights #5 X Haze
The Other Crystal Ship (Reeferman) Kali Mist X Northern Light #5
Thumper (Juan Moore) Trix X G13
Thunder f**kin Wonder (Reservoir) Matanuska Thundra X William’s Wonder
Thunder Pearl (Reeferman) Early Pearl X Kodiak Gold
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Thunderf**k Diesel (Reservoir) Matanuska Tundra X Sour Diesel
Timanfaya Devil (Afropips) [[Cape Verde X Congolese] X Nepalese] X
Congolese
Time Bomb (Legends) Texada Timewarp X Blueberry
Titan (Federation) Romulan X BC Big Bud
Titan’s Haze (Flying Dutchmen) Skunk #1 X Original Haze
Top 44 (Homegrown Fantaseeds) Skunk X ?Vicking?
Top Lady (HD Canadian) First Lady X Top 44
Toxic Blue (Motarebel) Blue Kronic X Killian
Trainwreck (Woodhorse) Mexican X Colombian X Afghani
Trance (Dutch Passion) Skunk Indica X ??
Transkei Green (African Seeds) Landraces; South Africa, Transkei
Tribal Vision (Afropips) Malberry X [Sweet Tooth #3 X Grapefruit X Congo
Nepalese]
Triple Afghan Slam (Reeferman) Combine 3 Afghani strains
Trix (Juan Moore) [Blueberry X Northern Light] X Northern Light
Tropical Timewarp (Reeferman) Punta Roja Colombian Red X African Timewarp
Tropical Treat Special (Brazilian Seed) Colombian Gold X Colombian Jack X
Haze Special X Skunk #1
Turtle Power (Amsterdam Marijuana) Purple Power X Early Girl
Twisted Fruit (Motarebel) Grapefruit X [Killer Queen X NYC Diesel]

U
Ultimate Indoor (Capricorn) Northern Lights X Matanuska Thunder
Ultimate Peak (Capricorn) Peak 19 X Bubbleberry
Ultra Skunk (Dutch Passion) Swiss Skunk X Skunk

V
Valley Queen (No Mercy) Everest Queen X Silver Pearl
Very White (Celebrity) White Widow X Haze
Viet Combo (Spice Brothers) Vietnamese X Vietnamese Black
Viper (Reeferman) Blackseed X Burmese
Voodoo (Dutch Passion) Thai X ??
Vortex (Subcool) Apollo 13 X Space Queen
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W
Wakeford (Reeferman) [Skunk #1 X Airborne G-13] X UBC Chemo
Waldo (Apothecary) Pez X Purple Cherry
Warlock (Magus) [Skunk X Skunk] X Afghani
Warpberry (Patch Works) Texada Timewarp X Purple Pineberry
White Cinderella (Canadian Seed Co.) BRG White Widow X Cinderella 99
White Crystal (THC Seeds) White Lightning X Super Crystal
White Flow (Capricorn) White Widow X Flow
White Grizzly (Kootenay Mountain) Dutch Treat X Nepali X Chemo
White Himalayan Haze (GN03) White Widow X Himalayan Haze
White KC (KC Brains) White Widow X Afghani X KC33
White Light (Soma) Bubblegum X White Widow
White Light (Willy Jack) Northern Lights X White Widow
White Lightning (BC Seed Co.) Northern Lights #5 X White Widow
White Mr. Nice (Blue Grass) White Haze X [Mr. Nice G-13 X Hashplant]
White Rhino (Green House) Afghan X Brazilian X South Indian, Kerala
White Rose (High Quality) Skunk X White Widow
White Russian (Serious) AK-47 X White Widow
White Satin (Mandala) Landraces; N. India, Punjab X ??
White Star (Capricorn) Sensi Star X White Widow
White Star (Delta 9) New York City Diesel X Sensi Star
White Tusk (Goodhouse) [Hawaii X Big Bud] X KGB
White Widow (Green House) Brazilian X South Indian
White Willow (Soma) White Widow X Afghain Hawaiian
Widow Warrior (White Widow Web) Master Widow X Durban
Widowrella (Canadian Pros) Cinderella 99 X White Widow
Willie D (Reservoir) William’s Wonder X New York City Diesel
Willijuana (Reeferman) Vietnamese X Burmese
Willy Jack (Willy Jack) Williams Wonder X Jack Herer
Willy Nelson (Reeferman) Vietnamese X Highland Nepalese
Wonder 99 (Reservoir) Cinderella 99 X William’s Wonder
Wonder Diesel (Reservoir) William’s Wonder X Sour Diesel
Wonder Haze (Reservoir) Silver Haze(R) X William’s Wonder
Wonderberry (Sagarmatha) Bubbleberry X William’s Wonder
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Y
Yarkoum (Tiki) Landraces; Pakistan, Chitral Valley X “secret F1”
Yellow Brick Wall (Juan Moore) Afghani X Columbian Gold
Yumbolt (Sagarmatha) Landraces: Afghanistan X Landraces: Himalaya

Z
Zagorsk (Canadian Seed Co.) Killer Queen X Sugar Klingon
Zamal (GN03) Landrace; La Reunion
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STRAIN LISTING + BREEDER + DESCRIPTIONS
The near-complete largest strain base today. (Breeders in green.)
BCGA
Beauty and the Beast
Type:
Lineage: Chemo X C99
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The production growers may want to look at this one, it
should be a heavy early. Chemo's suspected polyploid nature causes it to just
blast off when flowering is initiated, it's mind blowing. Chemo bud is potent with
tremendous medical benefits but lack's character. Those suffering from insomnia
and bipolar behavior seem to gain a lot of benefit from my chemo mom. C99
improves the bud quality and the combination has improved chemo's vigour.
This strain grows as a single cola and is the best choice in our lineup for those
wanting a dedicated SOG plant.
Breeding Status: Uniform Hybrid
Blueberry
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Sagarmatha Blueberry Re-DJ Short
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Because of it's genetic stability I prefer to call this a
second generation Blueberry rather than an F2. Parents were purchased from
Marc Emery in the winter of 1996. He told me he purchased them from
Sagarmatha of Holland. They were described as being "a mostly Indica plant of
superior quality. This fast maturing girl produces large, crystallized buds with
natural occurring bluish hues. The berry taste is unmistakable and very
pleasurable on the palate." This is a bud for those enjoying quality without being
knocked out.
Over time, Blueberry's phenotype has changed from it's original release. The
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newer phenotype has wider lighter green leaves. Our BCGA version retains the
original deeper green thin leaf phenotype that put Blueberry on the map. Being a
copy of the original version, this Blueberry is exceptional breeding material that
brings unsurpassed hybrid vigour and powdery mildew resistance to it's
offspring. Anyone interested in making Blueberry hybrids should make this their
first choice for their Blueberry.
Growers should expect some of the seedlings to start out twisted and variegated
as this is a normal trait for this variety. Most seedlings out grow this as they
mature. This pure version of Blueberry is not the best choice for those looking
for a blueberry production plant. The best Blueberry production plants are
Blueberry hybrids such as Orange Crush.
Breeding Status: Purebreeding
Grapefruit BX1
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: SPG Clone X SPG Clone/Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This is a prototype release of the BCGA version of the
popular Sweet Tooth. Grapefruit has an excess of sickly sweet pink grapefruit
flavour and an unbeatable and powerful indica sativa combination in the potency
department. The cured buds simply can't be beat. The only downside is that
grapefruit only performs efficiently in a few environments, it need more vigour to
be suitable to more growers. Therefore, using the unique BCGA Blueberry
genetics, we crossed select Blueberry males with the legendary Grapefruit
clone. We selected the best of these hybrid males and bred them back to the
grapefruit clone to create the first backcross. By backcrossing once we exposed
more of the desired grapefruit traits while maintaining the vigour provided by the
Blueberry.
I am getting ready to test this test cross and am looking for feedback from other
growers growing under a wide range of environments. Therefore I'm going to
initially release 10 lots of 15 seeds each to the auction. Using these auction lots,
we are also going to test out some changes to the way BCGA genetics are
packaged and shipped. There is the possibility that a second set of 10 lots will
be released.
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Grapefruit X Blueberry
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Grapefruit X Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The Grapefruit/Blueberry hybrid will not be a regular
BCGA item. It is just a cross to share with others. Any funds generated will be
donated to a cause not yet decided on. The grapefruit clone mom is the
matriarch of many outstanding seedlines such as Sweet Pink Grapefruit, Sweet
Tooth, Mikado, Cotton Candy, and the list goes on. Buds from this clone are
what won an informal but star laden BC minicup a couple summers ago. The
Grapefruit Blueberry combo is a proven winner with the Sweet Tooth line. The
blueberry pollen source is the BCGA version of Blueberry. A very limited number
will get to sample this one.
Both parents are fast in the flower room and should be harvested between 45
and 55 days depending on personal tastes. Buds will be a sweetly aromatic
combination of blueberry and grapefruit. Although there is much indica (Afghani)
influence in both parents, they both have very uplifting highs reminiscent of their
suspected thai ancestry. Creating and selecting from the F2s of these seeds
should keep a connoisseur grower satisfied for decades ;-)
Killer Queen
Type:
Lineage: G13 X C99
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This is for those looking for raw potency at all costs!!
G13 is the very potent mom, and C99 as the pollen source is no slouch either,
but it's a guess how they will combine. This is a prototype release to test the
waters. G13 should add to the punch, C99 should improve yield and flavour.
Plus something caused the g13 clones to produce seeds smaller than I was
hoping. Small like the sweet tooth surprise. Reaction to excess UV? So for
these two reasons, despite the excellent genetics, I would like to keep the price
down. Only enough seeds for 100 orders were sent to market.
Breeding Status: Uniform Hybrid
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Orange Crush
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: AE77 Cali-O X Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The California orange mom is THE legendary clone
that sets the standard for all other California oranges to aspire towards. And it
has done so for close to two decades. It's super sweet Tang flavour and aroma
is unequaled. It's vigour is amazing and it's ease of cloning will vastly be an
improvement over the Blueberry pollen source on both accounts. The Blueberry
pollen source speaks for itself and is described below. As with the Romulan
mother of Romberry, this California Orange clone does very well at low (25-30
watts/foot) light levels. Both California Orange and blueberry parents are
harvested between 50 and 60 days depending on taste. Most prefer the earlier
end of the spectrum for the added flavour and happier high.
After a thorough testing, the Orange crush was found to be an extremely
vigorous hybrid of blueberry dominance. These plants clone and reveg with
ease. I hope you enjoy growing them as much as I did.
Breeding Status: Uniform Hybrid
Pink Grapefruit Cocktail
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A previous auction item and test cross, this one turned
out way too nice to not repeat. I found the buds to be very nice and tight with a
healthy covering of frosting that gives them exceptional bag appeal. Because of
the tight nature and frosted nature of the flowers, trimming is a breeze, just pull
off the shade leaves and let dry. Grapefruit and pineapple battle for dominance
in this sweet tasting blend who's aroma in the flowering room reminds me of the
pink grapefruit cocktail fruit juice. Cloning was a snap as was revegging this
plant. I found them to be very uniform in my soil garden and picking the best for
a clone mom was most difficult. I hope others find this as much a treat as I did.
Breeding Status: Uniform Hybrid
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Romberry
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Romulan Joe Clone X Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Is a very vigorous F1 hybrid of the pure Romulan
female with a select Blueberry male. The hybrid retained the large sticky and
stinky buds of the Romulan. It gained stronger stems and fruity aroma and taste
from the Blueberry. Colas should become larger and more frosty than Romulan
buds seen in Aug. 98 High Times. This one is also very easy to clone.
Breeding Status: Uniform Hybrid
Space Queen
Type:
Lineage: Romulan Joe Clone X C99
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Space Queen was the only reason I invested in C99 in
the first place. Ever since I heard the description of Soul's princess I knew her
and Romulan would be the perfect match. Then prototype crosses between P75
and Romberry started pumping out the winners that have found keeper status in
many select gardens. Each of these keepers exhibit a blend of C99 and
Romulan characters.
Space Queen is a romulan/C99 hybrid. Flavour and potency are can't misses,
both parents are known for their high potency and great highs. Lemon, pine, and
pineapple all swirl in a pungent bouquet to tantalize your taste buds!! Roughly
50% have the Romulan pine flavour dominating. Flowering time will be
comparable to Romberry averaging 8 weeks depending on grower and grow
environment. Yield can be above average, but she won't be a top production
plant. Her growing form will range from a 50/50 sat/indi hybrid to a full blown
sativa. Some of the hidden sativa that has come forth in some seedlings have
been truly the most pleasant smoke I've experienced. I hope she puts smiles on
a few faces
Breeding Status: Variable Hybrid
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Blue Hemp
Afghani Wonder
Lineage: Afghani X Pakistani
Taste: Good old black Afghani hash
Effect: Strong bodystone, couchlocker
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Calvin
Lineage: Humbolt, California Orange/Pure Lebanese/Swiss Sativa
Taste: Fresh citric fruits with a touch of red Lebanese
Effect: Euphoric uphigh, light bodystone
Indoor Harvest Time: 55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Chewing
Lineage: Double Gum(sister of Alpine Rocket) X Swiss Sativa
Taste: Fruity bubblegum
Effect: Couchlocking high
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Chilla
Lineage: Kush X Nepali
Taste: Typical Kush with fresh fruits
Effect: Bodystone, painblocker
Indoor Harvest Time: 40-45 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late August - beginning of September
Chronicle
Lineage: Chronic from Serious Seeds X Lebanese X Swiss Sativa
Taste: Fruity sweet, fresh pinewood
Effect: Brainfreezing uphigh
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid October
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Haze
Lineage: Haze19 X Unknown Haze
Taste: Hazey
Effect: Strong uphigh
Indoor Harvest Time: Up to 120 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid - end of October
Lebanese
Lineage: Pure Lebanese landrace, heavily selected
Taste: Red Lebanese Hash
Effect: Brainfreezing couchlocker
Indoor Harvest Time: 40-45 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of August - beginning of September
Nepali
Lineage: Pure Baglung, Nepal landrace, heavily selected
Taste: Fruity bubblegum
Effect: Euphoric high with a bodystone
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Pakistani
Lineage: Pure Pakistani landrace, heavily selected
Taste: Spicey, fruity
Effect: Bodyhigh, clear mind
Outdoor Harvest Time: mid September
Redhaired Sonja
Lineage: Afghani/Thai X Thai/Brazil
Taste: Skunky sweet, woods
Effect: Lazyness
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid september
Silverado
Lineage: Siver Dream X Northern Lights #2
Taste: Honey melon, pinewoods, fresh pepper
Effect: Uphigh with a nice bodystone, not a couchlocker
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
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Outdoor Harvest Time: Late September
Silver Dream
Lineage: Purple Dream X Swiss Sativa X Monstera
Taste: Honey melon, fresh spices
Effect: Mindblower
Outdoor Harvest Time: First half september

BOG Seeds
Blue Moon Rocks
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Blue Moon X Bogbubble
Indoor Harvest Time: 56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Two notorious hybrids, Blue Moon and BogBubble,
converge to form an out-of-this-world indica worthy of intense exploration and
study.
A ten-ton stone in zero gravity. Particles of smoke and dust float high in the
earth's atmosphere, covering the crystalline moon with a mysterious blue veil.
Beneath the scattered blue light particles are the rocks: swirls of trichome
galaxies atop dense clusters of flowers which fill the night air with a sweet, berry
fragrance, the finest aspects of Blue Moon and BogBubble colliding in this bluebubblicious cosmic nymph. Indica lovers will be smitten by her classic stature
and perfume-like fragrance. Like a rich dessert, she dances on the tongue and
reinvigorates the overworked mind and body – and a little goes a long way. Full
of determined vigor, her strident growth and flowering habits typify the overall
strength of her character. Nice yields of sweet, top-shelf buds in a trouble-free
56-day photoperiod.
BOG Medley
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: BOG Medley A Combination of various of BOG's
genetics, selected and mixed by him. 15 seeds per pack!
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Bogbubble
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Inbred from White Label Bubblegum
Indoor Harvest Time: 40-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A pure bubblegum that was selected to be our first
strain. The smell is all bubblegum and the smoke is very smooth. This very
frosty strain has been my favorite for a long time. A long lasting and happy high.
This mostly indica is a large yielder indoors that produces the stickiest buds you
can imagine. From my tried and true BOGBG#3 Mother Plant. Flowers in 45 - 50
days.
Bogglegum
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Bogbubble X Northern Lights #5
Indoor Harvest Time: 44-48 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: My BOGBubble was crossed with Northern Lights #5. A
hardy vegger that is easy to grow. This strain resists mold and has almost no
odor. New growers will find this incredibly easy to grow. Flowers in 44 - 48 days.
Grape Punch
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Lifesaver X Bogglegum
Indoor Harvest Time: 44-48 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A cross of Lifesaver X Bogglgum. Thick and full bodied
smoke, with a distinctive punch. Excellent choice for those looking for potency in
a hearty, fast growing indica.
Lifesaver
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Jack's Cleaner/Blueberry X Bogbubble
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: LifeSaver! It will Cure what Ails Ya!Tooth Numbing
Potency with a Deliciously sweet and fruitytaste like candy.It smells like a roll of
LifeSavers. A three way cross of Jacks Cleaner, Blueberry and my BOGBubble.
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This was my first truly Medical strain and it has good pain killing properties.
Potent and relaxing, LifeSaver also helps with sleep. A good yielder even in
smaller grows.
L.S.D.
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: Lifesaver X Soma's NYCD
Indoor Harvest Time: 56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: For Sativa Lovers… My most sativa-ish strain. BOG
combines two very respected strains to bring you L.S.D. This is the eagerly
awaited Lifesaver/NYCD cross! A very strawberry smelling and tasting plant
guaranteed to leave you salivating! 8 Week flowering and very good yield
potential make this a very impressive new addition to the BOG range.
Sour Bubble
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Cubed Bogbubble pheno
Indoor Harvest Time: 49-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Sour Bubble BX3: Sour Bubble- A very unusual
bubblegum derived from my Bogbubble gene pool. This is my most potent
strain. Sour Bubble promises to be my best medical strain to date. Flowers in
49-55 days.
Sweet Cindy 99
Type:
Lineage: Sweet Tooth #3 X C99
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: I started with SWT3 and crossed him to a nice Cindy99
girl. I have been working on this for some time now. She inherited the motivator
from the SWT3 but the Cindy99 mom provides a spicy taste and the trippy
quality to the high. The taste has a hint of the spicy cinnamon girl as well as
some blueberry along with that lemon smell. This girl isn`t low odor but she isn`t
very likely to mold indoors. --BOG
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Sweet Cindy 05
Type:
Lineage: C99, Sweet Tooth #3 and Bogbubble
Indoor Harvest Time: 46-52 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The new improved SweetCindy05 --- A three way cross
of SweetTooth #3, Cinderella 99 and BOGBubble. A good yielder with buds that
can taste like lemon or licorice. Easy to grow. She inherited the motivator from
the SWT3 but the Cindy99 mom provides a spicy taste and the trippy quality to
the high. This girl isn`t low odor but she isn`t very likely to mold indoors.

Canna Biogen
Caribe
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage Jamaica x Jamaica/NL5/Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 65-70 Days
Outdoor Harvet Time: End of Sept/Early October
Breeder's Description: A first rate backcross (Jamaica x Jamaica/NL5/Haze)
between our best female from the Blue Mountains in Jamaica and a champion
NL/Haze bring us a great yielding sativa that can be grown indoors. Yield and
quality are complemented by its resistancy to plagues, especially those brought
about by humid climates.Time seems to stop as the senses sharpen, this sativa
hybrid is a gem sativa lovers love to own.
Destroyer
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage: Meao Thai X Mexico/Colombia.
Indoor Harvest Time: 65-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early November
Breeder's Description: This 100% Sativa strain is a cross of Meao Thai and an
early and stable Mexico/Colombia. The exceptional backcross of two of our best
females took over 7 years. The total acclimatization of the mother Thai has been
so difficult that we decided to introduce an earlier Sativa, as well as productive,
and add its characteristics. The result is a strain which represents the state-ofthe-art of Sativa with an exotic predominance of Thai.The small and numerous
bracteas are covered with a big amount of trichomes full of THC, carrying even
92 trichomes in some bracteas by mm2.Environmental conditions should be
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rather dry during bloom and with nutrients level quite low, specially
nitrogen.Medium/high yield outdoors and some less in indoors. Suitable with
grows using SOG and SCROG techniques.
leshaze
Lineage: Lesotho X Skunk/Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid October
Breeder's Description: Is a complex hybrid of excellent stock, the mother, a
stable, early flowering plant from Lesotho, growned there in mountains 2000 mts
high. The father, a Skunk/Haze with dutch roots brings us a strong hybrid which
grows well both indoors and outdoors. A potent sativa high dominates this
hybrid. It's sweet and spicy with an intense perfume with green and purple buds,
The buds and even the stems glisten with resin tops a spectacular yield.
Sand Storm
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Pakistani Chitral X Moroccan
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: October
Breeder's Description: A great plant to make hashish from two great hashish
lines, both 100% indica:The mother, an indica from the Chitral Kush region
coupled with an exceptional male clone from Arabene, Morroco. It gives very
dense nuggets covered with resin, these plants need to be ventilated well when
the buds start putting weight and density. This sweet scented plant is potent,
productive and easy to grow.
Sugarloaf
Type: Indica/Sativa
Lineage: Pakistani X Manali/Columbian
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of Sept/Early October
Breeder's Description: An F1 Hibrid of extraordinary vigor, large tricomes and
dense, resinous buds. The mother, a beautiful indica whose seeds were brought
back from Pakistan was crossed wih our favorite Capricho male (Capricho, a
backcrossed Manali x Colombian). This indica / sativa combination with its high
proportion of calix to leaves ratio and a potent psichoactive high is also a large
producer whose branches need to be tied to avoid breakage.
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Taskenti
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage Uzbekestani
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder's Description: An F1 Hibrid of extraordinary vigor, large tricomes and
dense, resinous buds. The mother, a beautiful indica whose seeds were brought
back from Pakistan was crossed wih our favorite Capricho male (Capricho, a
backcrossed Manali x Colombian). This indica / sativa combination with its high
proportion of calix to leaves ratio and a potent psichoactive high is also a large
producer whose branches need to be tied to avoid breakage.

Chimera
Aurora
Type:
Lineage: SOL's Blue Domino (The Dom) X Northern Lights
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:An outstanding cross of the Dom and a super sweet
Northern Lights selection. These chunky ladies make great bushes, but also
perform very nicely in a sog/scrog situation
C4
Type:
Lineage: Cotton Candy X Shishkaberry Red
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Explosive! Same mothers as the Frost Bite, but
fathered by shishkas! Both lines are huge yielders; the shishk brings down the
flowering time and the tasty moms improve upon the flavour and aroma. The
trim from these busty ladies makes excellent bubblehash- truly worthwhile. Big
big fun! Yield: way up there!
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C-Plus
Type:
Lineage: AE77 CaliO X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Mothered by our legendary 25 +year old Californian
orange clone, and fathered by DJ Shorts Blueberry. This large producing hybrid
adapts well to most growing environments, and prefers a mild diet. The last 2
weeks of this plants life will impress with the huge swelling of calyxes into light
green bundles of frost.Excellent daytime smoke with a inspiring and creative
high. pleasant bittersweet orange soda flavour.
Calizahr
Type:
Lineage: AE77 CaliO X Shishkaberry Red
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Calizahr.... the bitter orange. The 20+ year old Cali-O
clone, an old elite gem that has proven her worth in gardens all over north
America gets down with pollen from the Shishkaberry red line.... and large
yielding, very resinous line.
The purpose of this cross was to develop a line that produces large, resinous
flowers that retain the characteristic citrus flavor and aroma of the 20+ year old
Cali-O mother, all the while improving upon her yield and resin production. The
results culminate in an excellent plant, with lime green flowers that are covered
in trichomes. Makes excellent hash.
Yield is high, plants are well suited for bush style grows.
Fighting Buddah
Type:
Lineage: Burmese Sativa X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder's Description: A heritage Burmese sativa mother hybridized with
blueberry Resulting in a tall proud sativa dominant beauty with limegreen foliage
and frosty sweet nuggets.Tropical limey sweet citrus nose with floral undertones.
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Crystal clear inspiring high.give her room in the first few weeks and you will be
rewarded with prolific sugar bushes. The resins produce some of the finest dry
or water extracted hash.
Frost Bite
Type:
Lineage: Cotton Candy X Northern Lights
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: This frosty hybrid packs on the weight!!! She’s a large
yielding girl with incredible resin production and a strong aroma. 2 lbs + per 1
kW light easy using the Sea of Green technique… much more for experienced
gardeners. These plants tend to stay columnar from seed, but the clones will
branch given adequate space. Yield: They go huge!
Highland Mexican X Blueberry
Type:
Lineage: Highland Mexican X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:
Mental Floss
Type:
Lineage: Unamed Sativa X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-65 days / Mid-October
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder's Description: A chunky, odorific prolific producer adored by
commercially minded producers and hash connoisseurs. Strong sturdy stems
make this hybrid an excellent choice for SOG gardens or bush style grows.
Purple hued colas with a taste and nose reminiscent of sweet berry licorice and
the finest oriental incense. Truly an outstanding hybrid of near miraculous
medicinal value.
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Moutain Jam
Type:
Lineage: Soulshine X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 53-58 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: We are very proud to offer you the initial release in the
joint projects between Chimera Seeds and DJ Short.
The Mountain Jam is a hybrid of the Soulshine and DJ's prized blueberry,
blending two colourful and sweet flavored elites for an oustanding performer.
The SoulShine has become our flagship sensimilla flower for overall odor, taste,
beauty, ease of growth, quality of high and of course yield. It has a multi-angled
branching pattern that seems to balance the arms so that the massive tops and
tips can almost support their plumpness without assistance. Once turned to a
flowering cycle, these beauties will double in size and the arm tops will be ready
for a colorful harvest at 53-58 days. With proper techniques, two more harvests
3-5 days apart and you will be amazed at how much ripening will happen on the
middles and bottoms, turning the calyxes into little purple candy canes.
Pollinated with DJ Shorts selected Blueberry male, should bring a reminiscent
smell of grapefruits, overripe mango and wild blueberries when they are ready
for harvest.
Red Eyed Bride
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:
Sassy Frass
Type:
Lineage: Superior Afgani Skunk X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:
Schnazzleberry
Type:
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Lineage: SOL's Blue Domino (The Dom) X Shishkaberry Red
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Spice of Life's fantastic shishkaberry fathers beef up
the yield of the odourific Dom. These plants branch well and fill in with potent
gland laden flowers. Serious odour control is required for most individuals,
especially late in flowering! Yields are above average.
Schnazzleberry #2
Type:
Lineage: SOL's Blue Domino (The Dom) X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder's Description: From the same mother as the original super-stoney
Schnazzleberry. Perfect for SCROG or bush gardens. Expect bud-laden
branches with a healthy stretch when flowered. Ripening of the large calyxes
and huge dark amber trichomes kicks into full force at 45-50 days. Additional
days add intensity to the already numbing high. Excellent for vaporization and
production of connoisseur quality black hash.

DJ Short
Blueberry
Type: 80% Indica 20% Sativa
Lineage: Juicy Fruit Thai or a Purple Thai (Chocolate Thai X Highland Oaxaca
Gold) X Afghani Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Breeder's Description: We developed Blueberry from different new genetic
lines, genetics that are unique to Europe. Not only Blueberry, but also Blue
Velvet and Flo are developed from totally new genetics. These seed strains are
of the highest quality and have not been grown in Europe before. Blueberry is a
mostly Indica (80% Indica, 20%Sativa) strain, that dates to the late 1970's. A
large producer under optimum conditions. A dense and stout plant with red,
purple and finally blue hues, that usually cure to a lavender blue. The finished
product has a very fruity aroma and taste of blueberry. It produces a notable and
pleasantly euphoric high of the highest quality and is very long lasting. Medium
to large calyxes. Blueberry has a long shelf life, stores well over a long period.
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Blue Heaven
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid November
Breeder's Description: A very productive plant of high value as a medicinal
herb. Bred for it's euphoric, anti-anxiety high this mostly Sativa (approx. 75%
Sativa, 25% Indica) produces a comfortable and enjoyable, yet powerful
experience. The plants are long (100 cm) with long branches making this beauty
a great plant for "Sea of Green" gardens. It's a very consistent "Purple" variety.
The new "Quality" for the next millennium. The quality is in the experience, not
so much in the yield, which is average.
Blue Moonshine
Type: Mostly Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Breeder's Description: Mostly Indica. The "Blue" version of the "white" family
(white widow etc ...) A super potent blueberry indica, coated with with a strong
concentration of tall standing trichomes that produce a very narcotic experience
-- body high blueberry. Short stout kush plants that produce dense, tight, rock
hard nuggets of trichome coated bud. A true "hash-plant".
Blue Moonshine IS NOT a White Widow cross. It is similar to the "Whites" only
in its glandular resin coating. Blue Moonshine is a cousin to Blueberry, and is
derived entirely from within my personal gene pool collection.
Blue Velvet
Type: 50% Indica 50% Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Breeder's Description: An Indica/Sativa cross (50%/50%) with trademark "foxtail", buds.The leaves and buds exhibit several hues including reds and
lavenders usually on the underside of the leaves. The buds have very large
calyxes often with long dark stripes showing. The mature plant produces a fruity
and floral mix of aroma and taste that is very sweet. This produces a very active
"cerebral high".
F-13
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-9 Weeks
Breeder's Description: F-13 a Holy Grail plant of four-star excellence.
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Previously unreleased, a very desirable product and potential breeder. A more
sativa hybrid of medium height with long, spear-shaped, dense and resinous
buds and an earlier finish-time than most sativa. The superlative quality of the
finished product is remarkable: A clear, clean, crisp head of the kindest order.
This girl really rings the bell every time! Not for the couch-lock crowd, this heady
sativa is for those who truly enjoy its stimulating yet comfortable appeal. A real
day-brightener. DJ's personal favorite from this batch.
Flo
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage: Purple Thai (Chocolate Thai X Highland Oaxaca Gold) X Afghani
Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September through November
Breeder's Descriptioin: Flo is a Sativa/Indica cross (60% Sativa/ 40% Indica)
with very Sativa phenotypic characteristics that also matures very early. The
large, tight, spear-shaped buds are made up of small, densely packed purple
calyxes. The plants are taller and like to branch out. Indoors the buds are fully
mature by the end of their sixth week. Outdoors the plant is a super producer
when multi-harvested over a period of time. The first buds are ripe around the
third week of September. About every ten days after that, new buds form and
can be harvested through the end of November, if the plant can be kept alive
that long. Therefore, "Flo" is ideal for greenhouse production. The motivational
"high" produced by the "Flo"is quite unique, the flavor is like Nepalese Temple
Hash. A most pleasant and enjoyable experience.
Flodica
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Purple Thai (Chocolate Thai X Highland Oaxaca Gold) X Afghani
Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid September
Breeder's Description: A mostly indica phenotype from the Flo-line. A rare,
near-total recessive indica found by chance in the "TF"("TF"=True Floral, or its
ultimate expression "Temple Flo"). Unlike the usual sativa traits associated with
the Flo line, the Flodica is a near pure indica phenotype of short, stout, yet
productive, structure with very large dense gland production with more of an
earthen palate to the buds that produce a very strong, narcotic type experience.
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Grape Krush
Type: Mostly Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-9 Weeks
Breeder's Description: A very productive hybrid of high quality. This plant
exhibits partial to full leaf deformities of the "crinkle" type but with good structure
and heavy bud production of large calyxes, a high yield plant. The buds express
a strong sharp/fruity odor with a distinct sweet/grape flavor brought out in the
cure. A strong, long-lasting head/body mix is evident in the finished product. An
exciting, but not "racy" head, and a mild narcotic body, very euphoric and
desirable effects that most seasoned heads prefer. Yields are above average.
Old Time Moonshine
Type: Mostly Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid September
Breeder's Description: A true Hashplant, selected for its outstanding
production of large, clear gland heads. This mostly indica hybrid really packs a
musky/fruity punch with a medium height producing large, dense buds glistening
with trichomes. She is more musky than fruity with a burgundy\earthen flavour at
cure. Top notch Moonshine! This will be a very limited release, so get them
before the still runs dry!
True Blueberry
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Juicy Fruit Thai or a Purple Thai (Chocolate Thai X Highland Oaxaca
Gold) X Afghani Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Breeder's Description: The ultimate hybrid of Blueberry expression, selected
for its superior quality from a large pool. This hybrid contains the best from both
worlds (indica and sativa). Medium height with long, fruity and productive buds
of medium sized calyxes. Beautiful lavender hues become apparent soon into
the flowering cycle. The finished product is of the highest quality with sweet,
elongated blueberry buds destined to please the most finicky of palates. High
resin production as expected from the Blue family. Above average yields
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Dutch Flowers
A13 X C99
Type:
Lineage: (Apollo 13 X (Genius X Princess .75)) X Princess .94
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Composed of two of the most beloved strains in the
market, this cross needs no introduction. We like to emphasize this is actually
Genius x Princess .75 x Princess .94. Several commercial operations are based
on selected clones of this cross, impossible to go wrong.
A13 Trip
Type:
Lineage: Brother's Grimm Apollo 13 X Positronics Haze #19
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:
Apollo Trip (Apollo 13 f2)
Type:
Lineage: Brother's Grimm Apollo 13 X Brother's Grimm Apollo 13
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:
Big Hawaiian
Type:
Lineage: Sensi Big Bud X Federation Hawaiian Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: The Big Hawaiian (a cross of Sensi's tremendous
yielder Big Bud female and our excellent Hawaiian Sativa male from Federation)
is a very happy genetic match: the outstanding Hawaiian Sativa has provided its
non-paranoid, energetic and UP high, while leaving intact Big Bud's extreme
talent for producing surprisingly HUGE colas. This is a serious contender for the
commercial strain crown with yield and ease of growth, yet it is a tasty, lemony
sativa dominant high... if you thought that a soaring cerebral high had to come
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from a skimpy-yielding plant, this is the hybrid for you.
Blowfish
Type:
Lineage: (G13 X Oregon Funk) X (G13 X Blue Dot)
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Named after the deadly Japanese delicatessen, this
breeding project begun when we set out to improve taste and yield two weak
traits of the G-13 by using Oregon Funk as a pollen donor. The results were
quite pleasing but the smoke test revealed that G-13's power had been
downgraded somewhat. Then it was the turn of a very impressive Blue Dot
hybrid stud, which qualified the G-13 with great taste and no harm to its potency,
although this time yield was less than desired. Finally, we applied heavy
selection to each of these two G-based lines, and crossed them giving rise to
Blowfish, a winning combination of G-13's deadly punch and the quality and
taste of the Funk and Dot lines.
Blowfish exhibits great F1 vigor and disease resistance in a well-behaved plant
that avoids the undesirable traits of "blue" genetics (difficult to grow, brittle, leafy,
poor calyx to leaf ratio) while maintaining the flavor of the Funk and Dot
ancestors and the brain-warping power of the G-13. A prolific flower producer
even under poor conditions (it actually prefers low nutrient levels), this lowmaintenance strain bears wonderfully dense buds, with a thick coating of milky
crystals that will rival the best of the "white" strains in both crystal coverage and
brain-thumping quality, with much better flavor and yield. We are proud to offer a
hybrid carrying no White Widow, Northern Lights, Skunk or Blueberry in its
composition.
Parental selection focused on potency and yield, as taste and resin genes were
already well fixed on the Funk and Dot lines. Outstanding ancestors infuse the
plant with a high quality feel, evident in the glossy leaves, harmonious
phenotype and the particularly frosted, heavy and aromatic buds. Blowfish tends
to branch out while adding girth to flowering clusters, forming sizeable snowy
colas for excellent yield. Despite the remarkable density of its bud structure,
mold and mites have not been a problem. This fish likes plenty of water as well
as appropriate root and growing space, but prefers low levels of nutrients to fully
express its potential. Very well-suited for bubbler systems and SCROG styles.
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Blowfish retained the breathless intensity of G-13, with much better yield and a
unique taste of berries and motor grease with fuel undertones that will appeal to
pot-snobs. The experienced puffer will recognize a rotten animal scent lurking in
the background of this Puffer, a sign of the abiding sativa influence that was a
common denominator in parental stock selection. Its buds smoke very smooth
and clean, with a great berry taste and a hashy feel that relates to its impressive
crystal coverage.
Known as Fugu in Japan, Blowfish flowers live up to its namesake as a lethal
delicacy with a body-paralyzing yet heady cerebral effect that defies traditional
"Indica" and "Sativa" classification. The plant's elegance stands in sharp
contrast with the muscle and intensity of its buds, which stun the body but thrust
the mind into a euphoric trippy experience with excellent visuals and duration. It
does not seem to build tolerance with experienced smokers, maintaining its
knock-out quality over repeated
use.
Cambodian Flyer thanks to meloyelo and hort for the info on this
Type: Mostly sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Description: hort: - 3 seeds started; two males and one female. In veg. all
looked similar and were very robust and stretched alot. In flower, the female
refused to stop stretching and settle down to flower. Stretch went on for 7 weeks
with small flower growth. From then on the flowers filled out nicely and gave off
an intoxicating lemon scent. She was harvested at 77 days but could have
easily gone another week. Buds look very sativa but dried fairly tight and dense.
The lemon smell continued without change. The high is very euphoric, light,
smooth and clear. No body to it but a very happy feeling lasts long after the high
has faded. Comedown is easy with no tiredness or lethargy.
meloyelo: Vigorous, uniform growth, very slight variation. Does well with low
nutes and somewhat drier soil conditions.
Vegged to alternating phyllotaxy.
During flower, stretch was captured right at 3 weeks and stopped. Likes to get
close to the light without adverse affect. My preference is to train rather than top
this one as it promotes a huge thick main cola of densely packed flower clusters.
Flowers with a light pinesol aroma inside a mildly skunky perimeter. Dried cured
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buds have a sticky lemony essence when broken. Taste is pinesol with a hashy
bite.
High is euphoric, floaty, mentally stimulating, physically relaxing, no burnout.
Haven't encountered a ceiling on this one.
Addition: both growers experienced a male that later displayed female pistils,
sometimes referred to as a backward hermaphrodite. The pollen from both
males was viable. The growers theorize that Dutch Flowers used such a male to
help ward off South East Asian herm tendencies. All females flowered out herm
free.
Champagne Fig Widow
Type:
Lineage: Champange X Fig Widow Queen
Indoor Harvest Time: 50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Champagne is a clone from the British Columbia area,
famous for its exceptional quality that after being grown for over 15 years has
achieved legend status. We love hunting down clones, and a number of
coincidences (as well as the customary cash compensation) brought it to our
grow rooms. Royally bred from exceptional parents, this Champagne x Fig
Widow Queen is an excellent yielder of fruity, energetic very potent buds of top
cosmetic appeal and exotic fruity aroma.
Champagne is very easy to grow even under low light intensity, has low odour
when growing, is very productive with chunky dense resinous buds, and it
smokes creamy smooth. It is a reigning member of a "Clone Ivy League" of sorts
in the BC area, along with Romulan, Grapefruit and Pineapple. Better phenotype
than fellow clone Romulan, more euphoric and powerful than the Grapefruit.
In order to develop a seedline, we decided on a Fig Widow Queen male which
has a track record as a resin, yield and potency enhancer. The FWQ has vastly
improved the bud structure of the Champagne to a multitude of great looking
bud sites donned with thick, dense and long flowering clusters for excellent
yields. FWQ has also made Champagne not just mold resistant, but mold
immune.
Our Champagne x FWQ has huge yields of extremely dense and heavy buds,
with an excellent crystal covering and a sparkling fruity lovely smell that will
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please your taste buds. Pistils cure to a nice champagne color, and the high is
really powerful, taking after the trademark complexity and intensity of the Fig
Widow father. The smoke itself is mellow, sweet-hashy tasting with a marked
tropical fruit overtone.
Awesome branching "candelabra" phenotype when topped, our Champagne
guarantees top yields of heavy, huge, frosty dense buds. Has tested free of mold
and bud rot, which can be a problem with pure Champagne clone. Low odour
when growing, very faint odour even when smelled up close.
Excellent choice for growers looking for great yield with a very high calyx-to-leaf
ratio, unusually long and thick flowering clusters are a joy to witness. Buds
inherited the excellent cosmetic appeal of the Fig Widow Queen, chunky floral
clusters with champagne colored pistils covered in what appears to be
confectioner's sugar and very appealing fruity sweet aroma.
Very powerful, intense and energetic high, that never enters paranoia land but
stays very positive and pleasurable. Curiously long lasting high, it ends without
body aches or munchies, no undesirable after effects. Taking after FWQ, it does
not build tolerance.
A quick, productive plant that is ready in scant 50 days, in which resin is
produced abundantly on compact, near no-leaf buds. The energetic, powerfully
cerebral high is reliably strong: jaded smokers will not develop tolerance (unlike
the Champagne clone by itself).
Classic Champagne mold problem has been fixed via heavy selection, and with
the help of the FWQ breeder. Now you can enjoy all the properties that made
Champagne famous, without worrying about mold, and with sharply improved
potency and bud structure.
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Chocolate Trip
Type:
Lineage: (Indigo Diamond X Chocolate Thai) X (Chocolate Thai X Indigo
Diamond)
Indoor Harvest Time: 50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Chocolate Trip will please indoor growers looking for
exotic sativa quality in a highly manageable hybrid exhibiting the curiously
strong chocolaty sweetness and brain-wiring psychoactivity of fabled Chocolate
Thai pure landrace. Chocolate Trip's stocky, tight-noded phenotype thrives
under indoor lighting, and will reward with an abundant yield of dense buds of
top notch headstash quality.
We obtained Chocolate Thai from growers in Hawaii (who also sourced our
Lemon Thai, already offered here). The Chocolate Thai had a classically
thunderous, soaring high that immediately won everyone's preference.
Unfortunately, the superb quality came with a 14 week flowering period price
tag. The buds were incredibly aromatic and resin coated, but very spindly, with
strings venturing on their own out of the thin main floral cluster, giving it an
overall skimpy braided look. Curious structure, definitely landrace looking, but
hardly productive even outdoors. Our Chocolate Thai source had warned that to
obtain a reasonable yield outdoors, his method was to crowd many plants in a
limited space outdoors, in a style reminiscent of hemp grown for fiber.
While the Lemon Thai only needed heavy parent selection, the Chocolate Thai
demanded a lot of work to make it worth growing for the indoor grower. We used
an Indigo Diamond female crossed to a male Chocolate Thai and selected the
best female out of over a hundred seedlings. This female was then pollinized
with a pollen pool composed of the three best males of a twin cross where the
roles were reversed, i.e. a Chocolate Thai mother crossed with an Indigo
Diamond male.
The resulting Chocolate Trip passes with flying colours the flowering time and
yield breeding goals: it takes around 50 days or less to flower, and is an
extremely generous producer of hefty, thick buds that carry the trademark spicy
sweetness of the Chocolate Thai. As a result of heavy selection, the Chocolate
Trip exhibits an amazingly short and bushy phenotype: will finish under a meter
(40 inches) tall if flowering is induced at 16 inches. This plant will yield an
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average of 4.5 ounces of exceptionally aromatic buds that retain the vanilla
candy taste and trippy psychoactivity of the Chocolate Thai.
The Chocolate Thai has passed all its extreme sweetness and spicy exotic taste
on to our Chocolate Trip. The taste is exceedingly sweet, and flavor is highly
appealing with a very strong vanilla note over a peanut butter background. It is
this extreme vanilla sweetness over a peanutty base that brings the smell so
close to chocolate, although we are sure that the uncanny chocolate smell in
some imported Thai is the result of a peculiar curing procedure that may include
substances unrelated to cannabis.
Chocolate Trip's Indica base hits very hard, but still gives an extremely
energetic, lucid, visual high. It has both a lot of "bass" and "treble", yet the
overall tune is definitely speedy, like a dance track. The Chocolate Trip prowess
is to satisfy the Indica and Sativa lovers equally, even when it is clearly sativa
dominant in both high and taste. This allows for a powerhouse high, but there is
no "dumb" or "lock" effect: remarkably cerebral and active, with a knack for
inducing visuals (as some smokers report colours).
Stocky, tight noded phenotype, great yield, quick flowerer, Chocolate Thai high
and taste with a hard punching Indica base make the Chocolate Trip an
excellent all-around strain for growers looking for landrace qualities in an easy to
manage plant.
CIA Shiva
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
Columbian Red
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Seeds were obtained from an awesome looking bud
bought in Bogotá, Colombia, so there is no question on its origin. They were
then grown by a member of the Dutchflowers team who was immediately
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impressed by the homogeneity and vigor of the plants, which looked like clones
of the same mother with medium width blades in their leaves. The resulting buds
are VERY TASTY and SWEET, with very attractive RED PISTILS, producing an
UP and CLEAR SATIVA high that is NEVER PARANOID even if overdone. This
is a PRODIGIOUS YIELDING variety: upwards of 4.5 pounds per fully grown
outdoor plant (!), with the worst yielding female weighing in at 2.7 pounds... and
yes, this is dried and trimmed. Gentlemen, this is the epitome of a
COMMERCIAL strain: very sexy-looking oily RED PISTIL buds, extremely
TASTY and SWEET, RECORD YIELDS of SATIVA high buds. This is a neverhybridized tropical plant, so you need to be around 36° latitude north or warmer
to have it mature outside around the first week of November.
Columbian Supremo
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This F1 cross reigns Supremo in our Colombian
landrace breeding program as it is vigorous, easy to grow, tight-noded for a
sativa, quick flowering with a generous yield of dense, high calyx-to-leaf ratio
flowers. Colombian Supremo boasts old school sweet-fruity flavor and classic
sativa soaring, mind-warping high in donkey-dick colas covered in white
crystals.
Colombian genetics have been at the center of DF breeding efforts for a long
time, and many growers have contacted us regarding availability of Colombianbased developments, attesting to the enduring popularity this landrace earned
back in the 1970s. We have worked intensively with over eight different landrace
Colombian lines and crosses, to identify winning phenotypes bearing the classic
Colombian mind-warping cerebral high. This was not an easy task, as the
Colombian landrace strains we obtained and worked with showed a wide range
of highs and phenotypical expressions, from soaring to stupefying, from acid to
bodily narcotic, many lanky with unsuitably long flowering.
The Supremo is the first Colombian-based cross to meet our multiple goals,
both from a gardener's and smoker's perspectives. It has been heavily selected
for ease of growing indoors, with a very well-behaved phenotype that remains
tight-noded and friendly low stretch, thriving even under low-light indoor
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conditions. It is very quick to show sex, and takes an average of 55-60 days to
produce big, dense, frosty white buds with a very pleasant sweet, fruity-piney
aroma that is very smooth and lung-expanding. Long, thick colas are of the
classic "donkey dick" structure, very thick and dense, with remarkably high
calyx-to-leaf ratio. Very little manicure is required.
Flowers are an appealing bright lime green, but appear white from a distance
due to heavy resin production. Unlike regular Colombian fluffy buds, most
individuals exhibit dense flowering structures with very little leaf. The smoke is
very smooth, with a sweet, piney-fruity spicy smell that old-timers will recognize
as classic Colombian taste, even if poorly cured. The high is of throwback
quality, powerfully psychoactive and nearly all-cerebral, with few body signals.
The very strong mind-lifting, get-up-and-dance high avoids paranoia and stays
clear and focused. This is an old-school Colombian sativa however, so it can
bring about heart-racing and even panic for users not used to strong sativas or if
overdone, due to creeper effect.
Please note Colombian Supremo is not recommended for smokers identifying
"potency" only in narcotic, lowdown, body-numbing, couch-locking stones, as
the Supremo's sativa-engined clear cerebral high will bring opposite results.
On November 2000 we introduced our first Colombian landrace here on C-Bay.
We are very pleased to be able to offer Colombian Supremo two years later, for
this means C-Bay has lived up to its promise in the face of hostile laws, and we
have retained our freedom to quietly breed and offer our work. Except for the
memory of growers who have not been so fortunate, it feels like an Anniversary
and we extend our safe wishes to bidders and fellow sellers alike as we
approach the Holiday Season.
Durban Fig Widow
Type:
Lineage: Dutch Passion Durban X Mota Fig Widow
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The Durban Fig Widow (a cross of Mota's elusive Fig
Widow male and our best Durban from DP) resulted in a big yielding (2x beer
can sized buds) early sativa with unique licorice flavor, outstanding short
branchy phenotype, and great laughing, fun but still powerful high.
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Fig Widow Queen
Type:
Lineage: Fig Skunk, Aloha White Widow and Cinderella 99
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 X Fig Widow
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
GHaze
Type:
Lineage: G13 and Über Candy Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This hybrid is 75% G13 clone. The first such offering
ever yet retains its Ghaze denomination because pollen was sourced from two
special recombinant Ghaze inbred lines, rather than using a plain F1 male. This
detour from standard backcrossing techniques allowed for more precise trait
selection to be conveyed back to the G13 clone, thus raising the ante in power,
resin, yield and taste.
In blind tests with experienced smokers, Ghaze Bx1 was chosen over plain G13
for raw power, high complexity, duration and intriguing acrid, greasy lemony
taste. Ghaze Bx1 buds are abundant and quite dense considering the sativa
leanings of the G13 phenotype, with a uniform cover of milky trichomes and
brick red pistils. Its characteristic smell is pungently acrid like industrial oil or
paint, although gently squeezing the bud will reveal lemony and rotten grape
notes. Smooth smoke, with a hashy taste one tester described as "citrusflavored motor grease wrapped in cellophane".
The mother of this cross has less Indica traits than other alleged G-13 clones
(slender leaves in a taller plant, less odoriferous and longer flowering), and
judging from the instability revealed when inbreeding its offspring, the clone is
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itself a hybrid. G-13 myth and speculation aside, it is extremely potent and hardhitting, surprisingly so for an otherwise low-profile plant.
The high is overpowering and its effect sudden: it paralyzes the mind sending it
out on an amnesic, trippy whirlwind that lasts for 4+ hours. Some very
experienced indica-lovers have refused to smoke G-13 a second time, after
being unable to recall behavior or words uttered while under its effects.
On the other end of the spectrum, the Über Candy Haze was selected as a
pollen source to contribute its acid-like quality and create a powerhouse. Our
G13 clone met the best male out of many Candy Haze seedlings, selection
criteria being short internodal length and early, profuse flowering traits to
contribute its acid-like power for an explosive hybrid.
With over 75% G-13 genetics, Ghaze Bx1 brings together in a seedline two of
the most powerful strains we have grown, a genetic goldmine representing
opposite ends of the cannabis spectrum. We encourage experienced growers to
look into this Ghaze, a clash of the titans resulting in a most powerful and
complex high.
Specifications: ~ Flower: 60 - 70 days ~ Yield: 400 - 450 grams/m² ~ Type:
Mostly Indica ~ (10 seeds)
Great White Shark X White Widow
Type:
Lineage: Great White Shark X White Widow
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Both White Widow and Skunk have in common a
reputation for great crossability, and it shows in this cross. We have chosen to
reinforce the Widow side of the Shark, so as to retain the F1 homogeneity of the
resulting seedlings. Very powerful smoke (definitely not for inexperienced
users), beautiful long heavy colas that are white with resin. Surprisingly fruity
smell for a cross that is 75% White Widow. A fully grown GWS x WW seedling,
under a 430 HPS, in a 5-gallon General Hydro bucket using GH nutrients,
yielded 170 dried manicured grams, or around 7 ounces.
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Green Napalm
Type:
Lineage: Nepalese Mountain Sativa and Mighty Candy
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Nepalese Temple hash is widely recognized by
discriminating smokers everywhere for its unique qualities, and we have always
wanted to obtain seeds to the underlying strain for use in breeding. Luckily,
Nepal is not an altogether unusual tourist destination, and one visitor mailed
home two sets of Nepalese cannabis seeds corresponding to distinct
geographical regions. The seeds corresponding to the high-altitude Nepalese
Mountain regions produced plants that immediately stood out for its manageable
phenotype, early flowering and response under artificial lights, ultimately proving
to be most valuable for breeding given the exotic quality of its high and
distinctive taste.
The best Nepalese Mountain sativas were combined with a Mighty Candy and
then selectively inbred to improve stem strength, reduce internodal distance and
sativa stretch, and contribute to flower density. Inbreeding Green Napalm for
several generations has proven successful to stabilize several desirable traits,
most notably a short 8 weeks flowering period and top notch bud quality.
Flowers are bright lime green with orange pistils and very few leaves, but it is
their crystal coverage and intriguing aroma that sets them apart.
Trichome production is remarkable, flowers and part of leaves are uniformly
covered with sparkling crystals. Pondering at this resinous blanket immediately
reminds that Nepalese landraces have been selected for centuries to make
legendary Temple Ball charas, a pot snob’s equivalent to the very best French
champagne. Incidentally, the best champagne in world is thought to be Louis
Roderer’s Crystal, a name that seems to validate our analogy. Flowers have
high calyx-to-leaf ratio, which is unfortunate because Temple Ball hashmaking
should be mandatory for all Green Napalm growers.
Aroma is intriguing and complex, and testers refer to flowery, spice and fruit
notes to describe it. Inbreeding has not affected the wide spectrum of aromas
found in Nepalese seedlings, making it exciting to ascertain each individual’s
unique makeup. Most seedlings fall into three basic terpene signatures, all
carrying a fruit & spice combination: strawberries / sage, pineapple / rosemary,
and peach / mint. All three are uniquely tasty and sweet, with a disturbing rotten
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meat smell lurking in the background, but this note is only perceived by the
sharpest noses. GN makes a good stealth plant, as it has very low odour when
growing.
High is perceived immediately, but will creep and get stronger during the next
half hour, taking the smoker progressively higher up trough several stages to a
very clear final destination. A drug testing program volunteer described this final
state as one of “intense lucidity,” strong, cerebral and very creative. No trace of
couch lock at any point of the experience, this is a flower for the thinking, active
man. Very visual, clear and inspired, it makes a good choice for musicians and
anybody looking to enhance leisure and social activities, although it is too deep
for daytime. A strictly recreational strain of no medical value: no body-numbing
or pain-relieving effects; not an appetite inducer.
Haze/Skunk
Type:
Lineage: Skunk #1 X Positronics Haze #19
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A true classic. Awesome original Positronics Haze #19
(father of our Apollo Trip) crossed with the authentic vintage Skunk #1. Most of
our early breeding efforts were made just trying to defeat this cross... and it's a
very tough job even today. Painstaking parent selection out of dozens of already
selected prospective individuals has resulted in a phenotype that is remarkably
easy to grow, yet retains all the wonderful sativa qualities in the high. Sparkling
clear, cerebral and totally up, lucid and visual effects. Taste is sweet and very
smooth, with a haunting sour & metallic flavor. Very good yielder of thick oily
buds, often bigger than two to three beer cans tape together.
Merciless Darwinian selection was employed to select prospective parents and
breed out typical Haze quirkiness, ensuring exceptional vigor and optimum
health instead. Notably quick finishing for a Haze, takes 8 to 10 weeks to flower
depending on individual selected, growing conditions and the genetic age of the
clone mother. This is the epitome of the head stash strain for personal
consumption, and a top Haze choice for commercial gardens.
(thanks to B-O-H for the info)
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Hindu Kush Special (Hindu Kush f2)
Type:
Lineage: Sensi Seeds Hindu Kush X Sensi Seeds Hindu Kush
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: We grew 32 seeds from Sensi Seed Bank, and even
when the seedlings were quite consistent, we still selected what we considered
to be the best female (tough choice!) and two impressive looking males for
mixed pollen.
Indigo Blue
Type:
Lineage: Bubblegum and Oregon Funk
Indoor Harvest Time: 44 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Indigo Blue is our most reliable breeding “miracle
worker,” passing on its excellent traits consistently to its progeny, both as clone
mother and pollen donor. Even when IB was developed primarily for its use in
breeding, it has of course proven an absolute pleasure to grow on its own as
well, unconnected to any breeding programme. Since overall quality and vigour
in crosses (F1) depends heavily on the intrinsic consistency and unrelatedness
of the parental strains (P1), we worked to stabilize our star GCA strain growing
out successive generations under intense selective inbreeding, and are now
releasing the resulting IBL/IB as an auction-only item. Only 3 lots will be
auctioned, so that winning bidders are afforded ample opportunity to recoup
expenses by offering IB pure and crosses in subsequent C-Bay auctions. This
way, DF preferred role as breeder and primary introductor is fulfilled, leaving
dissemination and seedmaking to be carried out by growers self-appointed to
the task.
Our Bubblegum clone and Oregon Funk are two key components in IB, and we
are pleased to have left ubiquitous Northern Lights, Skunk and Blueberry lines
completely out of its composition to produce a quintessential sweet Indica
heavyweight. Indigo is indeed a violet-blue postergirl Indica type, full of power
and resin, with a built-in sativa component in the high to keep its high worldclass potent but not just beefheadedly stupefying. The taste of Indigo Blue is
very intense, sweet berries with hashy undertones contributed by its resin
coverage. The aroma is very influenced by the Bubblegum clone parent, intense
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“Bubblicious” chewing gum berry taste. Very dense buds, milky crystal coverage
and intense sweet chewing gum smell round-up the reasons for IB's excellent
bag appeal.
A very early strain, IB needs to be flowered for about 44 days (as usual, grower
preference, environment and individual selected all play a role), and is a
prodigious resin producer. Solid buds are borne on long yet stocky colas
showing great girth and excellent calyx to leaf ratio, which from a distance look
as if they were dipped in a milky-oily white substance, with violet-blue (indigo)
tinges. Despite bud density and crystal production, IB has shown herself to be
mold resistant. Crystal coverage is surprisingly heavy at mid-flowering (around
25 days) expressing not only on buds but on fan leaves as well, making IB a
prime bubblehash producer. IB has been selected for outstanding yield, 125gr
and upwards of dried bud can be expected from each plant. Bud weight makes
necessary to stake IB early on to help the branches support the weight. The
sticky, gooey buds pack as much punch as resin, and even when the Indica
stone hits like a hammer to the head, there is a recognizable sativa streak to it,
that makes it unusually clear and euphoric with remarkable floaty-visual
elements.
Mighty Candy
Type:
Lineage: NCGA Mighty Chemo Widow clone x Über Candy Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 48-52 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A persistent dream of sativa lovers has been to grow
full-rush sativa buds on an Indica-like plant, taking advantage of its early
flowering convenience and tight crystally buds characteristics. To this end, we
have tried several Indica-dominant plants as mothers for the outstanding Über
Candy Haze, and have grown the resulting F1s to completion in order to find the
best combination. The MCW x Über Candy Haze was the clear winner: it
allowed us to bring down the flowering time of the Über Candy Haze, while at
the same time keep the wonderful sativa head rush intact.
Our MCW's clone (an NCGA's vintage original) cross did an extremely good job,
as it was able to fully convey its very quick flowering time and tight crystal
structure. The MCW x Über Candy Haze takes between a mere 48 to 52 days to
finish, matching the quickness of the better Indica dominant plants, but it
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produces buds that are full-blown sativa in its effect, with almost no body or
physical effects at all. The resulting flowers have taken after the Über Candy
Haze in their aroma and taste, a candy sweet, exotic "tutti frutti" scent with a
contrasting sour & spicy background. Very smooth in the throat and lungs, even
deceptively so, since the Über Candy Haze high takes a few minutes to kick in
full swing.
We heartily recommend this plant for commercial growers seeking to produce
buds with that roller-coaster, trippy effect of the best sativas in a medium-short
plant, with very early flowering traits. Lovely tight buds with orange hairs, totally
covered in resin, borne generously (the plant is quite branchy and thus
productive) on a well-behaved, nice-looking plant. Very low odour when growing,
does not present security issues on that front.
Features:
Very early flowerer, takes from 48 to 52 days to finish depending on the
preference of the grower, for buds which pistils are 60% turned. Obvious
commercial potential. About 1 in 4 females will be an extremely early flowerer,
only 40 - 44 days.
Indica-like phenotype, very easy to work with, with a final height of around 3 feet
when flowered at 12 inches, pretty stealthy plant in that it does not reek or stink
—very low odour. Willing cloner, roots readily.
Very tight buds with a solid coating of white crystal are liberally borne on a plant
that tends to branch naturally. Excellent visual appeal, aromatic buds give off an
enchanting fruity smell that's a real crowd pleaser.
Excellent yielder of trippy, head rush buds, quite suitable for screen of green
type of grows. Does extremely well in bubblers (recommended!).
Very smooth, non-coughing smoke, with an extremely agreeable candy-sweet
"tutti frutti" exotic taste, with a trace of a spicy-sour incense smell.
Über Candy Haze full racy head effect, near no body stone at all. Long lasting
trippy high, fades away without crushing, simply lands the user in a clear, lucid
state, no munchies or body aches.
The Candy Uber Haze was born to the obsession of one of our team member
breeders, our resident Haze connoisseur. The Candy Haze mother met the best
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male out of many Candy Haze x Neville's Haze seedlings, with selection criteria
being short internodal length and early & profuse flowering traits. The Candy
Haze is an outstanding producer, with lower light requirements than the typical
extreme sativa, including Neville's Haze. Neville's Haze is pretty well
documented by now, allegedly composed of the original Haze brought from the
US to the Netherlands, then crossed with Northern Lights to produce a seedline
and allow for a more manageable phenotype.
The Candy Haze is a typically sativa-intense high, and the 25% Neville's Haze in
the cross has maintained the flowering period around 11-12 weeks (some lucky
individuals could be shorter, with the NL influence via Neville's). A long wait for
growers accustomed to indicas, but really top yields of extremely potent sativa
buds, near acid-like in its trippiness; our Haze breeder actually deemed the
result better than plain Candy Haze, hence the "über" or "superior" in its name.
Beans produce unusually high percentage of females, so there is an excellent
chance of finding two or three top-notch clone mothers. If you want to
experience the Haze without being annoyed by an impossible phenotype, look
no further.
Note: Given the profusion of clones in the Netherlands (which are actually more
common than seeds with growers there) and the enduring popularity of the
Haze, one might expect plenty of Haze clones freely circulating in both the
Netherlands and Switzerland. As it turns out, the opposite is true: seldom one
hears of a Haze clone. The reasons are that Dutch smokers are more fond of
the narcotic than the trippy effect, and of course Indicas are much better
commercial bets because of the much faster crop turnaround. Our resident
Haze breeder tracked down a commercial Haze grower in Venlo, and befriended
him to eventually obtain a cutting, promising he will never base a commercial
coffeshop operation on that clone. He later got another reputed Candy Haze
clone from a stash grower in Breda, but the Venlo proved better, and chosen for
this hybrid. That's how we got our Candy Haze, which is a superb example of
why Haze deserves its reputation. Not recommended to Indica fanciers or
growers, the high will wire them out (or even freak them out if they are highstrung type of people) and Indica growers will become grumpy with long
flowering times and fluffy-looking flowers (they become heavy in the end, not to
worry).
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Mighty Haze Candy
Type:
Lineage: NCGA Mighty Chemo Widow X Über Candy Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 48-52 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Quite a few growers e-mailed us requesting we put
"that Mighty Candy" strain back on the auction block, so here it is with updated
name. Offer these buds, you'll be the Candy Man.
A persistent wish of sativa lovers has been to grow full-rush sativa buds on an
Indica-like plant, taking advantage of its early flowering convenience and tight
crystally buds characteristics. To this end, we have tried several Indica-dominant
plants as mothers for the outstanding Über Candy Haze, and have grown the
resulting F1s to completion in order to find the best combination. The MCW x
Über Candy Haze was the clear winner: it allowed for a dramatic reduction of
flowering time (down to just 40 - 44 days on some individuals) while at the same
time keeping the wonderful sativa head rush of the Über Candy Haze intact.
Our MCW's clone (Mighty Chemo Widow, an NCGA's vintage original) cross did
an extremely good job, as it was able to fully convey its very quick flowering time
and tight crystal structure. The average MCW x Über Candy Haze female takes
48 days to finish, matching the quickness of the better Indica dominant plants,
but it produces buds that are full-blown sativa in its effect, with almost no body
or physical effects at all. The resulting flowers have taken after the Über Candy
Haze in their aroma and taste, a candy sweet, exotic "tutti frutti" scent with a
contrasting sour & spicy background. Very smooth in the throat and lungs, even
deceptively so, since the Über Candy Haze high takes a few minutes to kick in
full swing.
We heartily recommend this plant for commercial growers seeking to produce
buds with that roller-coaster, trippy effect of the best sativas in a medium-short
plant, with very early flowering traits (about 25% of the females will be an
extreme early flowerer at 40 - 44 days). Lovely tight buds with orange hairs,
totally covered in resin, borne generously (the plant is quite branchy and thus
productive) on a well-behaved, nice-looking plant. Very low odour when growing,
does not present security issues on that front.
Very early flowerer, takes from 48 to 52 days to finish for buds which pistils are
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60% brown. About 1 in 4 females will be extremely fast, finishing after only 40 to
44 days in flower (these females tend to be the better yielders too). Obvious
commercial potential -allows growers to churn out Hazy buds real fast.
Indica-like phenotype, very easy to work with, with a final height of around 3 feet
when flowered at 12 inches or less, pretty stealthy plant in that it does not reek
or stink. Willing cloner, roots readily, above-average feeder.
Very tight buds with a solid coating of white crystal are liberally borne on a plant
that tends to branch naturally (we recommend pruning to 4 branches for heavy
yield). Excellent visual appeal, buds sport an intense krypto-green colour and
are nicely aromatic.
Excellent yielder of trippy, head rush buds, quite suitable for screen of green
type of grows. Does extremely well in bubblers (recommended!). The better
phenotype (tight-noded, shorter plants) tend to be the better yielders and also
the most powerful (unlike many Hazy strains, where real potency is found in the
stretchy, tall phenotypes).
Very smooth, non-coughing smoke, with an extremely tantalizing candy-sweet
"tutti frutti" exotic taste, with a trace of a spicy-sour incense smell. Smokers liken
the smell and taste to sweet tropical Kool-Aid, and some females are really
close to Wrigley's Juicy Fruit bubblegum. Definitely recommended for those who
appreciate good taste.
Über Candy Haze full racy head effect, near no body stone at all (some
individuals hint a little body stone). Long lasting trippy UP high, fades away
without crushing, simply lands the user in a clear, lucid state, no munchies or
body aches.
Nam Black (Vietnamese Black)
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9+ Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Nam F1 (Vietnamese sativa hybrid, aka Vietnam Black,
aka NAM weed) -Original F1 cross: -Male Northern Vietnam/China Boarder
(indica influence) -Female Southern Vietnam outskirts of Saigon (true breeding
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pure Sativa NAM) Breeder's description: Originating from Vietnamese genetics
brought back to North America in 77, she's an extremely potent exotic sativa.
NOT RECOMMENDED FOR MEDICIAL USERS: usually resulting in shortness
of breath, difficulty breathing, raised blood pressure, leans towards paranoia.
Her sweet tropical ripe mango scent and sickly sweet taste will speak for itself.
Vigorous strong brancher and top heavy - support recommended. A very heavy
yield compensates for a longer flowering period.
Indoor Specs: Flowering time: 9+ weeks, Height 150 cm, Yield: 1+ gm/watt
Original Auction Description
NL Haze X Durban
Type:
Lineage: Northern Lights/Haze X Durban
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Crossing a NL x Haze female to a Skunk male
produced incredible successful plants like Jack Herer, Super Silver Haze and
Cinderella. We thought substituting Durban in the formula would correct the long
flowering period and stretchy nature of NL x Haze while keeping things very
sativa, especially when many people suspect the mysterious father of Cinderella
could have been a Durban. Our result is a very desirable hybrid with a
Haze/Durban double sativa character, haunting licorice/sandalwoody taste, short
manageable phenotype with long chunky colas the size of 3 beer cans end on
end, and a soaring edgy high which is nevertheless cool, fun and social (if you
don't overdo it).
Orange Fig Widow
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
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Oxygen 19
Type:
Lineage: Positronics Haze #19 X Indigo Blue
Indoor Harvest Time: 10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Both components of this inbred line have proven their
outstanding quality in previous projects: Haze #19 gave our A13 Trip its notable
hazey edge, and Indigo Blue provided its Midas touch to our Chocolate Trip,
making it possible for a Thai-dominant high to live in an indoor-friendly plant.
Oxygen’s development was prompted by the desire to enjoy the uplifting,
positive mood-inducing qualities and electric ride of the Haze, without having to
worry about paranoia or high anxiety episodes. Even hard-core Haze
aficionados admit that our Haze #19 has on occasion caught them off balance
and threw them into a cold-sweating experience they rather not repeat. Several
different crosses and breeding strategies were needed to identify Indigo Blue as
the winning pollen donor that turned Haze #19 into an enjoyable, strongly
euphoric high in a solid yielding, blue-tinged plant with a unique spicy berry
flavor.
The influence of our sweet berry Indigo Blue breeder has removed the nasty
paranoid bite, allowing for a comfortable, anxiety-free high while allowing full
expression of Haze’s valued stimulating properties. Oxygen Haze is wonderfully
mood-adjusting, providing bursts of irrepressible energy that demand
expression, from cleaning the house to having sex, go dancing or running. The
mind enjoys a lucid, highly creative state, while an exhilarating feeling stirs to
action, without any anxiety or paranoia. Taste has also been improved, with
unique raspberry and plum notes taking over the spicy, “metallic” notes typical of
the Haze #19 mother.
Indigo Blue has also imbued outstanding vigour, making Oxygen easy to grow
and clone, a welcome upgrade over the light and nutrient sensibilities of the
Haze mother. Oxygen nearly grows itself even under lower light conditions, and
its genetic stamina translates into exceptional yields. The abundant but fluffy
sativa bud structure of the mother has been radically improved by the Indigo
father resulting in added girth, resin and density. Big donkey-dick colas make
Oxygen our best Haze-based indoor yielder yet, 150+ grams of aromatic, potent
cerebral smoke in a reasonable 10 week flowering period.
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Peak 19 Special (Peak 19 f2)
Type:
Lineage: Sagarmatha Peak 19 X Sagarmatha Peak 19
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Resulted from crossing the best female with the best
male out of 40 seeds we purchased from Tony himself in Amsterdam, making it
a heavy select, which is important given the wide variability of this breed.
Tremendous genetics, very popular everywhere as it combines the Cambodian
background of the Stonehedge with the big yielding power of the Matanuska
Thunderf_k.
Romberry Widow
Type:
Lineage: BCGA Romberry and Greenhouse White Widow
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
Romulan X Fig Widow
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
Shiva Widow
Type:
Lineage: Positronics Northern Lights/Shiva X Green House White Widow
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The Shiva Widow (a cross of a Positronics' Northern
Lights / Shiva female and our best Greenhouse White Widow male) is a true
Indica champ, extremely strong indica high with crowd-pleasing mouth-watering
taste and extremely attractive frosted white appearance.
It is also our yield champ, with an average of 3-4 ounces dried per plant (80 to
100 grams per plant!) after 60 days (you can harvest before but you will be
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missing a lot of yield). Plant is quite short, measuring only 24 inches after 5
weeks vegetation from seed. The typical main cola is 35 grams dried weight.
Buds are very swollen and crystallized, needing almost no manicure at all as it
has very few leaves.
Expect 3 to 4 ounces dried per plant when flowered at 24 inches for 60 days!
Shiva Poison
Type:
Lineage: Positronics Shiva X Durban
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Our most resinous Shiva female from Positronics was
pollinated by our stockiest Durban male to come up with a very FLAVORFUL,
very EARLY, DEPENDABLE indica/sativa cross that is a favorite of many friends
who enjoy its cool & easy, CLEAR and SOCIAL high that is noted for its
EUPHORIC and LAUGHING qualities. This is a production, well-rounded hybrid
that has turned out MUCH superior to our inspiration for it, Quicksilver by
THSeeds/CIA in Amsterdam (which is in turn a cross of an Afghan and a
Durban). Chunky, meaty, heavy, gooey buds are produced by this very vigorous
F1.
Sugar Klingon
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: Kingonberry X Fig Widow Queen
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Royal ancestors on this hybrid: Bubblegum clone,
original Sagarmatha's Blueberry and Aloha 98 Widow background for the
Klingonberry; Fig Skunk, Aloha 98 Widow and Cinderella 99 on the Fig Widow
Queen side. We applied a sativa bias in our parent selection to breed out
unwanted "blue" genetic traits, and the results were sugar-berry potently
euphoric. The Klingonberry name? A Swedish tester thought of Lingonberry jam
at first toke (fruity & buttery), and a Trekkie familiar with the Romulan strain
came up with "Klingonberry."
Our aim was to breed out the undesirable traits of the "blue" genetics (difficult to
grow, brittle, too many leaves, poor calyx to leaf ratio, tale-tell stink, boring low
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power stone) while maintaining the hashy berry flavor and clear high of the very
best Blueberries and Bubblegums. The addition of the Fig Widow Queen has
contributed extra power and superb bud structure, its crystal content reinforced
by the cubed Aloha 98 Widow (pollen source for both NCGA's Blue Widow and
Mota's Fig Widow).
The Sugar Klingon is the result of painstakingly heavy selection out of dozens of
potential Klingon mothers. It's built for quality of high, ease of growth and yield.
The reliable Midas touch of the Fig Widow Queen pollen source has made
Klingon progeny an outstanding, all-around plant very well suited to commercial
operations seeking to cater to the "connoisseur" market.
Phenotype: Its sheer vigor makes this plant extremely easy to grow, taking care
of itself under a variety of conditions, reacting equally well to both high and low
nutrient situations. Very well suited for screen of green setups. Small, medium
width glossy green leaves are borne sparsely, concentrating all energy in
producing thick colas that are silver with resin, allowing for an extremely high
calyx to leaf ratio that makes manicure almost unnecessary. The Sugar Klingon
is an elegant Christmas tree shaped plant complete with snow covering, a very
grower friendly phenotype that markedly contrasts with the brittle, finicky traits of
most "berry" strains. Low odour when growing, too.
Buds: Bud formation is outstanding, picking up volume and speed in the last two
weeks of flowering, with surprisingly thick resin-encrusted pistils that cure to a
dark golden colour. Dense, near solid buds are completely covered in shiny
resin. Even the fan leaves have big portions of its surface covered with crystals,
excellent material for bubble hash. Top notch cosmetic appeal: very frosty, hard
nuggets, with elegant thick golden pistils and berry aroma.
Yield: The Klingon mother was the result of very heavy selection, and yield was
the deciding factor. Commercial growers can expect to yield an average of 2 oz
per square foot (about 1 oz per gallon of soil). This high yielding ability is a direct
result of its impressive calyx to leaf ratio, buds form solid colas of exceptional
girth that are silver with resin (another difference with the average "blue" strain,
that tends to be very leafy and brittle). An excellent choice for screen of green.
Taste & Smell: The Sugar Klingon is a favorite for taste, with a buttery, sweet
hashy berry flavor that has nice expansion in the lungs. Undescribable berryfruity taste, always smooth and creamy. A lip-smacking mellow smoke, a
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consistent crowd pleaser.
High: Very potent, extremely euphoric high, conducive to partying and
socializing. A strong, clear up, always very active high that lasts for a good 4+
hours, with very nice visuals and serious zoning. Full motivation, never mentally
debilitating. It is very cerebral, no paranoia or couch lock, exhilarating, funny
giggling, perma-smile type of effect. Easy letdown, no hang over. Remarkably,
very experienced smokers report their bodies build no tolerance for Klingon
buds: it's not just very potent, but it's reliably potent over long term use. Will
come out as the all-around winner, even against the most prominent "heavy
hitters".
Uber Candy Haze
Type:
Lineage: Candy Haze X (Candy Haze X Neville's Haze)
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
Venomberry
Type:
Lineage: Uzbekistan, Durban Figwidow and Chocolate Thai
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Venomberry is an original IBL incorporating dissimilar
landraces for powerful, full body and brain effect, with marked berry flavor and
solid yield. All proceeds from this auction will be equally distributed among
OBSS, Duff and Tommy, the three current charity auction beneficiaries.
Years back, we tested a batch of seeds collected by a team member traveling in
Uzbekistan, and an outstanding individual was kept of this Indica landrace,
which is used primarily for hash making in its homeland. It was a very stocky,
red-stemmed plant that put out chunky, powerfully narcotic buds covered in
gooey resin in about 56 days.
A heavy-select Durban Fig Widow male was used as pollen donor to pump up
yield and vigor —two areas in which the Uzbek landrace was found lacking—
and add the sativa dimension in the process. The DFW has been an example of
how, in plant breeding, the final product can be much more than just the sum of
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its parts: its unusual terpene signature and delta-9 dominant sativa high clearly
surpass either parent with excellent yield to boot.
The resulting UDFW turned out to be a solid all-around performer, with a gifted
phenotype, glossy dark green leaves and a knock-out deep, Indica high. One
mother in particular stood out on its rhubarb colors, couch-lock potency and a
marvelous berry-cherry taste that impressed the jaded, “taste first”
connoisseurs, but put the party-oriented, sativa aficionados to sleep.
A selected Chocolate Thai landrace male had its way with our UDFW clone, and
its offspring grown. Then a winning, killer potent Indica phenotype mother was
selected, which we felt best represented the “venom” that was added to the
berry. This especial “venomberry” specimen was backcrossed using pollen from
one of her children, and then the best .75 was inbred several generations to
achieve IBL status.
Venomberry IBL grows with a manageable, predominantly Indica phenotype,
and shows strong reaction to increased lumens like a Sativa does. The rhubarbcolored stems are visible even in early seedlings grown indoors, and the entire
plant turns into a joy of purple and red outdoors under cool weather, courtesy of
the Uzbek genes. Its leaves are dark blue-green, with a plastic-like shiny texture
and blades that turn inward in claw-like fashion, a trait passed on by the Thai
ancestor. Over 4 ounces of krypto-green, top-shelf bud can be expected from a
selected mother flowered at around 12 inches, in resinous long colas. Buds look
great and smell heavenly, rounding up great bag appeal.
The smoke has great lung expansion, and is quite tasty, with pronounced sweet
cherry-berry notes. Indica and Sativa backgrounds compete against each other
within Venomberry fueling a really strong, abidingly intense high that grounds
the body but remains up and clear in the head, with great mental energy.
Venomberry is unique in that it has medicinal (lower back pain) qualities, without
hangover (heavy eye lids, headache) or crashing in the end.
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Vintage Skunk #1 (Skunk #1 f2)
Type:
Lineage: Sensi Seeds Skunk #1 X Sensi Seeds Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Our Skunk 1, obtained in 1989 in Amsterdam from
Sensi Smile shop, several seed crops have been grown since then. A classic
variety, not comparable in potency to the top varieties of today and yet still very
desirable and definitely worth growing.

Dutch Passion - Standard
Blueberry
Type: 80% Indica 20% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd to 3rd week of October
Breeder’s Description: Our Original Blueberry is a mostly Indica (80% Indica,
20% Sativa) strain, that dates to the late 1970’s. A large producer under
optimum conditions. A dense and stout plant with red, purple and finally blue
hues, that usually cure to a lavender blue. The finished product has a very fruity
aroma and taste of blueberry. It produces a notable and pleasantly euphoric
high of the highest quality and is very long lasting. Medium to large calyxes.
“Blueberry” has a long shelf life.
Blue Moonshine
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of November
Breeder’s Description: A super potent Blueberry indica, coated with a strong
concentration of tall standing trichomes. This produces a long lasting very
narcotic experience -body high blueberry. Short (80 cm) stout kush plants that
produce dense, tight, rock hard nuggets of trichome coated bud. A true "hashplant".
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California Orange
Type: 50% Sativa, 50% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of November
Breeder’s Description: A stabilized hybrid, inbred since 1980. Can be
extremely resinous, even the leaves. 50% Sativa, 50% Indica. Some plants
have a pronounced citrus aroma and flavor. Very strong, fairly clear high. Yields
are slightly above average. THC 7.8%, CBD 0.1%
Delta-9
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of November
Breeder’s Description: As we think of Skywalker as the best attainable Indica,
Delta 9 is to us one of the best Sativas possible. We hybridized an Isis female
with a Flo male, the best Sativas in our collection. The result is a Haze-like
aroma and taste from the Isis, combined with the very subtle Flo “high”. This
composition is almost a form of art. Good yield of excellent quality, reminding
one of the best Kashmir hash from the seventies. A rich plant with big buds
which Holland can be proud of.
Dreamweaver
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of November
Breeder’s Description: In developing this variety, we started with genetic
material from one of the Cannabis Buyers’ Cooperatives in California. These
organizations help patients to fulfill their daily Cannabis requirements, with a
doctor’s prescription. We hybridized this Indica with an Indica from Humboldt
County (California). The hybrid is a beautiful Indica, very different from the
others we produce. The high is “powerful”, to quote our test team. In the
beginning, a few very big fan leaves are formed, but later growth returns to
normal. At harvest time, big, hard buds have been produced. In addition to the
very dominant “high” and the excellent taste, yields for this plant are above
average.
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Durban Poison
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description: Imported from South Africa, produced in Holland.
Exclusively inbred, never hybridized, 100% Sativa. Large long bud leaves, buds
are also large and long with lots of resin. A sweet licorice or anise flavor. “Up”
high similar to Thai. High yields. Well suited for out crossing with late bloomers
to produce earlier flowering. Also does very well under artificial light. A very
popular variety.
Euforia
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October, beginning of November
Breeder’s Description: Developed by our breeders in 1996. A very fine Skunk
selection, very commercial, very heavy bloom, bumper harvest, the famous
Skunk high, taste not so sweet as our other Skunk selections. One of our
favorites, also for greenhouse.
Green Spirit
Type:
Lineage: Big Bud and Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description: Green Spirit is a hybrid of Big Bud and Skunk #1. We
made this hybrid because Big Bud itself is not a very consistent strain, with very
big differences among individual plants. By crossing Big Bud and Skunk #1,
Green Spirit became quite homogeneous. Good results under artificial lights.
Clear and strong high. The plants have an explosive flowering and are extremely
resinous. Very high yield.
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Holland’s Hope
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, 2nd week of October
Breeder’s Description: One of the first Dutch Outdoor strains, grown in Holland
since the early eighties. A heavy Indica variety with a knock-out stoned. Very
mold resistant. Recommended.
Khola
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of September
Breeder’s Description: A "high" scoring recently developed variety. Developed
from Thai and Brazil strains and crossed with an early Dutch strain. Originally
developed for outdoors.
Masterkush
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Last week of October
Breeder’s Description: A F1 cross between two different Hindu-kush strains.
Yield is high. Excellent taste and strong high. A definite among our favorites.
Mazar
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of November
Breeder’s Description: This is an upgraded selection of our valued former
Afghan/Skunk. We improved the variety in 1997. The taste is softer than before
and we managed to improve on yield. The Afghani (Mazar-i-Shariff) part is a
very short Christmas tree- like plant, 100% Indica and very resinous. The F1cross with Skunk#1 gives the variety a bigger yield and better taste. Very good
“up” high. As both parents are very consistent, the offspring is very consistent
too.
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Oasis
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of November
Breeder’s Description: One of our most popular varieties, Oasis is our
Northern Lights#2 selection. A very strong plant, almost spidermite resistant.
Good yield, excellent taste and excellent high.
Orange Bud
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: A 100% Skunk selection, grows with thick hard buds
and orange pistils. A very appreciated variety.
Original Flo
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 3rd to 4th Week of October
Breeder’s Description: Original Flo is a Sativa/Indica cross (60% Sativa/ 40%
Indica) with very Sativa phenotypic characteristics that also matures very early.
The large, tight, spear-shaped buds are made up of small, densely packed
purple calyxes. The plants are taller and like to branch out. Indoors the buds are
fully mature by the end of their sixth week. Outdoors the plant is a super
producer when multi-harvested over a period of time. The first buds are ripe
around the third week of September. “Flo” is ideal for greenhouse production.
The motivational “high” produced by the “Flo” is quite unique, the flavor is like
Nepalese Temple Hash. A most pleasant and enjoyable experience.
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Passion #1
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 6 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: Passion #1 is an Indica variety developed in California
in the seventies and has been grown outdoors in Holland since 1980. Smokes
soft with a citrus like aroma and has a good high. Easy to grow, grows with long
compact resinous buds. One of the best green outdoor varieties worldwide.
Power Plant
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of October
Breeder’s Description: Power plant (mostly Sativa) was developed by Dutch
Passion in 1997 from new South African genetics. This strain has been inbred
only, never hybridized. Very rich in THC. It is a strain with an enormous grow
potential. Indoor as well as in a greenhouse the plants have an enormous yield.
Indoors flowering starts already one week after turning back the light cycle to 12
hours. Outdoor, flowering starts late, but the plants ripen very fast. This variety is
very uniform. Strong "up high", very soft smoke.
Purple #1
Type: 50% Indica 50% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd half of September, 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: A strong plant (50% Indica, 50% Sativa), easy to grow.
Purple Afghan seeds have been crossed in Holland with Indica and Sativa
varieties since 1983. The plants are fully adapted to the Dutch climate and have
a respectable yield. This variety has calyxes that turn purple, starting at the
beginning of flowering.
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Purple Star
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 6-7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd half of Septmber, 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: Very strong and easy to grow purple variety (100%
Indica). Very resinous, having a heavy perfumed aroma. The aroma is a little
rough, but the variety is very high. About 50% of the plants turn purple. THC
5.7%, CBD 0.6%
Shaman
Type: 87.5% Sativa 12.5% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: This is our former variety Purple/Skunk. This variety is
a hybrid (F1) of Purple #1 and an early Skunk. About 50% of the plants turn
purple during flowering. 87.5% Sativa and 12.5% Indica. One lab's report on this
variety was THC=13.7%, CBD=0.4%
Skunk #1
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st half of November in a greenhouse
Breeder’s Description: Skunk #1 (75% Sativa, 25% Indica) was originally a
cross between 25% Afghani, 25% Mexican Acapulco Gold and 50% Columbian
Gold. This variety is a stabilized homogeneous strain. Blooms with long, thick
buds, varying in color from light green to golden. Very high flower to leaf ratio.
Mold susceptible the last 6 weeks of flowering. Soft and sweet aroma and a very
strong "up" high. Excellent variety for indoor growing or greenhouse with
darkening system. Very high yields. Easy to manicure.
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Skunk Passion
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of November
Breeder’s Description: Indoor Skunk Passion is back. The Cannabis promise
for the next century, developed from the 007 Skunk-line. A surprising
improvement. In smoke tests by a top class test team, again and again praised
for its special qualities. The plant is mainly Sativa and will amaze you by its
yield. The buds are not especially hard, but then again rich and equipped with
many beautiful long hairs. Buds of 25 cm are no exception. It takes 8 to 9 weeks
to bloom, but your patience will be richly rewarded. Guarantees a beautiful
quality harvest. The high is a slow rising one, may take several hours and
diminishes slowly after that. Absolute top class, that we recommend with pride.
Skywalker
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of November
Breeder’s Description: Blueberry (1st prize HTCC 2000, 3rd prize HTCC 2001)
and Mazar (2nd prize HTCC 1999, 2nd price High Life Cup 2002) are the two
unbeatable Indicas in our seed collection. Skywalker is a hybrid product of a
Mazar female and a Blueberry male. The intention was to create one of the best
Indicas in the world. The special Blueberry taste and aroma are combined in this
hybrid with the vigor and yield of Mazar. Blueberry characteristics such as
“curling leaves”, slow initial growth, and bluish hues have disappeared in this
hybrid, while taste, aroma (fruity and fresh), and the quality of the “high” are
retained. Grown from clones at “Sea of Green”, these seeds will yield about 400
gr./m2 under optimum conditions.
Strawberry Cough
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 3rd to 4th week of October
Breeder’s Description: A very productive plant of high value as a medicinal
herb. Bred for its euphoric, anti-anxiety high, this mostly sativa (approx. 75%
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Sativa 25% Indica) produces a comfortable and enjoyable, yet powerful,
experience. The plants have long branches, making this beauty a great plant for
"sea of green" gardens. It's a very consistent Purple variety. The quality is in the
experience, not so much in the yield, which is average.
Super Haze
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of November
Breeder’s Description: This variety made Dutch Passion the “High Times
Cannabis Cup” winner in 1992. Formerly this strain was called “Haze/Skunk".
Still one of the best for the Dutch Passion team. Originally Haze is a pure Sativa
strain. It is crossed with Skunk#1 to get a bigger yield and a shorter flowering
period. Truly superior sweet Haze aroma. The high is incredibly clear and "up
energy". A very favorite strain from our collection. Very high yield for an almost
100% Sativa variety.
Trance
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, 2nd week of October
Breeder’s Description: An upgrade of our former variety Skunk/Indica. With
100% Skunk seeds, it's not possible to grow fully mature outdoor plants,
because the seeds were selected for growing under artificial lights and
greenhouse. Skunk was crossed with an early Indica, to let it mature sooner and
to make the plant stronger for outdoor conditions. This is the F1 generation. It
has come out as a very nice strain.
Twilight
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: A beautiful purple variety with high yields and Afghan
taste. Heavy buds and high. 100% Indica.
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Ultra Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: In our Swiss experiment, we flowered several Dutch
and Swiss Skunk clones and several Skunk seed varieties. The goal was to
select the best possible Skunk. By hybridizing the best two Skunks, we created
Ultra Skunk, a very homogenous variety. Thick buds with beautiful wooly pistils.
The taste is sweet, soft and fruity. The resulting “high” is up, soft but lasting.
Voodoo
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: We developed Voodoo, a green strain, from Thai
parents in 1997. The Thai parents are grown in Holland for years already. A very
strong plant with long thick buds. Has a Thai aroma and a clear, fresh smell.
Sativa high, very productive.
White Widow
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: The most rewarded variety of recent years in Holland.
The plants are white of THC-glands, even on big parts of the fan leaves. A very
soft smoke and great “High”.

Dutch Passion - Feminized
Blueberry
Type: 80% Indica 20% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd to 3rd week of October
Breeder’s Description: Our Original Blueberry is a mostly Indica (80% Indica,
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20% Sativa) strain, that dates to the late 1970’s. A large producer under
optimum conditions. A dense and stout plant with red, purple and finally blue
hues, that usually cure to a lavender blue. The finished product has a very fruity
aroma and taste of blueberry. It produces a notable and pleasantly euphoric
high of the highest quality and is very long lasting. Medium to large calyxes.
“Blueberry” has a long shelf life.
Dolce Vita
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8.5 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning to mid October
Breeder’s Description: Dolce Vita, is a F1- hybrid between two Sativas. We
combined our renowned Power Plant, by using it's feminized "pollen" with an Isis
female. In this variety the Isis characteristics are most outspoken. Very clear
Sativa "high" and subtle taste and aroma. Medium yield of hard crystallized bud.
Special. Allow two weeks for vegetative growth after the seedling has stabilized,
then start flowering.
Durban Poison
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description: Imported from South Africa, produced in Holland.
Exclusively inbred, never hybridized, 100% Sativa. Large long bud leaves, buds
are also large and long with lots of resin. A sweet licorice or anise flavor. “Up”
high similar to Thai. High yields. Well suited for out crossing with late bloomers
to produce earlier flowering. Also does very well under artificial light. A very
popular variety.
Euforia
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October, beginning of November
Breeder’s Description: Developed by our breeders in 1996. A very fine Skunk
selection, very commercial, very heavy bloom, bumper harvest, the famous
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Skunk high, taste not so sweet as our other Skunk selections. One of our
favorites, also for greenhouse.
Green Spirit
Type:
Lineage: Big Bud and Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description: Green Spirit is a hybrid of Big Bud and Skunk #1. We
made this hybrid because Big Bud itself is not a very consistent strain, with very
big differences among individual plants. By crossing Big Bud and Skunk #1,
Green Spirit became quite homogeneous. Good results under artificial lights.
Clear and strong high. The plants have an explosive flowering and are extremely
resinous. Very high yield.
Hempstar
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: This variety was strongly improved in 1998, a
breakthrough in the development of this variety. A sturdy plant with the power
and yield of the famous Northern Lights #5. Hybridized with the best of our
potent 100% Haze genetics. This variety has a solid, strong long lasting "high",
combined with a well balanced, soft smoking experience. Good for bumper
harvests. A perfect variety to select clones from.
Isis
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 3rd week of November
Breeder’s Description: We only produce this variety in its feminized form. In
this way the “connoisseur” is guaranteed absolutely premium “Sativa” seeds.
This variety has been selected from “Seed Bank” genetics. A female mother
plant was chosen from among 50 female plants grown from seed. After cloning
this female, different clones were treated to produce abundant “female pollen”.
By fertilizing other clones (backcrossing), feminized seeds were produced.
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Growing seeds in this way guarantees offspring that are far more homogenous
and powerful than offspring from seeds produced in the regular manner. Mostly
Sativa, with a clear Haze influence. First class “high”. Branches bow down at the
end of the lifecycle of the plant, due to the weight of the buds.
Khola
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of September
Breeder’s Description: A "high" scoring recently developed variety. Developed
from Thai and Brazil strains and crossed with an early Dutch strain. Originally
developed for outdoors.
Masterkush
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Last week of October
Breeder’s Description: A F1 cross between two different Hindu-kush strains.
Yield is high. Excellent taste and strong high. A definite among our favorites.
Mazar
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of November
Breeder’s Description: This is an upgraded selection of our valued former
Afghan/Skunk. We improved the variety in 1997. The taste is softer than before
and we managed to improve on yield. The Afghani (Mazar-i-Shariff) part is a
very short Christmas tree- like plant, 100% Indica and very resinous. The F1cross with Skunk#1 gives the variety a bigger yield and better taste. Very good
“up” high. As both parents are very consistent, the offspring is very consistent
too.
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Oasis
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of November
Breeder’s Description: One of their most popular varieties, Oasis is our
Northern Lights#2 selection. A very strong plant, almost spidermite resistant.
Good yield, excellent taste and excellent high.
Orange Bud
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: A 100% Skunk selection, grows with thick hard buds
and orange pistils. A very appreciated variety.
Original Flo
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 3rd to 4th Week of October
Breeder’s Description: Original Flo is a Sativa/Indica cross (60% Sativa/ 40%
Indica) with very Sativa phenotypic characteristics that also matures very early.
The large, tight, spear-shaped buds are made up of small, densely packed
purple calyxes. The plants are taller and like to branch out. Indoors the buds are
fully mature by the end of their sixth week. Outdoors the plant is a super
producer when multi-harvested over a period of time. The first buds are ripe
around the third week of September. “Flo” is ideal for greenhouse production.
The motivational “high” produced by the “Flo” is quite unique, the flavor is like
Nepalese Temple Hash. A most pleasant and enjoyable experience.
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Passion #1
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 6 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: Passion #1 is an Indica variety developed in California
in the seventies and has been grown outdoors in Holland since 1980. Smokes
soft with a citrus like aroma and has a good high. Easy to grow, grows with long
compact resinous buds. One of the best green outdoor varieties worldwide.
Power Plant
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of October
Breeder’s Description: Power plant (mostly Sativa) was developed by Dutch
Passion in 1997 from new South African genetics. This strain has been inbred
only, never hybridized. Very rich in THC. It is a strain with an enormous grow
potential. Indoor as well as in a greenhouse the plants have an enormous yield.
Indoors flowering starts already one week after turning back the light cycle to 12
hours. Outdoor, flowering starts late, but the plants ripen very fast. This variety is
very uniform. Strong "up high", very soft smoke.
Purple #1
Type: 50% Indica 50% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd half of September, 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: A strong plant (50% Indica, 50% Sativa), easy to grow.
Purple Afghan seeds have been crossed in Holland with Indica and Sativa
varieties since 1983. The plants are fully adapted to the Dutch climate and have
a respectable yield. This variety has calyxes that turn purple, starting at the
beginning of flowering.
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Sacra Frasca
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle to end of October
Breeder’s Description: "Sacra Frasca" or "Holy Joint" is a F1 - hybrid between
Power Plant and Skunk Passion, both true-breeding varieties. Power Plant, is a
renowned variety like White Widow or Orange Bud, which you will find in almost
any coffee shop in the Dutch cities.. a result we are very proud of. This variety is
only available in its feminized form. For the creation of this hybrid we used
feminized Skunk Passion "pollen" to fertilize a female Power Plant. Therefore
the features of Power Plant are most pronounced in this hybrid. Very potent and
energetic up high, caused by the hybrid vigor of combining two genetically very
different Sativas. Sacra Frasca also gives very good yields in a greenhouse.
Through the "open" Sativa growth pattern a very mold resistant variety.
Respectable yield. Bracts and also fan leaves carry lots of resin.
Shaman
Type: 87.5% Sativa 12.5% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: This is our former variety Purple/Skunk. This variety is
a hybrid (F1) of Purple #1 and an early Skunk. About 50% of the plants turn
purple during flowering. 87.5% Sativa and 12.5% Indica. One lab's report on this
variety was THC=13.7%, CBD=0.4%
Skunk #11
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st half of November in a greenhouse
Breeder’s Description: A very nice Skunk selection. Good results in yield and
"High". Our cheapest, but nevertheless "quality" feminized seeds.
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Skunk Passion
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of November
Breeder’s Description: Indoor Skunk Passion is back. The Cannabis promise
for the next century, developed from the 007 Skunk-line. A surprising
improvement. In smoke tests by a top class test team, again and again praised
for its special qualities. The plant is mainly Sativa and will amaze you by its
yield. The buds are not especially hard, but then again rich and equipped with
many beautiful long hairs. Buds of 25 cm are no exception. It takes 8 to 9 weeks
to bloom, but your patience will be richly rewarded. Guarantees a beautiful
quality harvest. The high is a slow rising one, may take several hours and
diminishes slowly after that. Absolute top class, that we recommend with pride.
Skywalker
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 2nd week of November
Breeder’s Description: Blueberry (1st prize HTCC 2000, 3rd prize HTCC 2001)
and Mazar (2nd prize HTCC 1999, 2nd price High Life Cup 2002) are the two
unbeatable Indicas in our seed collection. Skywalker is a hybrid product of a
Mazar female and a Blueberry male. The intention was to create one of the best
Indicas in the world. The special Blueberry taste and aroma are combined in this
hybrid with the vigor and yield of Mazar. Blueberry characteristics such as
“curling leaves”, slow initial growth, and bluish hues have disappeared in this
hybrid, while taste, aroma (fruity and fresh), and the quality of the “high” are
retained. Grown from clones at “Sea of Green”, these seeds will yield about 400
gr./m2 under optimum conditions.
Strawberry Cough
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 3rd to 4th week of October
Breeder’s Description: A very productive plant of high value as a medicinal
herb. Bred for its euphoric, anti-anxiety high, this mostly sativa (approx. 75%
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Sativa 25% Indica) produces a comfortable and enjoyable, yet powerful,
experience. The plants have long branches, making this beauty a great plant for
"sea of green" gardens. It's a very consistent Purple variety. The quality is in the
experience, not so much in the yield, which is average.
Trance
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, 2nd week of October
Breeder’s Description: An upgrade of our former variety Skunk/Indica. With
100% Skunk seeds, it's not possible to grow fully mature outdoor plants,
because the seeds were selected for growing under artificial lights and
greenhouse. Skunk was crossed with an early Indica, to let it mature sooner and
to make the plant stronger for outdoor conditions. This is the F1 generation. It
has come out as a very nice strain.
Twilight
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: A beautiful purple variety with high yields and Afghan
taste. Heavy buds and high. 100% Indica.
Ultra Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: In our Swiss experiment, we flowered several Dutch
and Swiss Skunk clones and several Skunk seed varieties. The goal was to
select the best possible Skunk. By hybridizing the best two Skunks, we created
Ultra Skunk, a very homogenous variety. Thick buds with beautiful wooly pistils.
The taste is sweet, soft and fruity. The resulting “high” is up, soft but lasting.
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Voodoo
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: 1st week of October
Breeder’s Description: We developed Voodoo, a green strain, from Thai
parents in 1997. The Thai parents are grown in Holland for years already. A very
strong plant with long thick buds. Has a Thai aroma and a clear, fresh smell.
Sativa high, very productive.
White Widow
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: The most rewarded variety of recent years in Holland.
The plants are white of THC-glands, even on big parts of the fan leaves. A very
soft smoke and great “High”.

Federation
Berlin
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Berlin is a bushy, high-yielding, mostly Afghani-Indica
plant that produces large buds and a powerful high. Great indoor or outdoor,
Berlin grows well in a variety of conditions and is easy to maintain. Resilient and
forgiving, easy to trim, Berlin is popular amongst the medical community for its
pain and nausea relieving qualities. Tear down the wall of pain with Berlin today.
Big Mac
Type:
Lineage: Mikado X BC Big Bud
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Oct. 7th
Breeder’s Description: Indica dominant. The fourth generation male Mikado
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with all the typical traits was chosen for this cross. Male flowers started to show
under 18 hours. The BC Big Bud variety originated from Sensi Seed Bank, it has
Sativa leaf structure and has been acclimated to the Vancouver area for many
years. Classic Big Bud size and flavor. It has the potential to be a large producer
with a short flowering period. Height 6 feet.
Celestial Temple Sativa
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: he Celestial Temple Sativa (CTS) is from the area
between the coast and the Andes mountains in Ecuador, an area where you find
the huge banana plantations and other agricultural productions. Along the coast,
daytime average high temperatures range from 84 F (29 C) to 91 F (33 C), with
nighttime lows going from 68 F (20 C) to 74 F (24 C), making CTS an extremely
good producing 10 week sativa that's mold and mildew resistant. Long dark
jagged leaves with densely packed pinky pistils and a great calyx to leaf ratio
makes trimming a breeze and a pleasure. Known in the medical community as
being an extreme sativa without the extreme flowering period, the CTS has a
ceiling less soaring high that will raise your heartbeat and quicken your pace.
With a tropical citrus flavour and more bounce to the ounce. CTS is a great
strain for an active lifestyle.
Cotton Candy
Type:
Lineage: Afghani and Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: An old Vancouver Island strain that originates from
Afghani and Haze seed lines, recognized by the medical community for its pain
relief without the drowsiness. Wonderful fragrance with an earthy flavor and long
lasting high. The Cotton Candy will produce one ounce of dense bud per gallon
of soil/root mass. The Cotton Candy has deep green leaves with a bushy growth
structure that makes it almost as wide as it is tall. Known for its astringent
qualities, the Cotton Candy has an extreme drying effect and it is recommended
a glass of water or juice should be at hand while medicating.
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Crown Royal
Type:
Lineage: Mikado X Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Indica sativa hybrid. Crown Royal tastes and smokes
like a
Sativa but looks and grows like an Indica. The color and calyx size is like the
Mikado, but stretches like the Hawaiian. The tops come to a flat crown covered
with THC. Combining the 12 wk Hawaiian Sativa with the 6 wk Mikado produces
one of the most unique and distinctive strains available. Patients report that this
strain is effective for pain relief with little or no energy loss, speeding up
recovery time after exercise or illness. Eat well, exercise well and smoke well.
Hawaiian Sativa
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage: Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Nov.1st onwards
Breeder’s Description: The Hawaiian is a pure sativa originating from the Big
Island near the Mauna Kea volcano area. It's been bred and stabilized for more
than 15 years on Vancouver Island. White with crystal, it has a very distinctive
citrus odor and menthol flavor. Tall vigorous growth with few branches, cactus
shape. Extreme stretching in the first two weeks of flowering with long thin hairs
developing into long sticky buds, which thicken up after the sixth or seventh
week. The lemon flavor intensifies when flushed for a long time (3 weeks) with
straight water. Very energetic and up high, great to smoke during the day. Yield
8 oz full size. 3/4oz in a 2 gal pot. Height outdoors 8 feet.
Hawaiian Sativa X Big Bud
Type:
Lineage: Hawaiian Sativa X BC Big Bud
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: B.C. Big Bud is known for its size and potency,
Hawaiian Sativa for its energetic and up high with increased alertness.
Combining the two makes for a strain with soaring highs that produces well.
Medical patients find this strain cushions the pain as well as the mind.
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Hawaiian Sativa X Cotton Candy
Type:
Lineage: Hawaiian Sativa X Cotton Candy
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Known for its astringent qualities, Cotton Candy
crossed with Hawaiian Sativa is a good producer of sugary dense buds. Good
for IBS and other digestive disorders, medical patients who need to increase
production should look at this strain.
Hawaiian Sativa X Celestial Temple Sativa
Type:
Lineage: Hawaiian Sativa X Celestial Temple Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Sativa crossed with a Sativa produces a super Sativa.
If you're a Sativa fan this one's for you. With both size and potency this strain is
loved by medical patients for its long lasting effects which means they have to
medicate less often. With a citrus flavour, this strain is non-drowsy and will keep
you alert.
Hawaiian Sativa X Island Sweet Skunk
Type:
Lineage: Hawaiian Sativa X Island Sweet Skunk
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The Island Sweet Skunk crossed with Hawaiian Sativa
produces an interesting nine week hybrid that is both large and potent. Medical
patients appreciate the alertness with strong pain relieving qualities and nausea
reducing effect. Tall vigorous growth with classic cactus shape, great for sea of
green or tall confined spaces.
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Island Sweet Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: The Island Sweet Skunk (ISS) has been grown on
Vancouver Island in BC for many years as a stabilized Sativa-Skunk cross. The
ISS has sugary fat buds with long, thick hairs that turn golden orange after the
6th week. Tall vigorous growth with a dramatic increase n bud density for the last
3 weeks of it’s 8 week flower cycle. This strain has been tested at 19.6% THC
when finished, making it a major favorite amongst the medical community, as it
takes less to properly medicate. Admired for its strong Sativa like high, the ISS
has a very unique taste and odour that stands out from any other strain we've
ever come across. typically finishing outdoor by late October, ISS is one of the
main strains that gives BC a reputation as being a leader in the breeding of
world class medical marijuana. For size & strength, ISS gives the best bang for
the buck.
Island Sweet Skunk X BC Kush
Type:
Lineage: Island Sweet Skunk X BC Kush
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Tested at 19.6%, the Island Sweet Skunk adds strength
and potency to this already wonderful strain. Kush is known world-wide for its
flavour and size, combining the most desirable traits gives this strain a definite
thumbs up from medical patients. Known for its chronic pain relief, the ISS+Kush
is easy to clone, cultivate and trim making it an easy choice for medical patients
who wish to spend less time growing and more time living. The ISS+Kush has a
tendency to break branches from oversized buds that finish dense with very
large calyx covered in crystal. Typically thirsty, this strain does better in a little
larger container or hydroponics for less maintenance. Live life to the fullest, get
the full effect with ISS+Kush.
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Island Sweet Skunk X BC Skunk
Type:
Lineage: Island Sweet Skunk X BC Skunk
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: If you like Skunk you'll love these Skunk genetics.
Island Sweet Skunk gives this cross extreme vigor and Sweet Skunk flavour
while the BC Skunk gives it density and size. This one is a real branch breaker
and needs to be planted with bamboo poles. She likes lots of food and she's
easy to clone.
Island Sweet Skunk X Celestial Temple Sativa
Type:
Lineage: Island Sweet Skunk X Celestial Temple Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Because of the extreme vigor of both the Island Sweet
Skunk and the Celestial Temple Sativa this cross literally explodes in its growth
and flower cycle. With soil, use a large container and trigger early to avoid a
massive bush and in hydro, allow for extra root mass. Produces long, sticky
buds high in terpenoids giving it a lemony citrus smell and flavour. Non-drowsy
alert effect that's long lasting makes this strain great for a daytime medication.
Island Sweet Skunk X Jamaican
Type:
Lineage: Island Sweet Skunk X Jamaican
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Two great strains, one incredible cross. In two words,
size and strength. Excellent for chronic pain relief and great for meeting your
quota. Patients find these massive dark seeds easy to germinate and report
clones are vigorous and quick to root, doing the best at a Ph of 6.3. With a
classic growth pattern this cross produces at least one ounce per gallon of soil.
Blending the best of the Islands, take a vacation in growing nirvana today.
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Island Sweet Skunk X Purple Shaman
Type:
Lineage: Island Sweet Skunk X Purple Shaman
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Nicknamed "Purple Skunk" because the silver crystal is
such an incredible contrast against the bright purple buds. Known for its cactus
style growth pattern, patients prefer the Purple Skunk for its high density
planting in a minimal amount of floor space. (Sea Of Green) This is an astringent
strain with a mild appetite suppressive effect. Set sail on a purple sea of crystal
pleasure.
Jamaican
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The Jamaican originates form the island of Jamaica,
and is a perfect example of long term breeding and the necessity of preserving
years of work. One of the most beautiful crown and cola we've ever seen, the
Jamaican will finish in 8 weeks with thick solid buds absolutely covered in crystal
on every possible surface. Easy to smoke and easy to cultivate makes the
Jamaican one of the most popular strains in the medical community. A great
consistent workhorse, durable and not overly finicky to grow. Fruity flavour with
earthy undertones, the Jamaican is quick to trim but slow to dry, due to the
extreme size of the buds. Best when quick dried and slow cured for the real
connoisseur. The true taste of Jamaica without leaving the house, stay home
and visit paradise.
Mikado
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Predominantly Indica. The Mikado is a quick maturing,
large-yielding strain. With a long jagged single leaf pattern. Under 18 hours of
light, the stems and leaves are coated with resin. The female plants show hairs
making sexing easy. Liked for its long-lasting high, Mikado can be harvested 45
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days after flowering is started. Perfect for a sea of green.
Mikush
Type:
Lineage: Mikado X BC Kush
Indoor Harvest Time: 7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: If marijuana is food this strain is candy, caramel to be
exact. Blended for flavor and size, the Mikush (Mikado x Kush) will mature with
jumbo sized buds that more melt than burn when smoked. Recommended by
medical patients as effective against asthma and other similar breathing
ailments. With this strain you can have your candy and smoke it to.
Purple Shaman
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The Purple Shaman was originally bred in Arizona, for
which we attribute its light loving characteristics and cactus style growth pattern.
The Purple Shaman produces thick hard buds that glisten with crystals and turn
a deep shade of purple in the last 2 weeks of flowering. Proper drying and
curing enhances its rich early flavour with flowery overtones. Non-drowsy, alert
high makes this strain a particular favorite amongst the medical community.
Many patients have commented on its caffeine like feeling without the coffee or
tea. The Purple Shaman also has an extreme astringent quality giving it optical
aspects and appetite suppression. For its motivating high, the Shaman gets 2
purple thumbs up!
UBC Chemo
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Very strong with a hashy flavour, UBC Chemo was
developed in the 1970's for cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy.
Exhibiting characteristics of being a polyploid, woody stock and odd shaped
leaves give the UBC Chemo a bonsai-like appearance. Recognized amongst
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the medical community as the best strain available for chronic pain and nausea.

The Flying Dutchmen
Afghanica (Kabul Baba)
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: October
Breeder’s Description: Previously called Kabul Baba. Like a good father,
Afghanica protects his real Afghani values. Expect a huge yield in only 8 weeks;
the buds will be heavy with resin and give a strong physical stoning.
Artic Sun
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: October
Breeder’s Description: A marriage of old and new world genetics. Mostly
Sativa with long, dense and crystal laden buds. High yielding and extremely
potent. The high is both physical and cerebral in nature with pungent smell and
taste for medical applications.
Aurora B
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Northern Lights X Skunk
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description: Aurora B. is a cross between a carefully selected
Northern Lights with our sweet Skunk father, a vigorous plant with heavy
resinous buds. This strain has the best attributes from both its parents. Aurora B.
grows into a medium size plant similar to Skunk#1, and has a sweet and fruity
taste with a hashy after bite. Very high yields of quality product and a fast
maturation time make this cross an ideal cash cropper both indoors and out.
Just sit back and enjoy the lights.
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California Sunrise
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 49-63 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September/October
Breeder’s Description: Experience the golden glow of this F1 hybrid. Sweet
and sour smell and a very strong up high with only 7 to 9 weeks of flowering!
Yields and timing for the commercial grower.
Dutchmen’s Royal Orange
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: This crossing was made with only quality in mind. The
best selected from 10,000 happened to take a little longer to mature but worth
the wait. This mostly Indica variety truly comes from royal stock. With a candy
store smell and taste and a potent physical high. Perfect for lazy daze in the
sun.
Early Durban
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early October
Breeder’s Description: As comfortable outdoors in most temperate regions as
indoors, Early Durban is a tough plant that will reward the grower with high
yields quickly, mostly Sativa in nature with a cerebral/physical effect and an
Aniseed taste.
Fuma Con Dios
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage: Original Haze X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: October/November
Breeder’s Description: Enjoy the Fruit of the Gods.
Pure Haze smell, pure Haze taste, pure Haze effect. The Skunk father keeps the
height down and the maturation time to within 12 weeks. He also pumps up the
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yields to a respectable 300 grams per square meter. This powerful Haze comes
highly recommended for impatient Haze lovers. Only one generation removed
from the original Haze of the 1970's.
Haley’s Comet
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage: Early Californian X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: September
Breeder’s Description: An early Californian variety crossed with the Skunk #1,
very homogenous fast maturing variety, suitable to grow outdoor in many
temperate regions. A large percentage of the plants trigger into flower at the
slightest reduction of photoperiod. Haley’s Comet has a sweet citrus taste and
smell with a well balanced physical/cerebral high. High yielding and easy to
grow.
Haze Mist
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: South Indian Sativa X Original Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-14 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: The balance between the potency and sweetness of
the Kerala with the spiciness and soaring cerebral high of the Original Haze and
perfectly expresses in this almost pure Sativa Cross. For patient Haze lovers
only, a very special cross that will reward the growers with a product that is
unsurpassed in recent history. Good yield for an almost pure Sativa. South
Indian is one of the main building blocks that was used to make the Original
Haze back in the 70’s.
Kerala Krush
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: South Indian Sativa X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: An extremely vigorous Sativa crossing of the highest
caliber, a medium tall plant with good yields for a Sativa. The Skunk father
boosts fast maturation without interfering with the high or taste of the pure South
Indian Sativa. Very smooth, complex taste and smell with a very potent, clear
cerebral high.
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Mixed Sativa Divas
Type: Mostly Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-12 Weeks
Breeder’s Description: Many different varieties of mothers, a good gene mix
for selections. A delicious selection from the Flying Dutchmen. All the quality you
have come to expect from us but in a mixed bag.
Original Haze
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage: Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 12-16 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: We have worked with this variety in Holland for almost
20 years now. It is the base for all the Haze you can find here in Holland. Since
being stabilized in the late 70's The Original Haze has never been hybridized.
Perfect for breeding projects due to it's pure breeding status. For commercial
growers this strain is not recommended due to it's size and long maturation time.
Very potent with an energetic cerebral high.
Pineapple Punch
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October
Breeder’s Description: A specially selected Real Mc Coy crossed back to a
Skunk#1 daddy, to offer the chance for wider genetic diversity for those who love
the Hawaiian. A little more chunky and Skunky than the Real McCoy, with a
distinctive pineapple taste and smell. Very cerebral in effect. A great strain to
cross with the Real McCoy and/or other extreme Sativa types.
Pot of Gold
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: October
Breeder’s Description: A money maker, honey shaker, A true resin bomb!
Compact plants that produce massive yields, also one of the most resinous
strains in our selection. Pot Of Gold is one of the flagships of the Flying
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Dutchmen seed company. With a refined sweet Hashish taste and an extremely
potent physical effect this strain will leave you stuck to your seat for hours. Good
for many medical applications.
The Pure
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage: Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: October
Breeder’s Description: The one and only Original Skunk # 1.Large yields can
be expected from this variety, The Pure is extremely homogenous, and is
perfectly adapted for all growing methods. Whether she is being grown indoors,
in a greenhouse or in the great outdoors, the Pure is a strain that expresses the
best of both it's Sativa and Indica heritage
Swazi Safari
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: October/November
Breeder’s Description: A perfectly balanced Sativa cross, a slender plant that
matures to carry sweet heavy buds. The taste is similar to Original Haze but a
little sweeter like good hashish. With fairly good yields and a crystal clear,
energizing high, this cross is perfect for adding clarity to your cosmic thoughts.
Thai-tanic
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: Don't panic, this one will only take you up and up and
up! A very compact Sativa variety, classic chocolate Thai smell and taste. The
Skunk father dominates only in fast maturation, high yields and general vigor. A
heavy crystal producer that is extremely potent with a trippy cerebral high.
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The Real McCoy
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: A very special cross for the true connoisseur, a
wonderfully sweet and spicy bouquet and taste that can only be described as
smoking a tropical salad bar. Tingly on the tongue, soft on the throat and high in
the brain, The Real McCoy reaches the parts other weed can not reach. Grown
properly yields can exceed 300 grams per square meter.
Titan’s Haze (Fuma Con Diablos)
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: Haze X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Pure Haze smell, pure Haze effect. The Skunk father
keeps the height down and the maturation time to within 12 weeks. He also
plumps up the yields to a respectable 300 grams per square meter. This
powerful Haze comes highly recommended for impatient Haze lovers. Only one
generation removed from the original Haze of the 1970’s.

Green House Seed Company
Arjan’s Haze #1
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid. Oct.
Breeder’s Description: 1st place High Times Cannabis Cup 2004 People's
Cup. This Strain has an uplifting high, strong and long lasting. Arjan's Haze #1
has a thc content up to 23%. A must for all connoisseurs and breeders, it is a
very special Indoor plant.
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Arjan’s Haze #2
Type:
Lineage: Neville’s Haze, Super Silver Haze and Laos
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of Sept.
Breeder’s Description:
Arjan’s Haze #3
Type:
Lineage: Haze and Laos
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A tall plant with long branches, performs extremely
good both indoor and outdoor.
El Nino
Type:
Lineage: Haze/Super Skunk X White Widow
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of Sept.
Breeder’s Description: 1st prize Bio HTTC 1998.
Like its name suggests, a storm for the senses.
Great White Shark
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: White Widow X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of Sept.
Breeder’s Description: 2nd place Bio HTCC 1997 (note: also 1st prize under
the name Peace maker). With a thc level of 14.0% it's a Seductive stoned
highness that has the strength of Jaws. Great White Shark ... It is almighty yet
smooth, mystical yet adventurous. A bit of an outlaw, the Shark commands
respect and gets it. Usually for the wrong reason. See if you can figure it out.
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Hawaiian Snow
Type:
Lineage: Hawaiian X Laos
Indoor Harvest Time: 12-13 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of Nov.
Breeder’s Description: Voted at the Cannabis Cup as the best quality cannabis
made in 2003 in Holland. A true must for all growers.
Himalaya Gold
Type:
Lineage: Nepalese and North Indian
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of Sept.
Breeder’s Description: Has won many harvest festivals and private awards.
Strength: A very creative high! Good for inspiration, especially recommended for
arts & crafts. Himalaya Gold ... At the foot of a mountain, we all seem
insignificant. But every worthwhile journey begins with one step. This strain has
a thc level of 15.0%.
Neville’s Haze
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: NL #5/Haze X Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 12-14 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: 1st place HTCC '98. Strength: The most potent variety
(thc level of 21%) of its kind on or off the market. Not recommended for
inexperienced smokers - too trippy - to profound. Note: Indoors, should be
started under 12 hours of light; Outdoors, should be grown in the Tropics and
started just before the onset of Autumn. Not for the novice smoker or grower.
Neville's Haze ... 3 quarters closer to heaven.
Super Silver Haze
Type:
Lineage: NL#5/Haze X Skunk#1/Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of Oct.
Breeder’s Description: An overpowering combination of Indica + Sativa highs.
It leaves you gasping for reality. Note: This complex hybrid is the cutting edge in
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practical Haze hybreeds designed to astound both the grower and smoker alike.
Highly recommended with a thc level of 18.0%.
Super Silver Haze ... You can't see the forest, for the Haze.
White Rhino
Type:
Lineage: White Widow X Afghani
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: 2nd place Bio HTCC 96. Dedicated to medical
marijuana. Strength: Medicinal, too strong for most people with a THC level of
11.0%. White Rhino ... Dedicated to the research of Medical Marijuana and
developed for aiding the sick and terminally ill. Just as the name implies, this is
a Species that has been saved from extinction to come back and help us
understand.
White Widow
Type:
Lineage: Brazilian Sativa X South Indian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: By mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: 1st place Bio HTCCup 95. Unique and serious is the
first experience, and as the heaviness builds on the top of your cheeks, you
realize - this is it. White Widow ... She is like the innocent vestial virgin that
history always tells us about. If we could illustrate religion in a plant, then White
Widow is a true "Mother Theresa". With a thc level of 12.0%.
Herbaria
Afghan Mango
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Afghani Landrace
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description:
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Bushmans
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage: South African Landrace
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle to end of September
Breeder’s Description:
Cloud #7
Type: 60% Sativa 40% Indica
Lineage: South African Sativa X Afghani
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description:
Shirin Gol
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Tadschikistan Landrace
Indoor Harvest Time: 55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description:
Shirin Mango
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Afghan Mango X Shirin Gol
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description:
Shiva’s Joy
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Nepalese Landrace
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description:
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Sticky Sista
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Afghan Mango X Bushmans
Indoor Harvest Time: 50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description:

Legends
Big Funk
Type:
Lineage: Skunk X Bigbud
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct
Breeder’s Description: Legends Big Funk is a good candidate for commercial
production. The SkunkxBigBud mother came as a clone from California a few
years ago. More Skunk than BigBud, this plant is frosty, and quite sweet. It was
a favourite in the 2000 test field, and did well in the greenhouses, 2001. A
smooth selection, it is not overly tarry, or harsh, in the same earth that others
were. High yielding, but of a quality acceptable to all. The seeds resulting from
this cross will not bel stable, but all possible recombinations of this stock will
result in fine specimens to mother great crops. The large, firm buds that come
off these plants are susceptible to mold, but much less than other plants in the
same weight class. I am sure this release will achieve the same level of
satisfaction among growers that enjoy the Shishkaberry.
Highend
Type:
Lineage: René X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Sept-Oct
Breeder’s Description: Ahhhhh René, Where to truly begin with such a strain.
Here in Vancouver British Columbia, is where I was to first come across this
strain. A good friend at the time was growing large quantities of it, and was
generous enough to give me his trim. The hash that was extracted from this trim
was far superior to anything that was filling my bowl. We were all of course, just
learning about the wonders of water extracted hashish, i.e. iceolator,
bubblehash,etc. So the timing was perfect. The strain it was said, came from
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Montreal, and was named after the gentlemen who either bred, or acquired it.
The genetics were said to be a Himalayan sativa crossed with an extremely
pungent Skunk #1 male. Now for me, I cannot guarantee that lineage at all, as it
was a story. What I can say about René, is that it holds that magical property I
like to call THE FUNK. I've seen it in the Dank Ass Bitch(aka DAB), as well in
the Cheese(that's all the rage in the UK right now), and the Sour Diesel. I'm not
saying these strains tasted alike at all, but it had this funk within its profile. To
me, this makes a strain extra special. The melt factor on the René was, from the
first day, jaw opening. Most of the people I was turning onto this René hash had
never seen this type of quality. When posted on sites like Overgrow and
Cannabis World, people believed it was a hoax. My excitement to be writing this
is overwhelming, as I have smoked nothing but René bubblehash for over two
years. This was the first two years I was in business with my bubblebag
company , and those pictures of René bubblehash were integral in the timing of
this all taking off. It has been almost five years now since we began this long
strange trip, and I am very happy to be announcing here at Legends that the
good old boys have acquired the original René, which is really what I am here to
authenticate. As I am certain in the next few years you will be seeing a lot of
Rene cross's as well as perhaps a pure René, coming out in seed form.
However , if it is not from Legends Seeds one should, in the least proceed with
caution. The first strains the boys are releasing with René genes involved, are
some wonderful cross's with DJ Shorts Blueberry male( the one that was used
for his latest line). I Look forward to bubbling up some of the material from these
seeds in the near future, and I'm certain I will be giving a full melt clear dome
certification on top of the authenticity of the René genes that the good people at
Legends Seeds have chosen to use. Give thanks to those that do this good
work, in order to put the rest of you in a position where you can simply order.
Rene is without a doubt one of my favourite ganja strains, and definitely my all
time favourite hash making strain. Full melt, oh yeah all the way! !
- Bubble Man
Johnny Blaze
Type:
Lineage: Neville's Haze X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: An Original "Neville's Haze" female crossed with a
slightly sativa-leaning Blueberry male. The "Haze" has a green-citrus boquette
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with borderline woody undertones, while the Blueberry male adds a sweet-fruity
flavor. Due to the genetic difference between the "Neville's Haze" female and
the "Blueberry" male (both considered a P1 generation in this cross) I anticipate
a uniform f1 hybrid from the cross along with very healthy hybrid vigor (high
yield potential). Also, the f2's (and beyond) crossed from these f1's will probably
prove very diverse. A party just waiting to happen!
Legend's Ultimate Indica
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Ortega X 2nd Sweet Tooth BX2
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Sept.
Breeder’s Description: The "LegendsUltimate Indica" is a combination of our
two most favorite indica's. This F1 hybrid was mothered by a previously
unreleased Ortega plant from California. The Ortega's heavy indica traits shone
through with its' tight buds and extremely stoney finish. The father, a second
backcross Sweet Tooth from Spice of Life Seeds, adds the sweet and pungent
flavor Breeder Steve strains are know for. She is a heavy yielder that won't
disappoint.
Moroccan
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid-Aug (35 degrees N)
Breeder’s Description: Hefchouen 2002 Harvest Seeds - These seeds are
authentic Moroccan field stock which may or may not be of any use to growers
elsewhere. They will not have the potency of today's most developed cannabis,
but they are indeed a curiosity to cannabis lovers, as most of the cannabis resin
smoked in Europe is sieved from these plants. They may be of use in the
creation of new hybrids for hardy outdoor stock. Worthy of interest, for interest's
sake.
Timebomb
Type:
Lineage: Texeda Timewarp X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid to late Sept
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Breeder’s Description: The Texeda Timewarp is a infamous West Coast lady.
Every fall the West Coast is blessed with this spicy outdoor monster that has
been cultivated for over 20 years. The particular clone that was used in this
cross is one that an old bushman has been using for 15+ years. She will easily
take over any garden as she has an explosive growth rate that makes her more
of a hedge than a plant. We decided to hit her with the DJ Short selected
Blueberry male in order to shorten her flowering time down, so that it might be
possible to bring in earlier than mid October. Expect a lot of variation-keep in
mind the shorter squat selections might be the one to look for! These are strictly
for outdoor, as the buds on this girl need a lot of light to tighten up. These are
untested, so you let us know what you think!
So.Cal.Special
Type:
Lineage: Garlic Bud X Sweet Skunk
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: These seeds will grow into 18' Jell-O trees in the desert
given adequate
water. Pink pistils and lime green buds. Sweet, yet tangy.

Mr. Nice
Black Widow
Type: Indica/Sativa
Lineage Brazilian Sativa X South Indian
Indoor Harvest Time: 56-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September/October
Breeder’s Description: A most infamous strain that since 1994 has won a
number of awards, including the High Times Cannabis Cup in 1995, and has
acquired acclaim from most corners of the globe - rightly so. It has a pedigree of
parentage that combines a Brazilian Sativa with a South Indian hybrid. Basically,
it is White Widow changing its colors like its company. It will seem evident to the
cultivator that this species needs slightly more attention to achieve the expected
results. Do not forget the necessary love and attention in order to get the best
results. For indoor methods the grower will find that 10 weeks of flowering will
be necessary to realize the immense resin production. Expected yield of 350 to
450 grams per square meter. In the northern hemisphere expect harvest around
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September/October, having planted as late as June. However, there is a chance
that rain could reduce the expected yield. Be Warned. This is the original true
blue champion that began a whole new wave of breeds before it consumed its
partners.
Critical Mass
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Afghani X Skunk#1
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September for northern hemisphere, March for
southern
Breeder’s Description: A reworked excellent version of an old breed once
known as Big Bud. is an absolute must for the cultivator who demands a high
yield with an equally high stone. It is the heaviest plant currently in production
for commercial farmers and outdoor crops and resembles the male genital
protrusion of a giant donkey. Due to its heavy flower construction it can be
susceptible to mold if the growing area is too humid. So be warned, and harvest
on time. It has a genetic pedigree originating from a particularly heavy Afghani
combined with the original Skunk#1.An expected yield indoors would be 650750 grams per square meter within 50-55 days, possibly more for the
experienced cultivators. If cultivated outdoors, expect harvest in September for
the northern hemisphere and by March in the southern hemisphere.
Devil
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Afghani x Afghani/Skunk
Indoor Harvest Time: 48-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: October for northern hemisphere, June/July for
southern
Breeder’s Description: The definitive plant for those interested in
outdoors/greenhouses. Due to its Afghani pedigree, taste, reddish aura, and
magical mind journey tendencies, this plant provides quite a wonderful therapy.
No one can be unhappy possessing this nice devil (and a righteous one at that).
It has a genetic make-up of Afghan x Afghan/Skunk and shows initial slow
growth until it has an established root ball. Then watch out, brothers and sisters!
Expect to finish this plant in the Northern hemisphere by October and in the
Southern hemisphere by June/July. Indoors, 8-10 weeks with a yield expected of
at least 550-600 grams per square meter. Definitely recommended for first time
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growers.
Dreamtime
Type: Indoor mixed varieties
Breeder’s Description: A selection of mixed indoor varieties of excellent
parentage including Skunk, NL, Haze, and Afghan. Highly recommended for the
first time grower or those that search for an economic solution to their problems.
Guaranteed to turn the consumer on and personally recommended
Early Queen
Lineage: Early Pearl, Super Skunk and Early Girl
Indoor Harvest Time: 42-56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September in northern hemisphere, March in southern
Breeder’s Description: Since the beginning of the 1990's, this three way hybrid
has earned acclaim in the cultivators' world. It is quick to finish both indoors and
outdoors and is, therefore, perfect for cold climate countries in the northern
hemisphere. The flowering cycle is expected to be between 6-8 weeks with
indoor cultivation. Expect harvest time in the northern hemisphere as early as
September and in the southern hemisphere by March. The yields will surprise
the victims. The genetic composition of this breed stems from early Californian
blends mixed with a touch of Mexican. So, Signor Cultivator, enjoy your Early
Queen and her fruits like a happy farmer should Real early, real juicy, and the
real thing.
G13 X Skunk#1
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: G13 X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This is probably one of the biggest mainstream
cannabis media stars, due to the rather colorful mythology that surrounds the
stories of its origin.
Before the female clone of G13 lost its vigour for life, we at MNS combined it
with several other stable hybrids to preserve the genetic pool and enable
growers to explore and discover .
The origins of this plant seem to be in line with an Afghani ancestry. Combining
that with the MNS skunk line make the F1 seeds excellent value, particularly
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regarding the more medicinally valued plants (used for many medical ailments
including pain management, MS, arthritis and depression).
The yields that a grower of this strain should expect for indoor cultivation should
be between at least 500-650 grams per square meter. It depends upon the style
of growing and the selection of the plant. Since it is predominantly indica, this
plant does not stretch much and can be grown quite easily by beginning to
advanced growers with good results. The flower cluster can be very dense, and
as the plant draws closer to maturity, it should be monitored for mould if the
humidity is moderate to high during the last weeks of the plants life.
We found that the majority of the plants are finished after 7 weeks flowering with
a very small percentage taking a week to 10 days more. This plant would be fine
to be used in a sea of green type cultivation and is equally impressive for both
the indoor and outdoor growers.
The two distinctive features that the G13 plant brings with it are a serrated
edged leaf trait and an unusually healthy (almost glossy) green in the growing
plant. If looking to find a plant for grow that is used to the limelight, then this is
the girl.
G13 X Widow
Type:
Lineage: G13 X Black Widow
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Over the past decade in the cannabis culture, there
have been several new hybrids developed that took the cannabinoid levels to
some significant heights in the growing plant. Since it is becoming the most
sought after research topic world wide by numerous professionals in this area,
this combination a most interesting and intriguing plant to work with.
The genetic makeup of this particular blend combines Afghan, South Indian and
Brazilian in a single plant. The phenotypes range from an expression of a sativa
with an indica type flower to a dense indica predominance. Selection is definitely
something to spend a little time on to customize the plant to one’s requirements.
In a normal indoor grow this plant can be grown for a week to 10 days before
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being flowered. Expected flowering times range between 7-10 weeks
(depending on the phenotype flowered0. An expected yield of 400-550 grams
per square meter is a rule of thumb, but it depends on how one grows/flowers
and the selection of the seed.
This plant has the capacity to stretch a little, but nothing to get too concerned
about with a normal height room. The distinctive features of this plant are the
aroma, taste, and the effects once the product is ready. These all vary
considerably depending upon the particular plant; however, if one finds strange
aromas, one might well be surprised by the effects. It may not be for everyone
but those looking for a holy grail type of plant for their gardens should give this
hybrid a try. It can be very rewarding to find that 1 in a 1000.
La Nina
Type:
Lineage: Haze X Black Widow
Indoor Harvest Time: 56-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September for in northern hemisphere, April in
southern
Breeder’s Description: A family member that had previously been kept private
for The Family. Strongly related to El NiÝo (Bio Cup 98 HTCC), La NiÝa
manifests characteristics that are predictable, contrary to her name's implication.
She has a genetic composition of Haze x White Widow, making her an inevitable
candidate for a hot love story with her consumer. Expect her to bare her
voluptuous resinous fruits within 8-10 weeks on a flowering stage. Indoors, an
estimated yield per square meter would be 450-550 grams. In the northern
hemisphere, expect harvest by September; in the southern hemisphere, by April.
Mango Haze
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: 25% NL5, 25% Skunk and 50% Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This strain is a parallel line to the Super Silver Haze,
i.e. it has the same Haze father and the mother is a sister of the SSH.
Accordingly, the genetic makeup of this strain is 25% NL5, 25% Skunk and 50%
Haze.
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The expected flowering times depend very much on the selection of the mother
but in general will vary from 8 to 11 weeks, so it is a practical 50% sativa for
indoor growing. It is suggested that if the room does not have much height, go
directly into 12/12 with a rooted clone or seed. This will still give a 1-1.5 meter
plant.
Yields of this strain are expected to produce between 450-550 grams per square
meter (based on using minimum of 600 watts lamps). Lower branches may be
pruned during the grow or pre flower phase, so the Mango strain puts its energy
into the cola flower clusters. This is a good way to manage this plant if growing
more plants per square meter than normal is preferred. The resistance to
moulds is a positive feature of this plant, both for indoor and outdoor growers.
Mango is a very special plant if one is impressed by resin production, and the
aroma is of fully ripe mangos. It is special plant affecting people’s cerebral
areas.
The plant’s ancestors were HTCC winners of numerous awards, so its pedigree
is outstanding. It has been in the making for some years now, but we at MNS
feel it is as ready as it ever will be.
If only the serpent in the Garden of Eden had tempted Eve with a Mango Haze
instead of a mere apple, the whole world would have understood so much more.
Mango X Widow
Medicine Man
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Black Widow X Afghani
Indoor Harvest Time: 56-63 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: October in northern hemisphere, May in southern
Breeder’s Description: A proven medical marvel for those in need of high
levels of the most active ingredient, THC. Almost toxic at times, so handle with
care: don't abuse the medicine-man. It has won many awards since its
introduction as the white rhino in the late 90's. An incredible strong genetic
heritage stemming from a Brazilian sativa/South Indian hybrid combined with a
prodigious-yield Afghani. It is a member of the White Widow family and a proven
champion for the and terminally ill patients. Those who prefer indoors can
expect an incredibly resinous and compact Indica appearance from this plant. It
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has an expected flowering time of 56 to 60 days. Outdoor growers in the
northern hemisphere can expect harvest around October and those in the
southern hemisphere by May. The yield should be at least 600 grams a square
meter
Master Kush X Skunk #1
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Master Kush X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 6-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Both these plants have won multiple awards for their
particular contribution to the cannabis culture over the last few decades. It is
very reliable on all levels and an excellent blend of fine genetics. The origins of
the parents stem from Afghan with smaller contributions arising from Thai and
Mexican.
Usually, the flowering time will be in the faster range of 6 weeks, but one will find
certain phenotypes that will finish in 8/9 weeks. Generally the longer they go
until they reach maturity, the more sativa influence will be in the plant. These
plants will carry the distinct flavour of the original MK, which won the 1994
HTCC. It is a special plant in aroma and flavour and quite an easy and versatile
good yielding plant. It is certainly a good option for all levels of growers. It is
suitable for indoor and outdoor cultivation with a good resistance to moulds.
The yields to expect from this blend will be between 500-650 grams per square
meter, using a 60o watt minimum source for indoor cultivation. Outdoors, the
maturing flowers will need to be supported well; otherwise, they have the
tendency to over weigh their stem and break - usually a good sign for those who
take the time.
Overall, this is an outstanding plant that can be farmed in all ways on all
mediums and perform equally well. It has a particular smell, taste, and effect that
make it a unique plant for almost any grower’s garden.
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Neville’s Haze
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage: NL#5/Haze X Haze
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
Neville's Haze X Mango
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: 12.5% skunk, 25% NL5, and 12.5%Haze A male, 50% Haze C Male
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-14 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The combination of these two plants awakens the
appetite for even the most moderate user/grower of sativa based hybrids. The
genetics making up this complex hybrid combine the two Haze males utilized by
MNS. This seed is basically comprised of 12.5% skunk, 25% NL5, and
12.5%Haze A male, 50% Haze C male.
The expected flowering time will vary considerably depending upon the chosen
phenotype. Generally, it should be between 10-14 weeks with the possibility of
slightly earlier if getting something towards the NL5 or Skunk side. Anything that
goes beyond the 14 week marker in flowering is really not interesting as it
becomes a difficult chore for a relatively low return.
This plant will need to grow extensively, so it is essential to 12/12 (possibly even
10/14) light to night ratio, to force the onset of flowering. It is recommended to
ensure the night time is very dark, as this will help force the plant to flower
without compromise.
It is very difficult to give an estimated yield here but one should be able to get an
average of 450-500 grams per square meter. One might need to take the height
of the growing area into consideration as this plant has the ability to grow for it.
The aromas and taste of the finished product will be the most wonderful surprise
for the growers and their hard work: it will be nothing less than superb. The
effects will be cerebral and possibly a bit trippy so use the medicine well.
This seed can be grown both indoors and outdoors but will need space and it
will be hard to imagine it as a sea of green plant due to its sativa roots. It has the
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potential for a holy grail…can you find it?
Shark Shock
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Brazilian Sativa/South Indian X Skunk#1
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September/October in northern hemisphere,
March/April in southern
Breeder’s Description: This is definitely the most successful breed of the late
90's (since its inauguration by Shantibaba as Great White Shark).It has equally
famous genetic heritage and has been awarded a multitude of cannabis cups
under the names of the Peacemaker and the Great White Shark. It's parents are
well known as White Widow (a Brazilian sativa combined with a south Indian
hybrid) and Skunk#1. It is a pleasure to watch this plant grow into a densely
compacted white skunk with extreme aromas and equally pleasurable to use.
Strictly tested, but only on humans. We never use our products on animals.
Indoors, expect a 50-56 day flowering cycle and a yield of between 500-600
grams per square meter. Outdoors in the northern hemisphere, harvest in
September to early October; and in the southern hemisphere, March to early
April.
Shit
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Afghani/Skunk#1 X Skunk#1
Indoor Harvest Time: 45 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: September/October in northern hemisphere, end of
April in southern
Breeder’s Description: An absolute classic and original Skunk/Afghani that has
won many awards. It is a sure-bet for first time cultivators of interior, exterior, or
glasshouse grown plants. The yield will be extremely substantial, with
expectations between 550-650 grams per square meter. The finishing time will
be within 45 days of the flowering's first appearance on the plant. Expect harvest
in late September to early October in the northern hemisphere and in the
southern hemisphere by the end of April. A proven true breed since the 80's.
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Spice
Type: Indica/Sativa
Lineage: Hawaiian Indica x Hawaiian Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time: 48-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: October in northern hemisphere, May in southern
Breeder’s Description: She is bubbling with rapid growth and well endowed
ear as her name suggests. Her pedigree has blossomed out of the union of a
Hawaiian indica x Hawaiian sativa and is a stable hybrid that no curry eater can
live without. Don't knock our Nice Spice until you have grown her to maturity.
She is definitely better than the one that left; we have created our own Nice
Spice. Expect yields of around 480-600 g/m2 for indoor growers, with tight
nuggets. Expect an indoors harvest between 7-9 weeks, indoors. Outdoors in
the northern hemisphere harvest by October, and in the southern hemisphere by
May. Be warned of the kick that Spice gives, not to mention the mouth watering
cascade of exotic fruit taste. Enjoy growing together.
Super Silver Haze
Type: 50% Sativa 50%Indica
Lineage: NL#5/Haze X Skunk#1/Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 56-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late October in northern hemisphere, May/June in
southern
Breeder’s Description: A champion of champions since winning its hat-trick at
the 1997, 1998, and 1999 High Times Cannabis Cups and comprising the most
commercial strains known to the uncivilized world: Skunk, NL and Haze. Such
achievements confer an undoubtedly regal pedigree. It’s an excellent breed for
those who wish to possess the stash of stashes and leaves one gasping for
reality. Expect harvest in 8-10 weeks with top yields (450-550g/m2) and heavy
resin production. In the northern hemisphere completion date would be
expected by late October; in the southern hemisphere, late May/June. This
complex hybrid is in the cutting edge in practical Haze hybrids, designed to
astound the grower and consumer alike. Recommendation is unnecessary as
most people can't see the Haze for their daze.
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Walkabout
Type: Outdoor mixed varieties
Breeder’s Description: A selection of mixed outdoor varieties with all genetics
of supreme sources including Thai, Haze, India, early Skunks, Mexicans, and
New Guinea. Highly recommended for those in need of walkabout. A guaranteed
recipe for outdoors or greenhouse cultivators, with its range of early finishes and
a few late flowers.

Paradise Seeds
Amsterdam Flame
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: 3rd week of October
Breeder’s Description: This outstanding plant of excellent quality with her
sparkling looks is selected for the lovers of cannabis best. Her wonderful high
and soft subtle taste carries us like a summer breeze, telling tales of mysteries.
A plant worthy for the 'canna'seur.
Belladonna
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description: This mostly Skunk type is a real beauty, with very tight,
compact orange buds. This beauty absorbs the light of the world in 60 days.
During this blossoming process she develops to maturity. .Her tempting signals
are of the kind you want to experience, but be warned, her tripping high is of a
hallucinogenic nature.
Durga Mata
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Breeder’s Description: Selected for the resin (THC) content. This gorgeous
plant is mind -blowing, has a unique aroma and herbal spicy flavor, and is easy
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to grow. You should get to know her.
Dutch Dragon
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description: High yields and superb quality on long sticky colas
makes this Dragon of Dutch descent a spectacular plant for indoor and outdoor
growing. Due to the combination of her sweet taste and strong potency, she is
the favorite to many regular smokers. She can become a tall plant with
hundreds of buds. In the tops the flowers are growing densely and abundantly.
Magic Bud
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Magic Bud is the finest blend of Indica and Sativa,
which makes her into an easy to grow bud bomb. The floral and aromatic taste
makes her smooth to smoke with a body relaxing effect, combined with a
pleasant Sativa cerebral high. This plant of fine stature produces beautiful nugs
in a relatively short time, approximately 50 days indoors. Many commercial
growers would like to have this plant in their gardens, not only for its high yield
and short flowering time, but also for her quality which is beyond many
commercial strains.
Nebula
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 56-62 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description: Winner of the fourth place in the Hightimes Cannabis
Cup 1999! Like the name suggests this plant is covered with twinkling shiny
THC glands. Her fruity flavor and scent is a delight to even the most
experienced smoker. She is bound to get you into the realm of space. Her buzz
is typically transcendental and it is known she takes you far beyond your grasp.
When you want to join the worlds of nebula, she is waiting to give you universal
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depth. Nebula shows a strong reaction to increase of light, outdoors the more
sun, the better!
Nebula
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of September
Breeder’s Description: This is a dense one! Dense both the formation of floral
clusters and the 'feelgood' effect on the body and soul. Energetic and direct,
even sometimes overwhelming with take off. Don't forget to breathe again!
It's not the biggest of plants but definitely the most solid. So solid that the rain
washes of her, no problems for her to be grown in wet climates, she couldn't
care less! Fungus resistant!
She's standing pride smelling and tasting fruity in the strawberry/mint range.
These hard nuggets are a pleasure to smoke.
Enjoy this colorful girl …at a party, she rocks you all night long!
Sativa Spirit
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle to end of October
Breeder’s Description: Nice long and big-sized frosty buds!
Description: She is well adapted to indoor sea of green techniques and
outdoors gives magnificent yields! It's a pleasure to smoke this delicious,
delightful herb which tastes a bit like berries and red grapes. With its uplifting
and energizing sativa high, it is great for going out on the town at night or
spending an active day at the beach. In short, a joyful and exotic around variety
that you will want to grow over and over again.
Definitely a keeper!
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Sensi Star
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Breeder’s Description: First price winner in the Highlife Cup 1999, bio indoors
and first price winner in the Hightimes Cannabis Cup 1999! She produces
powerful, compact buds, crowned with legendary amounts of resin. The dense,
strong and characteristic aroma speaks for itself. She is one of world’s finest
cannabis strains, and has successfully become the new standard in growing.
Sheherazade
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Breeder’s Description: Due to her family heritage, Sheherazade has got the
depth from the valleys of Hindu Kush, as well as the soaring highs from the far
East. Most of all, the traits of this sultry princess is her heavy musk-like
sweetness. Now available for you to enjoy, a ?thousand and one night? longlasting warm caress of breathtaking up high!
Sugar Babe
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 54-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Breeder’s Description: This variety is a true beauty. Powerful as an Indica
plant can be with compact full buds powdered white as snow alike the Alp
mountaintops where she was developed. Inherited from her partly Afghani
background, she is well adapted to the outdoor. The smoke is very distinctive
and fresh, a bit lemon like with some metal taste to it. Her energetic and uplifting
effect makes you feel like doing fun things, such as skiing. Good yields indoors
and outdoors, approximately 400 grams on compact sugar dipped, 30 cm long
buds.
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Sweet Purple
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 56-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Beginning of October
Breeder’s Description: She is selected from Purple plants, crossed with an
early, large yielding Dutch variety, and then, to sweeten her, crossed with a high
quality plant with huge amounts of resin. Specifics: A very strong, rather tall
plant with hues of purple and pink, that tastes like strawberries. She grows good
indoors, and is also perfectly adapted to colder regions such as Holland for
outdoor growing. Her early flowering means you can harvest fat colas before the
"bad" weather starts.
Swiss Bliss
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of October to the beginning of November
Breeder’s Description: A wonderful mostly Sativa variety, abundant in growth,
that flavors a mix of tropical fruits. The branching pattern makes her ideal for
pruning. This means you can put less plants per square meter as you would
have in a sea of green setup, and still be able to harvest a terrific yield of very
nice sticky buds on several branches, within approximately 9 weeks of flowering.
When smoked you feel ecstatic and joyful, really high!!

Reeferman Seeds
Apple Pie
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage: Acapulco Gold x Highland Nepalese
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-14 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid-Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Acapulco Gold x Highland Nepalese. True American
Weed. A landrace based 100% Sativa hybrid that will fuckin’ amaze you. Tops in
tokes, true reefer madness, like heroin in a joint except you don’t barf. Old
school sativa lovers need to try this. Big super vigorous sativas with big yields,
great outdoors in southern climates. A real Texas ball buster.
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Asia Girl
Type: 65% Sativa 35% Indica
Lineage: (Thai X Nepalese) X Reeferman’s NL#5
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Thai X Nepalese X Thai X Nepalese X Reeferman’s
NL#5. Watch out, Asia Girl has come to town. Super Sativa Structure but well
behaved with lateral branches. Thai dominant high with the added crystal of
NL#5. She will rock you world amongst the breeders favorites.
Big Thunder
Type: 60% Sativa 40 % Indica
Lineage: Select Humboldt X Kodiak Gold
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A cross of Kodiak Gold and a select Humboldt strain,
Big Thunder lives up to it’s name, huge plants with huge buds and huge yields of
hugely stoney herb. The flowers have a unique rich yet grassy aroma that old
schoolers will love. The finished buds are a lovely green and golden and form
into greasy chunky spears. Some will have striking lavender hues. The high is
very strong, the mother was measured at 19% THC, and mated to an equally
strong Kodiak Gold male line. This one has a happy creative balanced high,
leaning slightly towards sativa. Creeper weed. The high lasts long and can be
felt as a warm tingle from head to toe with a strong influence on the frontal
lobes.
Blue Nepalese
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage: Blueberry Sativa and Mostly Nepalese Hybrid
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Sept - Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A mostly Nepalese sativa hybrid with some Blueberry
sativa in it’s genes, this one finishes fast for a sativa with dry fruity, berry, lemony
and bubblegum aromas. Our fastest blueberry hybrid outdoors. Strong uplifting
and motivating euphoric sativa dominant buzz. Some plants will have interesting
blue and purple hues with golden hairs. Makes a dominant cola with nice side
branching.
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Blue Thunder
Type: 60% Sativa 40 % Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A classic Prairiefire Seeds strain recreated, we’ve taken
a trio of exceptional and super stable Kodiak Lavender F9 males and mated
them with our wonderful Blueberry sativa pheno goddess to recreate an
improved version of the original Blue Thunder. Excellent smoke, hard to keep
around so you might want to hide some away for later. 60% Sativa, very potent
meds with a pungent piney, grapey and blueberry aroma, the high will keep you
coming back for more. Great anti-depressant weed, uplifting and stress
relieving. Finishes with rock hard nugs. Easy trimming, A good number of plants
have deep purple buds and deep wine colored stalks.
Blueberry Blast
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Reeferman’s NL#5 and Blueberry Indica
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Nov.
Breeder’s Description: If quality and commercial yields are what you seek,
then this F-1 hybrid of Reefermans NL#5 and Blueberry Indica will blast you into
the great beyond. Careful parent selection have made this the rocket of
Blueberry hybrids.
Blueberry Magic Feminized
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Magic Carpet Ride X Blueberry Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Nov.
Breeder’s Description: A select Headstash pheno of Magic Carpet Ride
(Headstash Afghani X Cambodian) is crossed with the Blueberry Sativa to
create some Blueberry Magic. Our sweetest blueberry flavored strain with
interesting spicy and exotic woody aromas. Makes some egg sized ultra frosty
nuggets. Good plant for SCROG. Some have interesting reddish purple hues.
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Burmaberry
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Spice of Life Shishkaberry #3 X Burmese
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Wow! SOL’s Shiskaberry #3 pollinated with a select
Burmese Male, Shisk #3 is a hashmakers dream. Shisk#3 is a high yielder, but
really lacked flavor and showed hermies. Reeferman Seeds obtained a carefully
selected clone which is hard to find as not many seeds were sold. Huge yields,
good in every style of garden, oozing with resin. Commercial potential.
Burmese (Pure)
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage: Burmese Landrace
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid. Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A highland cultivated landrace from Burma. True
Breeding 100% Sativa with incredible exotic and sweet aromas, nice uplifting
high. Anti-anxiety.
Burmese Delight
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: This one is a gourmet treat, incredibly intoxicating
aroma, smooth strong high and talk about flavor. Dipping with resin this will yield
decently indoors in tables. Fantastic outdoor headies. Improved in 2005 for
better mold resistance, better yields and better outdoor performance. Some
individuals have lavender hued buds.
Butterscotch Hawaiian
Type: 20% Sativa 80% Indica
Lineage: Hawaiian and Butterscotch Afghan
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A cross of a Hawaiian with our special Butterscotch
Afghan this is for those that like the big solid colas. Makes light green easy to
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clip large frosty nuggets. Great rich butterscotch taste. Well suited to commercial
production in tables. Awesome medicinal strain with strong pain relieving
qualities and long lasting couchlock high.
Cambodian X Headstash X Burmese
Type:
Lineage: (Cambodian X Headstash) X Burmese
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: An ultra sweet smelling Cambodian x Headstash
(Headstash pheno) female was pollinated by a an elite frosty Burmese father.
Cherry Bomb II
Type: 55% Sativa 45% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: We have obtained Cherry Bomb from several sources,
the original being from California and most recently we obtained Cherry Bomb
from Mr. Greengenes, and his 100% Sativa Cherry Bomb meets the
predominantly indica Cherry Bomb from California to create the ultimate Cherry
explosion like and orgasm in a rolling paper. Soaring high, sativa dominant buzz,
full on Cherry Candy flavor and smell and a respectable yield make this cherry
bomb the best ever. High yield.
The Crystal Ship
Type: 20% Sativa 80% Indica
Lineage: Kali Mist X Kodiak Gold
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid. Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A cross of a super resinous Kali Mist indica pheno with
our F8 Kodiak Gold father results in a bouquet of bubblegum, cotton candy and
citrus aromas with mega crystal production. Single cola dominant, great for
coliseums or sea of green. Low odor. Super bag appeal. Some with lavender
hues. Decent high. Works outdoors too.
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El Diablo (Pure)
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A smooth sativa smoke that tastes like grapefruit with
orange undertones, we received this true breeding strain with very little
background info, but we believe it to be from central Africa. Never the less we
have grown to love this one, makes wonderful hash and oil, nice zippy and
creative buzz, great daytime smoke.
Full Melt Madness
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid October
Breeder’s Description: A sweet and fruity Afghani hybrid that is easy to grow,
easy to clone, resistant to pests and powdery and as the name suggests she
makes some awesome bubble hash. Nice relaxing after dinner smoke. Good
sea of green plant. Medium green buds with orange hairs.
G13 X Blueberry Sativa
Type: 40% Sativa 60% Indica
Lineage: G13 X Blueberry Sativa
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: A very unique blueberry hybrid, the G-13 was crossed
with a Blueberry Sativa to increase the stretch and make a plant well suited for
commercial production with connoisseur quality and a long lasting blissful
thought provoking experience. Strong euphoric high will affect the most
tempered smokers. Old school weed.
G13/Black Widow (Pure)
Type: 30% Sativa 70% Indica
Lineage: G13 and Black Widow
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A compact G-13 x Black Widow indica selection
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originally from Pacific now inbred to the F4 generation. Grapefruit diesel and
spicy aromas make this weed a pleasure to smoke. Next to no stretch in
flowering, Good for closets or SOG. Also good for breeding since it is an F4.
Strong medicine with anti-anxiety qualities. Positive contemplative weed with a
full body high.
G-SUS
Type: 15% Sativa 85% Indica
Lineage: G13 X Godbud
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: G-13 x Godbud. You have to go through G-SUS to
reach God. A match made in heaven with many redeeming qualities, G-SUS is
squat and a skanky fairly easy to grow strain. Needs pruning on a daily basis
when flowering. Big rock hard skunky greasy nuggets. a real couchlocker. Some
have pink pistils.
G13 X Burmese
Type:
Lineage: Airborne G13 X Burmese
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Our G13 Airborne mother was hit with pollen from an
elite Burmese father.
Great Garberville (Pure)
Type: 15% Sativa 85% Indica
Lineage: Thai, Afghani and Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: An old IBL from Garberville CA, this one was originally
a cross of old school Thai and Afghani/Hawaiian and has since been inbred to
create a true breeding strain. Dry earthy hashy aromas, serious couchlock, great
yield, strong plants. Classic old school herb. Solid nugs with great bag appeal.
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Gypsy’s Kiss
Type: 15% Sativa 85% Indica
Lineage: White Widow X Petrolia Headstash
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: First Lady queen mother of White Widow meets
Petrolia Headstash from Northern California. Strong medicine, lime green frosty
nuggets of pure joy. Medium sized plants, easy to grow and clone, AAA all the
way.
Highland Afghani
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Two Highland Afghanis
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early-Mid Sept.
Breeder’s Description: An early and reliable F-1 hybrid of two highland Afghani
cultivars. Makes solid hashy nuggets, some with purple colors. Great outdoor
plant for northern, coastal and prairie climates.
Kali’s Bliss
Type: 90% Sativa 10% Indica
Lineage: Reeferman Cambodian and Brother’s Grimm C99
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: For lovers of Kali Mist the Reeferman proudly presents
Kali’s Bliss an exceptional F-1 hybrid of Reeferman’s Cambodian and Brother’s
Grimm C-99.
King’s Kross
Type: 10% Sativa 90% Indica
Lineage: King X (King x Charles Kush)
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: (King x Charles Kush) x King, this is a backcross to a
highly coveted Vancouver Island clone. Compact growth, classic piney kush
aromas. Strong herb.
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Kodiak Gold (Pure)
Type: 40% Sativa 60% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: This is the original KG from Kodiak Island, AK. KG is
some strong and long-lasting herb that is proven medicine for many different
conditions like hep-c and aids. 40% Sativa, makes some sparkly golden to
lavender colored rock hard buds that are just rich in fragrance with pungent
berry, grape, grassy and hashy aromas. High THC. Strong creeper effect.
Love Potion #1
Type: 70% Sativa 30% Indica
Lineage: (G13 X Santa Marta Colombian) X Santa Marta Colombian
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late November
Breeder’s Description: 2004 Cannabis Cup Winner - Best Sativa and Best
Herb Overall Love Potion #1 is an outstanding hybrid of G-13 and Santa Marta
Colombian Gold backcrossed with the original SMCG male. It’s sweet and
skunky piney lemony goodness that will blast you into the sativasphere soaring
high clearly cutting through anything that was smoked before. Great SOG and
SCROG plant.
Love Potion #1 X Nigerian
Type:
Lineage: Love Potion #1 X Nigerian
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A select Love Potion #1 female was hit with pollen from
a pure Nigerian male.
Lowland Afghani
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Two Lowland Afghanis
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid-Late Sept.
Breeder’s Description: An F-1 hybrid of 2 lowland Afghani cultivars. Solid
dependable outdoor, makes mid size plants with large nuggets. Low odor.
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Sweet, fruity and slightly skunky. Good anti-anxiety herb.
NewBerry
Type: 15% Sativa 85% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: NewBerry is a top secret creation from the Reeferman
Seeds lab that is soon to be legendary. No details will be released on the
parentage except that she is mostly indica with just a hint of inspiring sativa.
NewBerry is a vigorous F1 with excellent indoor growth characteristics such as
high yield, extreme frost production, tight buds and low stretch when put into
flowering. The strong berry aromas of Newberry will tickle the most fickle of bud
connoisseurs. The high is strong and immediate, beyond what most would
expect, a thin joint can leave up to 7 chronics fully satisfied. Warning: NewBerry
can be addictive.
Nigerian Nightmare
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early-Mid Sept.
Breeder’s Description: Awesome early outdoor plants with super frost
production, nice chunky nugs with some strong dry skunky aromas with mango
carrot and mandarin orange undertones. A crowd pleaser with a happy euphoric
high. Good mold resistance. Compact plants, very photoperiod sensitive. If
vegged under 18 or 24 hours from seed or clone they can be put outside and
will start flowering quickly.. We recommend veg in at least 1 gallon pots to about
3 feet or more tall if starting indoors. Multiple crop potential outdoors in the
summer. Great smaller plant for the balcony.
Nigerian X Burmese
Type:
Lineage: Nigerian X Burmese
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A fast flowering pure Nigerian female was hit with
pollen from an elite Burmese studmuffin.
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Nutcruncher
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Airborne G13 X Petrolia Headstash
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Airborne G-13 x Petrolia Headstash. Some seriously
strong indica that Reeferman found made his left nut tingle. Big chunky nugs,
low odor. Easy to grow plant good for beginners. Nice green nugs with plenty o’
frost. A proven medicinal strain excellent for pain. Great outdoors too.
Odin’s Hammer
Type: 80% Sativa 20% Indica
Lineage: Kodiak Gold and Acapulco Gold
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early November
Breeder’s Description: Odin kept his hammer in his pants, only the ladies and
an occasional enemy he wished to defile ever got to see it so the legend goes.
Odin’s hammer is an F1 hybrid of mythical proportions comprised of Kodiak
Gold (Thunderfuck) and Acapulco Gold. Tha Hammer offers some real WHACK
in the head dept. as both parents are some real head hitters, great weed for sex
and frolic. I will bet Odin’s hammer was pretty abused just like this F1 will be!
Nasty, crazy-ass grass! Likes organics. Be careful this is some serious creeper!
Potent Purple
Type: 80% Sativa 20% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: A cross of Oregon Purple Thai with a refined indica
male. This one is electric, heart pounding with a clear high, light green super
sticky buds with purple highlights. Old school herb. *30% of Potent Purple
seedlings will initially show mutations while they are immature, if these plants
are nurtured they will eventually straighten out and grow normally. Clones taken
from a plant that has straightened out will look normal. It is a trait from the
Oregon Purple Thai mother, best to avoid synthetic hormones, kelp and fish
fertilizer while the plants are growing out of their mutancy. It also helps to place
them very close to blue spectrum fluoros.
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Purple G-SUS
Type:
Lineage: Purple Haze X G-SUS
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Our best Heirloom Purple Haze females were
pollinated with the best G-SUS males from a 100 plant selection . We expect
extreme hybrid vigor from this cross of 2 extremely different plants.
Purple Pineberry
Type: 20% Sativa 80% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Sept.
Breeder’s Description: A classic BC Outdoor strain which has been dominating
the commercial market for the past few years. Also known as ‘The Purple Pound
Plant’, this one yields big and finishes fast outside. Great mold resistance.
Works well indoors too. Aroma is herby and hashy with hints of raspberry. Buds
range from lime green to lavender to purple, are easy to clip and have great bag
appeal. Very low odor strain. Prefers to grow outdoors but works indoors too.
Red Congolese
Type: 80% Sativa 20% Indica
Lineage: Congolese Sativa and Mexican/Afghani
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: This F-1 is a cross of exceptional Congolese Sativa
with a stable Mexican/Afghani. Super frosty plants produce aromas like
sandalwood and honey with a hint of haze. The high is outstanding and very up
and powerful yet motivated after its onset. Good commercial potential in
SCROG or SOG. Good sativa for beginners.
Reeferman’s NL
Type:
Lineage: Northern Lights #1 x Reeferman's NL5.
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Northern Lights #1 x Reeferman's NL5.
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Reeferman’s Champagne
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Hashplant/Kush X Burmese
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early November
Breeder’s Description: Reeferman’s version of the Champagne cutting that
was in vogue throughout PNW in the late 90’s. The Champagne is a
Hashplant/Kush Hybrid and we crossed it lightly with the pollen from a super
sweet Burmese male. This one smells of sweet sparkly champagne with dank
hashy undertones. A good producer of 50% indica/50% sativa herb that is very
relaxing. Makes nice hash.
Reeferman’s G
Type: 20% Sativa 80% Indica
Lineage: Airborne G13 X (G13 Airborne x Santa Marta Colombian Gold)
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early-Mid Oct
Breeder’s Description: G13 Airborne x (G13 Airborne x Santa Marta
Colombian Gold). From our Cup Winning Love Potion #1 line we isolated a G13
dominant male that was crossed back onto the G13 Airborne cutting. Produces
typical G13 type buds well suited for indoor production in SOG. Low odor with
good pest, mildew and mold resistance she is easy to grow. Great closet strain.
Low stretch. Tastes like herbal resin with lightly sweet and subtle lemony flavors.
Great bag appeal. Good all around indica meds.
Reeferman’s Grapefruit
Type: 20% Sativa 80% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: An F1 cross to the original and reliable Sweet Pink
Grapefruit mother that SOL built their reputation upon. This outstanding hybrid
will amaze you, be prepared to tie up many heavy colas of indica dominant
pungent grapefruit nuggets. Extreme frost production! High yields, well suited to
any type of garden from closets to coliseums. This grapefruit is also stronger
than the original, watch out!
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Reeferman’s Hashplant
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Reeferman’s state of the art hashplant is an
exceptional hybrid well suited for commercial production in Sea of Green and
Bucket systems. A hardy strain great for beginners as it is resistant to pests and
disease. Excellent frost production, AAA super bag appear. Lime Green. Low
Odor. Heavy Indica. Stalky plants.
Reeferman’s Herijuana
Type: 30% Sativa 70% Indica
Lineage: Steve Tuck Herijuana
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early-Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Using select Herijuana seeds from the original breeder,
we have taken the sativa pheno and crossed it back to the indica pheno. Really
nice smoke in every sense of the word, nice balanced high, super crystal
production.
Reeferman’s Romulan
Type: 20% Sativa 80% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: We’ve reinvigorated the original decades old Romulan
cutting making a Romulan which is easier to grow and yields better while
preserving the very pleasurable high and truly distinct aroma of the original
Romulan cutting. Works great both indoors and out. Has distinctive grapey,
berry, piney, peppery and earthy flavors. Great medicinal strain. Hardy. Good
pest resistance.
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Reeferman’s Sour Diesel
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: East Coast Sour Diesel Clone X Kush IBL
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: The original Sour Diesel clone was crossed with a
classic citrusy Kush ibl to make something really explosive. Easy to grow,
making high yields, crazy shit in both the flavor department and deep stash
headies compartment, weed that you lied to your wife about and said it was
gone much sooner than it actually was, all just to fulfill your hunger, your fiendish
fiendish cannahunger.. this weed proves some good things actually come from
New York ..SOME BAD ASS SHIT!!!
Reeferman’s Space Queen
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Romulan Joe Clone X C99
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Romulan x C-99, a Vancouver Island classic reborn.
Stinky, complex aromas with strong pine, pineapple and earthy tones. Strong
well balanced sativa/indica high. Great bag appeal.
Romulan X Blueberry Sativa Feminized
Type: 30% Sativa 70% Indica
Lineage: Romulan Joe Clone X Blueberry Sativa Revgen
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct. - Early Nov.
Breeder’s Description: The original Romulan from Vancouver Island merges
with our old school Blueberry Sativa pheno to make one humdinger of a strain.
This one grows fairly columnar with a nice frame and short side branches. Some
have blue hues. Really unique herb with excellent potency that is hard to build a
tolerance to. Has nice dry piney and blueberry aromas, this one is a complex
mix of indica and sativa which comes on strong and stays long. Decent mite and
mold resistance. Great frost production, makes some killer hash. Top shelf
medicine. Works well in Coliseums and Sea of Greens. Great plant for
beginners as satisfaction comes easy.
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Royal Hawaiian
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage: Various Hawaiians
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct.
Breeder’s Description: After 8 years of breeding with various Hawaiians we
have come up with The Royal. 50% Indica/50% Sativa, 100% Hawaiian. She is
an F-1 Hybrid of the best Hawaiian Indica and Hawaiian Sativa in our collection.
High yielding. Very pungent with sweet, skanky and earthy aromas. Good hash
maker. Super stinky, carbon filter recommended. Good SOG plant.
Señor Garcia
Type: 90% Sativa 10% Indica
Lineage: Oregon Purple Thai X Panama Red
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Dec.
Breeder’s Description: Oregon Purple Thai x Panama Red, some trippy sativa
named in honor of Jerry Garcia. A joint of this will send you on a journey through
time and space. For experienced growers only, these plants are very touchy
feeders preferring organics and a light feeding regime 1/3 to 1/2 strength.
Striking purple hues and red hairs make this some pretty pot too. Some will
have full on purple stalks. A small % will be mutants (see RM-13 Potent Purple).
Very pleasant sweet and sour aromas.
Skunkaberry
Type:
Lineage: Newberry X Chinese Indica
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A most delicious cross of Newberry with a Chinese
Indica Male. One of our tastiest strains with sweet and skunky berry flavors and
a relaxing indica dominant high. Good night-time smoke. Easy to grow, decent
mold resistance, also works well outdoors. Great SOG plant. Excellent bag
appeal.
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SugarWarp
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage: Texada Timewarp X Burmese
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early-Mid Oct.
Breeder’s Description: An F1 hybrid of Burmese and a local favorite Texada
Timewarp. Our sweet and frosty Burmese male was used to pollinate the 26
year old Timewarp cutting resulting in a big yielding sativa dominant plant that
smells of sweet nectar and tropical fruits. Long lasting euphoric high that will put
a smile on you face for hours. Low paranoia strain. Good yields indoors in well lit
gardens, works well in a SCROG or Buckets. Huge yields outdoors, can get very
bushy. Good mold resistance. Great plant for climates that allow for growing into
early October.
Tajikistani X Headstash
Type:
Lineage: Tajikistani Hashplant X Petrolia Headstash
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Our heirloom Tajikistani Hashplant was hit with pollen
from a very short and stalky Petrolia Headstash boy.
Timewarp X Headstash
Type: 50% Sativa 50% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Sept.
Breeder’s Description: Our best yielding outdoor strain that grows well in most
of the states, this one makes some fruity skunky chunky and greasy nuggies.
Huge bushes. Very vigorous easy to grow, nice mold resistance. Frosty lime
green buds. Good medicine with a euphoric happy high. Hardy plants.
Tropical Timewarp
Type: 90% Sativa 10% Indica
Lineage: Timewarp (African) X Punta Roja Colombian Red
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-13 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Nov.
Breeder’s Description: A cross of Punta Roja Colombian Red with our beloved
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Timewarp (African) cutting. Big ass crazy sativas that kick ass in the southern
states, Australia and southern Europe. Strong sativa buzz with a hint of indica
that hits in the chest and follows with a case of the giggles. Sweet fruity tropical
aromas, this is very aromatic herb. Loves organics. Moderate feeder. Lime
green buds with red hairs. Super frosty. Give her lots of love and she makes
huge bushes and crazy yields of outstanding herb.
Viper
Type: 95% Sativa 5% Indica
Lineage: Blackseed X Burmese
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early-Mid Oct
Breeder’s Description: A new generation sativa F1 hybrid of our elite
Blackseed mother pollinated with a trio of frosty aromatic Burmese fathers. The
Viper is some seriously chronic sativa that is required growing material for
anyone who considers themselves a cannabis connoisseur or terpenoid
enthusiast. She is sweet, skunky and piney with exotic aromas are hard to
describe but linger on the tongue for hours. Viper will soon be treasured for her
frost caked greasy buds and refined very potent stratospheric sativa high. Great
yields.
Willie Nelson
Type:
Lineage: Vietnamese X Highland Nepalese
Indoor Harvest Time: 10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: Willie Nelson is an F1 hybrid between Vietnamese and
Highland Nepalese. This was bred specifically for the man it's named after, a
good ol boy who likes old school sativas, so we combined the best of old school
and new school to create Willie Nelson. You'll be singing along to an old Willie
song in about 10 weeks. Finishes quick outdoors for a strong sativa, and has
good mold resistance. Good yield, sweet and sour taste, extra cerebral in effect.
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Willijuana
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-14 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid-Late Oct.
Breeder’s Description: An F1 hybrid of some of our favorite sativas,
Vietnamese and Burmese using the same Vietnamese mother that was used in
Willie Nelson. If you are looking for a tasty potent sativa that yields well look no
further than Willijuana. Unique sweet and sour skunky aromas with a high that
will elevate and captivate audiences for hours. Frosty buds that feel greasy
when squeezed. Good mold resistance. Slightly bushy with many branches that
are filled with buds. Excellent SCROG or Bucket strain indoors. Huge yields
outdoors in the southern USA.

Sagarmatha
Blueberry Bud
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Blueberry is back and better than ever. This awardwinning wonder from the Pacific Northwest has provided customers with
excellent smoke and breeding stock. Known for her aroma and blueberry taste,
she has become a legend amongst cannabis connoisseurs on both sides of the
Atlantic. After extensive breeding trials in Holland, the stability and growth
patterns have become more consistent and predictable for growers. Ganja
growing gurus have raved over the cannabis characteristics she delivers.
Put flavor and punch back into your stash with a fresh bouquet of Blueberry
Bud.
Blue Thunder
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Blueberry and Matanuska Tundra
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Blending the proven Blueberry and the famous
Matanuska Tundra turned out to be one of our most flavorful hybrids. This
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combination produces flowers containing the flavor and aroma of Blueberry with
a slightly larger cola-diameter. Some individuals will lean toward the respective
parents, so the farmer can choose specimens with personally desired
characteristics, making her an excellent hybrid.
The blueberry taste is unmistakable to the tongue and expanding in the lungs.
Nugs vary from deep green to dark turquoise in color, side leaves can be left on
the buds or saved for hash making. The high seems to last slightly longer with
pleasant peaks.
A pleasing stone you will be under, while smoking Blue Thunder.
Bubbleberry
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Bubblegum and Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Bubbleberry has been one of Sagarmatha's most
satisfying varieties to date, creating a legend for herself in the grow rooms and
neighborhoods of cannabis connoisseurs. Originally conceived in 1996,
Bubbleberry has made a perfect hybrid, combining all of the fine qualities of the
award winning parents, the ever famous Bubblegum and Blueberry strains. In
1998-1999 this luscious lady won the prestigious San Francisco Bay Area
Growers award. We acknowledge that the expertise and diligence of the
individual growers also played a role in her victory and we wish to thank each
and everyone of those providers.
This sturdy plant produces larger buds with more strength and taste than
original Bubblegum or Blueberry. Bubbleberry is very hardy and spidermiteresistant. Pungent, sticky flowers with an overpowering aroma provide the
smoker with a bubbly high and a long lasting buzz. Filtering the air system
should be mandatory when cultivating this cannabis delicacy.
Sure makes blowing bowls of bubbles more fun!
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Diamond Head
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Our Flow and a wonderful crystal-laden beauty from
the Big Island have been united to form a powerful purple pineapple plant that
will please any big kahuna. The flavor has a sativa sweetness that melts on the
tongue as it comes thru the bong. The high is soaring at first and then levels out
to a meditative buzz indicative of our typical Flow.
With Diamond Head in your crops, you will have the greatest pokalolo props!
Early Riser
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of September
Breeder’s Description: Early Riser is our first variety especially developed for
outdoor production in northern climates. Several generations of select breeding choosing individuals with the shortest flowering period combined with the
highest density of cannabinoidal resin - have produced a wonderful example of
botanical wizardry. This species is truly worthy of supporting the same highquality standard of exceptional cannabis that Sagarmatha has provided for her
scrutinizing clientele. The aroma and flavor of Early Riser is sweet with a minty
aftertaste.
The high is uplifting and motivational, releasing the sun's natural energy with
every bowl. So let the sun shine in and don't get burnt!
Gardener’s Choice
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Random mix of Sagarmatha seeds. These seeds are
collected from the same stock as our premier seeds and research stock used in
producing our end products. The genetic information has not been compromised
and all the seeds are of high quality. Amounts and types of seeds are randomly
determined by harvest results. Perfectly suited for growers who would like to
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have variety and superior quality in their gardens. Sagarmatha recommends this
variety for veterans, hobbyists or beginners who love botany and wish to have
many samples of fine connoisseur smoke in their treasure chest.
If variety is the spice of life, these plants are it.
Kwik Kali
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Kwik Kali is a new hybrid that combines our awardwinning ‘Western Winds' (Kali Mist) with the soon-to-be-legedary Stuporsonic, a
super-fast flowering sativa. Kwik Kali has a shorter flowering period than
Western Winds and provides a high celestial a(l)ttitude. The taste and aroma
have been maintained, keeping the traditional haze influence of her parentage.
Plants tend to have a classic sativa shape with several budding sites. No longer
is the lengthy flowering time a consideration when producing a super sativa
delight.
Let Kwik Kali put you into the fast lane towards the winner's circle.
Mangolian Indica
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Rocking the Grey Area Coffeeshop for more than four
years, her reputation for flavor and strength has become world-renowned. A
Sister to Slyder, this variety produces a mostly pure Indica with a fantastic
mango bouquet and savory taste. She is similar to Slyder in potency, but she is
much more fragrant. Serrated, sativa-like leaves and beautiful orange pistils dot
the crystallized Indica buds. The stone is long lasting and lethargic. A sample
grown outdoors (in Hungary) was as beautiful and potent as many of the
fantastic flowers from Northern California that I have had the privilege of
smoking!
Great for those non motivational daze, a most pleasurable smoke.
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Matanuska Mint
Type:
Lineage: Matanuska Tundra and Grey Mist
Indoor Harvest Time: 65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The legendary Matanuska Tundra and Coffeeshop
Grey Area's multi award- winning Grey Mist have been combined to create
wonderfully delicious, aromatic flowers with a plethora of crystals. Unlike
Matanuska Tundra, a plant that provides a creeper type stone, this girl comes on
fast, with the exhalation of your first toke. Another rush comes on shortly after,
giving the smoker a long lasting stone.
She is also great for medical patients with complaints of pain.
Matanuska Mint will be a trophy in any growers stash or quickly converted to
cash!
Matanuska Tundra
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This variety brings back that majestic legendary
marijuana from the great Alaskan Northland. Highly recommended by the best
fishing and hiking guides in the Matanuska Valley. The buds are huge and rockhard as Denali "Mt. McKinley" herself. Intense flavor, chocolate aroma and
potency have combined to form the most dense variety we have had the
pleasure of producing thus far.
A glacier of THC crystals frosts her colas and she packs more power than an
icepack polar bear. Medical patients have mentioned that she is very beneficial
for persons with pain ailments. The "creeper" quality of the smoke comes on
slow and smooth, like a hike up a majestic mountain peak.
Enjoy the view, with a smile on your face and a gleam in your bloodshot eyes.
Persons prone to altitude sickness should use caution.
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Northern Lights #9
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: After years of heartfelt requests for a Northern Lights
strain, Sagarmatha has engineered a superior version of the NL legend. The
flowering time is acceptable and fat chunky nugs can be expected. NL#9
delivers the finest qualities expected from that variety: a short plant with a
voracious stone and minimal smell. Fantastic for gardens where smell is an
unfavorable factor. Also fine for persons who desire a heavy, lethargic stone.
For a great connection, dial NL#9.
Peak 19
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Peak 19 was the original western name for Mt. Everest.
With similar magnitude and strength as the majestic mountain herself inspires,
F1 hybrid Peak 19 will fulfill your cannabis desires. The potency of this plant will
take you soaring high above the rigors of daily existence. Thought-provoking
and physically stimulating, the highs associated with Peak 19 are somewhat
trippy in nature. This smoke should be enjoyed mostly by sure-footed, highaltitude experienced sherpas or persons with a high sense of adventure. The
matrimony of Stonehedge and Matanuska Tundra is one of Sagarmatha's most
prized and "flavourite" delicacies, providing a palatial delight and a celestial
height for every high mountain trekker.
Peak 19 can be your sherpa to the summit.
Slyder
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This Indica plant produces dense, crystallized buds
with a strong aroma. Originally developed from seeds obtained in Afghanistan,
the strain was crossed with a potent Northern Light to make it possible to be
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cultivated indoors.
This variety is superb for indoor production because of low smell and high yields
with punch.
She produces a strong lethargic stone that induces an imagined paralysis or
weightiness to the feet. Persons often will “slide” their feet instead of lifting them,
usually from the television to the kitchen and back again. Hence the name
Slyder. Best enjoyed around the house on lazy Sundaze.
So have a smoke another toke, and slide into another dimension.
Special K
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 65-75 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Special K (Kali) was the first cross using Western
Winds. With a high THC rating 18% and large girthy colas, she proved to be a
favorite of many of our (Hazy) customers. Flower tops are long, containing giant,
crystal-covered calyxes endemic to Western Winds, however, tops are of a
higher density. Trimming is a short pleasure since the number of side leaves and
close cutting are few. The buzz is long and cerebral with a strong onset. The
flavor is slight sandalwood and can be tasted when using a waterpipe.
Wake and bake with a mentally nutritious and very delicious bowl of Special K!
Stonehedge
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Stonehedge is a marijuana of megalithic proportions.
This plant has vigorous growth and excellent crystalline structure. By far the
largest and most dense sativa we have, also a Cannabis Cup award winner in
the late 90's. Her lineage consists of an old style Cambodian type plant with a
slight Western Winds influence that enhances the sativa strength and pleasure.
The high she possesses is soaring and overwhelming, providing the smoker
with a lithographic outlook. Stimulating, cranial sensations are often followed by
an upswing in altitude and attitude. Whether taken in the evening or after work,
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her magic is well received.
Not recommended for operating heaving equipment "unless it's you."
Stuporsonic
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Stuporsonic is our fastest flowering species as of yet.
Given by Swedish growers, this plant has acclimatized herself to a short outdoor
season. Because she is able to withstand a cold climate and limited flowering
period, she performs remarkably. Unlike many varieties that flower quickly,
Stuporsonic provides a soaring, stratospheric high. Definitely the most potent
outdoor plant (grown in Holland) we have had the pleasure of smoking.
The flavor is sharp and spicy, giving the grower yet another admirable quality.
With Stuporsonic you grow higher, faster plants, guaranteed to bring in your
harvest before the competition.
So relax and fly high with Stuporsonic.
Western Winds
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 70-75 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: An almost pure Sativa with a soaring, cerebral high.
Also a Cannabis Cup award winner with the Haze taste and high. Western
Winds has been used in several breeding combinations for Sagarmatha,
creating many champion varieties. A favorite amongst Rastas who wish to have
a high energy buzz. Fantastic for conversation or romance with its relaxing and
invigorating qualities. She has a unique Oriental aroma and spiritual
atmosphere. Whether smoked in the morning or evening, the experience is
always rewarding and pleasurable. Much of the staff at Sagarmatha states that
Western Winds is their nug of choice.
So put Western Winds in your sail and ride the high tide.
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Wonderberry
Type: Bubbleberry and William’s Wonder
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A blend of the vigor of Bubbleberry with the bushy,
luxurious growth pattern of the American variety Williams Wonder. The smoke is
tasty and possesses the scent of a flowery bouquet.
The high is heavy and long in duration, leaving the smoker with enough energy
to be mobile.
Yumbolt
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Yumbolt brings back that old-fashioned flavor from the
fabled hills of Humboldt Co. California. Possessing a sedative stone with an
outdoor aroma, she will often induce heavy eyelids with a satisfying smile. From
the first toke till the last the taste remains. A producer of large succulent flowers,
this girl will qualify for every grower's wants and desires. Cannabis connoisseurs
cannot resist her hypnotizing powers. She is believed to have originated from
Himalayans of Afghanistan and climatized in the mountains of Humbolt County
California in the late 70's. Several generations later in the early 90's we were
blessed with the seeds and then propagated them in Holland. Sagarmatha
entered her in a Cannabis Cup and received an honorable mention. An outdoor
sample from a customer in 2001 had similar characteristics as the samples
smoked in Humbolt in the early 80's.
These nugs often resemble dense, slightly golden frosted pinecones. Another
amazing feature is the formation of tunnels of trichomes secreted on the tiny
leaves that have curled in on themselves surrounding the tops.
Yumbolt will bring you high up in the hills and let you experience some real
Californian sunshine.
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Seedsman
Skunk #1
Type: 75% Sativa 25% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 63 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid Oct
Breeder’s Description: Skunk No. 1 was the first true stabilized hybrid to enter
the Dutch Cannabis greenhouses. Sacred Seeds created it in the late 1970s
from Afghani Indica, "Acapulco Gold" Mexican Sativa and Colombian Gold
Sativa. For the first time this Strain provided growers with the good taste and
high of a sativa coupled with the quick heavy flowering of an indica. Easy to
grow and a standard to which others are measured. THC = 14-16%
Mexican Sativa
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 63 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Sept-Oct
Breeder’s Description: Mexican Sativa is a stabilized Sativa hybrid and is
therefore true-breeding. It was bred in Mexico from a Pakistani Hash plant and a
Durban Sativa. This strain is widely grown due to its sweet Sativa taste & high
and its reliable early harvest.
Original Haze
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 98 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct
Breeder’s Description: Sacred Seeds bred Original Haze in the late 1970s
from a combination of several Sativas, including a Mexican/Columbian, some
Thai and South Indians. Despite its long flowering and below average yield, this
strain is acclaimed worldwide to have a taste and high superior to all other
existing Cannabis strains. The flavour is typically sweet and sour and the high
mildly psychedelic and uplifting. Excellent breeding parent! THC =10-20%.
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Afghani #1
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 6-7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid to late Sept
Breeder’s Description: Afghani No 1 is a traditional landrace Strain collected in
the mountains of Afghanistan by Sacred Seeds in the 1970s. It was one of the
first pure indica true-breeding strains used in worldwide cannabis breeding
programmes. It is well known for its dense buds, copious Resin production and
its excellent properties for Hashish production. This Strain has been
acclimatised to western growing conditions by selectively crossbreeding various
Afghani No 1 parents and selecting offspring plants with favourable traits.
The popularity of Afghani No 1 can be seen through its use as a genetic building
block in many predominately indica strains created or preserved within the Sensi
Seed bank gene pool and other seed companies.
Afghani No 1 is a vigorous growing yet small bushy plant, with a strong stem
that is renowned for its strong aroma when flowering. Its classic indica
properties and true-breeding nature make it an ideal indica parent plant.
Durban Poison
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: October
Breeder’s Description: Durban Poison is a very early finishing pure sativa with
a good sweet aniseed taste and strong physical high similar to Thai varieties.
Plants produce large buds that are well known for their resistance to disease
and mould. These seeds are specially selected from crops grown in the wild in
South Africa. THC = 10%.
Swazi Redbeard
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 12 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: Renowned for its spectacular red hairs, Swazi is a high
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yielding and resinous pure sativa, which gives a strong natural high. These
seeds come directly from South African breeders living in Swaziland.
This Strain has a strong odour, which has been compared to a "fine cigar" and
an "earthy" smoke with a high that is energetic and clear. Buds on this plant can
reach the size of an adult’s forearm and are typically compact and very sticky.
Malawi Gold
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 84 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: These are wild seeds selected from some of the most
experienced Cannabis growers in Malawi. Malawi Gold is renowned as one of
the best and finest Sativas from Africa. In Malawi, the buds are cured after being
tightly bound in banana leaf to give a compact, potent, gold-coloured finish. The
flavour could be described as sweet / floral with hints of pineapple. The high has
an enjoyably alert mental clarity, but is very psychoactive and long lasting. THC
= 9-13%
Indian Skunk
Type: 88% Sative 12% Indica
Lineage: South Indian Kerela X Skunnk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct
Breeder’s Description: South Indian Kerala was bred by Sacred Seeds in the
late 1970's and is one of the finest sensimillas to be found anywhere in the
world. It was crossed with Skunk No. 1 by Cultivators Choice to give an earlier
maturation and bigger yield. It has the look of Skunk, with the smells and taste
of India. THC = 13-15%.
Swazi Skunk
Type: 88% Sativa 12% Indica
Lineage: Swazi X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct
Breeder’s Description: Originating from Swaziland (South Africa), Swazi is a
high yielding and resinous pure Sativa, which gives a strong natural effect. The
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cross with Skunk No. 1 sped up the flowering cycle and increased flower and
leaflet size and potency. Swazi Skunk has a sweet pine flavour relished by
connoisseurs. THC = 14-18%.
Hawaiian Skunk
Type: 62% Sativa 38% Indica
Lineage: Hawaiian Skunk X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 77 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: October
Breeder’s Description: Hawaiian Indica is an Indica / Sativa hybrid with very
large female flowers, and resin production on leaves as well as flowers.
Hawaiian Skunk has a citrus smell with a spicy taste and produces a happy
cerebral high. It is a short rounded plant with exceptionally broad leaves, which
produces a generous yield. THC = 11-17%.
Durban Skunk
Type: 88% Sativa 12% Indica
Lineage: Durban Poinson X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early Oct
Breeder’s Description: Durban Poison is a pure Sativa originating from South
Africa, and was selected in the early 1970's by Sacred Seeds. It is famous for its
early flowering and quick harvest. Cultivators Choice created Durban & Skunk
No. 1 in the early 1980's. The cross with Skunk No. 1 has increased the yield
and potency of Durban Poison. This Strain is particularly suited to outdoor
cultivation. THC = 10-15%.
Hindu Kush Skunk
Type: 88% Sativa 12% Indica
Lineage: Hindu Kush Skunk X Skunk #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 63 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Oct
Breeder’s Description: Hindu Kush is a long-maintained pure Indica strain
from the mountains of Afghanistan. Selected by Sacred Seeds in the late 1970s
for its excellent hashish production due to dense buds and copious amounts of
resin. Crossing with Skunk No. 1 has improved its performance outside of its
natural habitat. Hindu Kush Skunk has a mesmerizing and intense high with an
excellent flavour of sweet hash and fruit. It is extremely popular for its resin
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yield. THC = 14-20%!
Hash Plant
Type: 100% Indica
Lineage: Hash Plant X Northern Lights #1
Indoor Harvest Time: 6-7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Sept
Breeder’s Description: There are many variations of Hash Plant; it reportedly
originated as a Lebanese/Thai Hybrid in North West USA and was later
hybridised with Northern Lights No 1. Like many popular US strains it was
brought to Holland as a clone for further development within commercial seed
breeding programmes. It was offered first by the Super Sativa Seed Club and
later by the Sinsemilla Seed Company (now Sensi Seeds).
Due to its indica genetics, it is a small, bushy plant, and has unusually large,
wide dark leaves. It branches very keenly, which enables it to be very successful
when flowering. Its calyx to leaf ratio is one of the largest for any indica Strain.
It has a sweet hashy flavour and aroma due to the high Resin content of the
flowers.
Northern Lights
Type: 20% Sativa 80% Indica
Lineage: Afghani, Skunk #1 and Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 6-7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late Sept
Breeder’s Description: The Genetics of Northern Lights is one of the most
confused of all existing cannabis strains because there is no one who can take
entire credit for its creation. Northern Lights was developed as an indoor seed
Strain in the late 1970s near Seattle in Washington, although the Genetics
involved in the cross were known to have come from California – the original
home of a great many of the most famous cannabis strains. It was initially a
stabilised cannabis sativa Strain crossed with an Afghani indica Hybrid.
Northern Lights travelled to Holland as a clone where it was introduced to the
commercial cannabis seed market in 1985 by The Seed Bank.
Because it arrived as a clone it could not be inbred for stability and seed
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production, therefore Skunk No 1 and Original Haze were used to produce
seeds off it so it could be used as a parent plant.
Northern Lights distinctly shows its Afghani indica genetic background; it is a
small plant that produces, big highly resinous flowers. Although it was initially
developed for indoor growers excellent results have been produced outside.
Northern Lights has a sweet resinous taste and produces a physical comfortable
but lazy feeling, known to some as 'couch lock'.
Indian Haze
Type: 100% Sativa
Lineage: Kerela X Original Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Oct-Nov
Breeder’s Description: Two of the most renowned Sativas in the world blended
to create a hybrid that smells and tastes very sweet and has an energetic high.
THC = 14-20%.
Skunk Haze
Type: 88% Sativa 12% Indica
Lineage: Skunk #1 X Original Haze
Indoor Harvest Time: 77 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: November
Breeder’s Description: Sacred Seeds created the Original Haze in the late
1970s. This Skunk x Haze hybrid, combines the excellent effect and taste of
Original Haze with the increased yield & shorter flowering period of Skunk No. 1.
It has a fruity, sweet taste with an energetic effect. THC = 20-22%!
4 Way
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This is a 4-way hybrid of our best indoor strains.
Although somewhat variable in growth pattern, all tested plants were fast
flowering and of very high quality. This hybrid has some of the sweetest, most
balanced tastes and highs that we have yet produced.
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Afghan#1
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Our top Afghanis have been used for this variety.
Characteristic are the big, dark Indica leaves, their strong aroma, sturdy stems
and high yield. A must for the Indica connoisseur. At the 1994 Harvest Festival
this new variety immediately seized the second place in the Indica category.
American Dream
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 40-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Mid October
Breeder’s Description: Now here's your chance to grab a piece of the good ol'
American Dream. An ideal cash cropper with white crystals frosting not only the
buds, but also the stem and beginning of the leaves. This super Indica flowers in
seven weeks and will keep you dreaming for hours.
Big Bud
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: One of our most popular varieties. A plant for
professional cash croppers. Even experienced growers continue to be amazed
and come back to fill their garden with these heavy ladies. It is advisable to tie
up the bottom branches as they have a tendency to break due to their excessive
weight.
Black Domina
Type:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50 Days
Breeder’s Description: This full blooded Indica with large bracts will soon have
you on your knees and begging for more. This harsh, overpowering lady simply
gushes sticky resin to which most men seem to have a fatal attraction. A word of
warning: this powerful compact Indica has had a devastating effect on many a
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man, leaving them apparently beaten and whipped, with a strange smile on their
faces.
California Indica
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 40-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description: A fine blend of sweet orange flavored Californian
strains, combined with a skunky hash flavored Indica. A versatile plant which
performs well under all conditions. The more heavily branched specimens tend
to be the big yielders.
Durban
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description: A very early strain from South Africa. Durban is a
compact Sativa with a sweet aroma and an up high. One of the most reliable
early outdoor varieties, it will produce chunky, solid buds even during the worst
season. If you haven’t tried Durban, you are missing out on one of the easiestto-grow, highest-quality early varieties in the world.
Early Girl
Type:
Lineage
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of September
Breeder’s Description: This is a mostly Indica variety, one of the earliest in this
collection. Very potent, medium yield, with a hashy taste and aroma. These
compact plants will tend to grow to one main stem
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Early Pearl
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September
Breeder’s Description: Early Pearl has always been one the popular outdoor
varieties. Wonderfully sweet and resinous, the plants have a mostly Sativa
dominated growth pattern, with excellent potency.
Early Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: October 1st
Breeder’s Description: An excellent hybrid between Skunk #1 and Early Pearl.
Outdoor growers are usually dissatisfied with the finishing date of the regular
Skunk strain. The Early Skunk finishes about 2 weeks earlier than Skunk #1 due
to the influence of the Early Pearl The influence of the latter is also noticeable in
the smell and the high: sweet and smooth. On top of that: the strain combines a
good yield with mold resistance.
First Lady
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 44-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: True to its name, this is one of the fastest flowering
varieties available. These dominant Indica ladies will flower rapidly and grab
your attention in the way that only a lady can. Originated in the high valleys near
Mazar-I-Sharif, Chitral, and Kandahar, in Afghanistan and Pakistan; this indica
cross will remind our older growers of the good old days when the first ladies
were introduced in the western world. This strain is characterized by broad
plants with short, woody stems and internodes, and large dark green leaves.
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Fruity Juice
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-60 Days
Breeder’s Description: An Indica/Sativa cross of the highest order. Both sides
of the Indica and Sativa spectrum are fully expressed in this variety. The sweet
aroma comes from our most delicious Thai. This rarefied type was originally very
difficult to work with, but we eventually found the ideal cross. Expect big yields
from this one, with an exceptionally rich sweet aroma.
Guerrilla Gusto
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of September
Breeder’s Description: This outdoor strain tested in northern Spain was
brought to us as a thank-you from one of our customers. After playing with the
plants for some time we managed to produce this guerrilla grower's Indica. A
good choice for the first time outdoor grower, as the harvest time allows us to
have the crop in before the end of September. Nice sweet flowers build into
good sized buds.
Hashplant
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 40-45 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: One of the most famous cuttings from the North-west
USA, Hash Plant® is named for its hashy-tasting, highly resinous buds. For
many years it was known as an important building block for other Sensi Seeds
hybrids. Now the original Hash Plant® x NL#1 hybrid is available again. This
cross of 25% NL#1 and 75% Hash Plant® produces some of the strongest
specimens-even experienced Dutch smokers have trouble finishing a joint. This
plant has a very fast finish, abundant resin and a pleasant but deep stone.
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Hawaiian Indica
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Aloha! Enjoy the tropical sensation indoors. We have
crossed a selected Hawaiian lady with our Northern Lights The result is a potent
Indica strain with a fresh aroma and a high yield, amply compensating for a
longer flowering period.
Hindu Kush
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 40-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This pure Kush originally from the Hindu Kush
mountain region is the result of many years of selective inbreeding. The
seedlings are very even and consistent, an excellent indoor variety for crops
from seed. Wonderfully potent, but not devastating, very mild for an Indica.
Indoor Mix
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: INDOOR MIX Mainly Indica strains in assortment. This
package contains forty seeds, the choice is yours. You will definitely find a good
parent in this collection.
Jack Flash
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Yes, here it is, the Jack Herer© hybrid that is easy to
grow and already a classic amongst those who know! Everybody who has been
growing Super Skunk© before will now choose for this fruity Jack taste with a
flash of Haze. It is remarkable easy to grow and fresh and vigorous. It is
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recommended that you select the medium long flowering plants for finest quality
and best results.
Jack Herer
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This multiple hybrid is the result of many years of
selective breeding, combining 3 of the strongest varieties known to man. Even
though we are regularly put under pressure by obsessed growers to give
pedigree details, I’m afraid that just as with the Coca Cola recipe this Sensi
variety will have to remain a secret. This variety produces so much resin that
even the branches bristle with stalked glands. High Times (May 1995): "the bud
was heavy with crystals and resin; the high was immediate and cerebral. An
excellent strain.
Jamaican Pearl
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: October 1st
Breeder’s Description: The Jamaican Marley’s Collie certainly did astonish'
everybody on the Dutch Highlife Cup of 1999 and was doubtless one of the
reasons for winning the big super cup that year. The Jamaican sweetness and
characteristic Sativa high of the plant was greatly appreciated by the judges.
The same mother was used to realize this sweet outdoor hybrid between the
Jamaican and our best Earl pearl flowering, sweetness and mould resistance
are some of the qualities of this remarkable outdoor hybrid.
Maple Leaf Indica
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A most interesting Indica strain with a long history
brought out of the Afghan mountains just before the Russian invasion. For
some, this precious strain will have a whiff of familiarity because it was used as
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an important building block for some of the most famous varieties of today. It's a
compact powerful plant with wide fingered leaves and a very sweet Indica Maple
aroma.
Marley’s Collie
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: At the Cannabis Cup in November ?97 we were
honored to meet Rita Marley. She and the atmosphere of the Cup made us
decide to start to work on a strain that we would make in respect for Bob Marley,
her late husband. Bob Marley not only spread the fine sound of reggae, but also
the Rastafarian religious Cannabis spirit ,around the globe and we can still feel
his vibes today. The whole Sensi Seed research-kitchen was put to work
exclusively with some selected Jamaican plants that where present in our
mother rooms already for many years. Amazing results where found in an
extraordinary hybrid we made with a fresh Indica, which relates to our Maple
leaf Indica strain. A fresh, sweet, cerebral Jamaican high with a short internodal
length and heavy duty wide fingered Indica leafs. This plant will astonish?
Everyone.
Mexican Sativa
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: September - October
Breeder’s Description: The Mexican Sativa® is a hybrid containing a Mexican
Oaxacan, a Pakistani Hashplant and Durban®. A great mix of international
flavors from the fusion cuisine of The Cannabis Castle.
Mother’s Finest
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
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Mr. Nice (G13 X Hashplant)
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The G13 is an outstanding pure Indica cutting reputedly
discovered by the U.S.government research program in Mississippi. Crossed
with the Hash Plant it produces one of the best indoor hybrids that unfortunately
was only available in the late ?80s. Now the Sensi Seed Bank is very proud to
have this hybrid in production again and to bring it on the market labeled as ?Mr.
Nice?. This is in honor of Howard Marks, an Oxford graduate, who became one
of the biggest Marihuana smugglers of our time. After spending 7 years in an
American Penitentiary, Howard released his autobiography ?Mr. Nice? and now
spends his time promoting the normalization of Cannabis. If you like a solid and
resinous bud with a ?double Indica? hashish taste and aroma, it is time to go for
the Mr.Nice G13 x Hashplant.
Northern Lights
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: An absolute must for the indoor grower! For many
years the Northern Lights® dominated the various Harvest Festivals. Through
selective breeding we have succeeded in producing one of the most powerful
plants in the world. On top of that, we have developed a pure Indica strain highly
adapted for indoor growing: compact, powerful with a good yield and exceptional
resin production. A most lucrative plant for the indoor grower.
Northern Lights #5 X Haze
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 65-75 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This hybrid is the pinnacle of achievement in Cannabis
breeding today. The result: an extremely potent plant with a great Sativa high. In
the 1994 harvest festival this variety was miles ahead of its competitors. The
high yields compensate for the slightly longer flowering period. Hybrid vigor
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provides for lush growth, heavy bud formation and abundant resin. A true
champion!
Outdoor Mix
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: If you have problems choosing from Sensi seeds vast
collection maybe this surprise pack of mainly Indica strains is your thing! This
package contains 40 top quality Sensi Seed Bank outdoor seeds.
Ruderalis Indica
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: September
Breeder’s Description: The Ruderalis originates as a land race from Hungary
and the Soviet Union. The heavy Indica makes it more susceptible to mould , If
you are lucky with a good autumn then this will be no problem, so prepare to be
surprised by this hardy, good quality Indica.
Ruderalis Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time: September - October
Breeder’s Description: Ruderalis is an early-flowering variety that grows wild in
parts of Eastern Europe and Russia. Early flowering characteristics of Ruderalis
have been used to improve the outdoor performance of some of Sensi's best
varieties. The advantage of a Ruderalis hybrid is that approx. 50% of the
seedlings will begin flowering at the 5-7th internodes, regardless of the
photoperiod (finishing date Sept. 1). The other half of the seedlings will be much
later (October).
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Sensi Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: A strong plant with that typical Skunky taste and high. It
has a high calyx-to-leaf ratio with large, full buds (donkey dicks). Its excellent
yield makes this one an absolute must for the greenhouse grower.
Shiva Shanti
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This Afghani with its penetrating Indica aroma is one of
the better yielders in the collection. It's pleasant taste and above average
potency make this an attractive variety for beginners.
Shiva Shanti II
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: The Shiva Shanti II is a 3 way hybrid which consists
mostly a Afghani strain that we call Garlic Bud because of its characteristic
aroma. The Shiva Shanti II® contains a smaller proportion of this Garlic Bud and
is added with Skunk and another Afghani. It is a less stable 4-way hybrid but
quality-wise very nice.
Shiva Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-55 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This cross between Skunk #1© and Northern Lights
#5© is one of the most reliable varieties that we have ever produced. Excellent
hybrid vigor and yield make this one a snap to grow. Works superbly indoors as
well as in a greenhouse. Taste and high are similar to Skunk #1©, a rich sweet
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pungency, but with more resin and better yield. High calyx to leaf ratio, you can
almost throw those scissors away as very little manicuring is required. An
absolute must for beginners or experts.
Silver Haze
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 65-75 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Although the cerebral high of the Sativa is preferred by
many, indoor growers aren't too font of this type: Sativas get very tall, take a
long time to finish off and produce skimpy yields. We have spent years
searching for a superb Indica/Sativa hybrid suited for indoor growing. By
crossing the Haze, the most powerful Sativa in the World, to a non-dominant
Indica we managed to get the height and flowering time of the plant down to an
acceptable level and still retain the unique Sativa qualities of the high. The
results: the Silver Haze, winner of the '89 High Times Harvest Festival. Don't
expect top yields but top quality that will excite the true connoisseur.
Silver Pearl
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This 3 way hybrid contains Early Pearl©, Skunk #1©
and Northern Lights©. This hybrid is quicker and sweeter than the Shiva
Skunk©. Excellent indoor and greenhouse results. Plants exhibit frosted
resinous characteristics of the Northern Lights #5© and the sweetness and
calyx-to-leaf ratio of Early Pearl / Skunk. One of our favorites and in1 994 the
winner of the mixed Indica/Sativa category.
Skunk Kush
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 50-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Hybrid between our best Hindu Kush and the famous
Skunk#1. It has the distinctive qualities of Skunk and the unique pungency of
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Kush together in a vigorous, even blend. Excellent greenhouse performance.
Skunk #1
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Originally an Indica-Sativa hybrid, Skunk #1© is now
one of the most consistently performing true breeding strains in the world. Skunk
#1© produces large buds with a very high calyx-to-leaf ratio. An excellent choice
for the greenhouse.
Super Skunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 45-50 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: This plant is especially developed for Skunk lovers. We
have crossed our best Skunks to their Afghani ancestors. Brush against this
plant and the room becomes immediately filled with a powerful Skunk aroma.
Despite the smell a very pleasant high with a little more body to it than
theÿskunk#1 One of the winners of the 1990 High Times Harvest Festival where
it clearly defeated skunk#1.

Soma - Standard
Afghan Delight
Type:
Lineage: Afghani Skunk and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Afghan Delight is the strain with the most Afghanistan
genetics of any of my strains. A mix of Afghan skunk and Afghan Hawaiian, this
strain has very wide leaves and a dark green color. It smells even when it's
vegging and you touch the leaves. The buds have a white green color when
they are done, and a very Afghani Hash smell. Nice weed for smoking in the
evening. Leaves a good taste in your mouth. Don't pick it too early!
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Amethyst Bud
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean and Jack Herer
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Amethyst Bud is a mix of Lavender Bud and Afghani
Hawaiian so the dark purple color from the purple Kush part of it's genetics
comes through. This bud is on the smaller side but more of them and they are
quite dense with many THC crystals visible with the naked eye. The smell is
strong and pungent with a good high for relaxing with a good friend. Leaves a
delicious taste in your mouth. When it looks like it's ready wait a week.
Amnesia Haze
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: Afghani Hawaiian and Southeast Asian
Indoor Harvest Time: 13-15 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
Big Kahuna
Type:
Lineage: Big Bud, Skunk #1 and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Big Kahuna is a good plant for first time grower's, it
doesn't branch out too much and has a very large top bud. The smell is very
skunky and needs very good smell control in your growing and drying rooms.
The flowering time is 8 to 9 weeks. It needs good ventilation as the top bud is
very dense and can get mold on the inside, with proper ventilation it does just
fine. Strong skunky aroma and flavor. Mellow high.
Buddha’s Sister Soma Skunk V+
Type:
Lineage: Reclining Buddha and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Previously called Soma Skunk V+, this variety was
renamed Buddha's sister to suit her tendencies and advance her appeal to
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Amsterdam coffee shops. What's in a name? Directly after this deliciously good
weed acquired a more intriguing name, she regularly sold out at the coffee
shops, and remains one of the best selling weeds available at De Dampkring.
This sibling of Siddhartha is tall and lanky. In the cross with Afghani Hawaiian,
she has a considerably increased yield, but less sweet taste than her other half,
the Reclining Buddha. Buddha's sister has a flavor like a tart cherry candy, and
the scent is similarly tart rather than sweet. The buds have a slippery, silky feel,
which means an abundance of greasy resin to make into fantastic hash. She
even gives a lot of finger hash that you won't want to wash away after grooming
plants. As with all of Soma's varieties, Buddha's sister is medicinal quality
cannabis, therapeutic for many conditions. The high is powerful, creative and
cerebral in its effects.
Citralah
Type:
Lineage: Chitral and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Citralah a great strain for making hash from. Half it's
genetics come from Chitral Pakistan where it is solely used for hash production,
and Afghani Hawaiian for the other half. This plant has a strong citrus like smell
and taste. It has a very good yield and takes 9 to 10 weeks to finish. Great finger
hash when manicuring and great water hash as well . Nice daytime weed.
Free Tibet
Type:
Lineage: Tibetan and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Free Tibet the first and only strain using this name
beware of imitations as far as this strain goes there are imitations out there. The
authentic Free Tibet is a mix of Nepalese hash plant and Afghani Hawaiian, and
has a very pungent odor. The taste is exotic and a high that's a favorite with
many of my close friends. It makes strong side branches so it needs some room
to grow. The main stalk is quite sturdy. Good for outside in cold climates.
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G13 Haze X Amethyst Bud
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 70-84 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X Buddha’s Sister
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 70-84 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X Haze Heaven
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 77-91 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X Lavender
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X New York City Diesel
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 84-98 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Acrid diesel still hangs in the humid city air and it is
anything but noxious. The taste of this famous head-spinning, sativa-dominant
hybrid . The buoyant high maintains its impressive duration with alternating
waves of euphoria and trance, but the paranoia component has softened
considerably. Definitely not for the lightweight smoker or people not accustomed
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to being turned inside-out after a single inhalation. Yields are substantial for
experienced growers given to exercising patience during the photoperiod.
G13 Haze X Rock Bud
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X Somango
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 70-84 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X Somativa
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X White Light
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 77-91 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
G13 Haze X White Willow
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
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Haze Heaven
Type:
Lineage: Northern Lights #5, Haze and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Haze Heaven is just that, a haze that doesn't take as
long to finish as most others, a great yielding plant with giant buds, and that
great haze flavor with that hint of Afghanistan in the back of your mind. As with
all strains if you don't give your plants just the right amount of quality energy that
they need on all levels they will get stunted and take longer to finish. This one
again is not for inexperienced growers, experience in patience with cannabis
harvest's is definitely needed. This haze doesn't put you in a daze, it takes you
to your center.
Kahuna Soma #9
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, Jack Herer and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: One of Soma's favorite strains, Kahuna is a 4-way
cross that brings together a wide set of influences for a complex high. Soma
recently renamed his Soma #9 strain Kahuna, which is a Hawaiian title for a
religious or spiritual leader that literally means "Keeper of the Secret." The
Kahuna variety has both tropical influences in its parentage, and spiritually
attuning effects when used. A medium-sized plant, Kahuna produces few side
branches and a top bud that will impress you with its length and density. Due to
the big, tight buds, conditions must be tended carefully for this variety. For
indoor gardens, attention to humidity levels is key for mature buds that are moldfree. While recommended for indoors where variables can be controlled, outdoor
growing is possible in reliably dry climates, although an unseasonably rainy
season could ruin the promising look of these thick buds with insidious mold.
When Kahuna's proper conditions are met, the yield potential is fantastic,
offering a harvest of up to 500 g per square meter in a standard sea of green.
This variety has shaken a little pepper into an otherwise sweet-tasting puff. .
very sweet smelling variety with a powerful cerebral high that invites creativity.
This is great daytime pot, complementary to most introspective activities, and
comfortable for socializing with colleagues and friends. Kahuna offers
medicinally valuable properties for many conditions without interfering with
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quality and clarity of one's thought.
Kilimanjaro Soma #1
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, Big Bud and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Kilimanjaro formerly known as Soma 1+ lives up to it's
name. This bud is quite large with many light red hairs and a real fruity smell.
The high is very up and creative, a nice daytime weed. The harvest time is a
little long but the yield is worth the wait. A very nice combination of Afghanistan,
S.E. Asian, and Sativa, it is not for you first time growers. This strain is better for
more experienced grower's, very medicinal!
Lavender Soma #10
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk Big Skunk Korean and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Soma #10 brings together a world of weed. Strains with
histories that traverse Afghanistan, Hawaii, Korea, the U.S, and Europe are all
melded together in this 3-way cross. An exotic looking strain, Soma #10
develops the darkest purple coloration you can imagine. The color is intense,
with the leaves turning nearly to black at the ends, they are so deeply saturated
with color. The extra dense buds give off a sensually spicy smell akin to Afghani
hash. The high calyx to leaf ratio and the legginess of this plant make for
simplified manicuring. While not as tall as the Haze strains, Soma #10 can shoot
to tall heights when allowed an extended vegetation period before being placed
into the flowering phase. If grown in a sea of green, Soma recommends a
shortening the veg cycle in order to control the height. This strain will also do
well as a multi-branched plant. Outdoors, this variety can thrive in a most
temperate zones, although arid climates known for their rich agricultural promise
are of course optimal. Soma #10 has a flavor that is similar to Afghani hash,
producing a captivating high that circulates through every chakra. A terrific
evening or rainy day smoke, Soma #10 will leave you feeling relaxed and
mellow, possibly to the point of sleep.
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New York City Diesel
Type:
Lineage: Sour Diesel Bagseed X Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Third place winner at Cannabis Cup 2001.
Reclining Buddha
Type:
Lineage: Holland’s Hope, Super Skunk and Big Skunk Korean
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Reclining Buddha is a 3-way hybrid that combines the
genetics of Holland's Hope with Super Skunk and Big Skunk Korean. Circulating
in the Netherlands during the 1980s, Holland's Hope is a mold resistant strain
with a very close nodal structure whose name can be attributed to her success
in outdoor grows, even in Holland's wettest season. Reclining Buddha has held
this characteristic, and combined it with the enjoyable smell and yields of its
other two parents. Previously named Soma Skunk V, the new, enlightened name
came out of a philosophical session prompted under her influence. A fairly short
plant, Reclining Buddha must remain in vegetative phase for a considerable
amount of time to become a big plant. She also will not make a lot of side
branches, and the ones that do tend to be smaller, a combination that
predisposes this variety to do well with minimal effort in a sea of green set-up.
Reclining Buddha's buds are tight and narrow, allowing moisture to escape
easier than short thicker bud formations. Try this one outdoors even in humid
locations for a covert plant that delivers high-quality yield. Buddha buds form
many dark auburn hairs early. When everything around it still has white hairs,
Reclining Buddha's hairs have turned a color that tempts you to harvest, but
exercise patience. Reclining Buddha needs a full 9 weeks to reach maturity, and
the high just gets better with the wait. This medicinal quality cannabis has the
taste of a sweet cherry candy and an uplifting creative high that is lucid and
mentally stimulating. 3rd place, 1999 High Times Cannabis Cup, best indica.
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Rock Bud Soma A+
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, Afghani, and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Soma A+ may become the pet of the class. Short to
medium in height, this mostly indica strain displays the bushy structure and
dense buds of its Afghani heritage. She is a good sea of green plant since
height and branching are easy to manage. With an extended vegetation period,
Soma A+ can be coaxed into a larger plant, and will perform well while still being
short enough to stay inconspicuous in an outdoor garden. A fast bloomer, Soma
A+ finishes in about 8 weeks and wards off spider mites, often being the last
plant still holding these pests at bay. The yield makes this a bud for a
connoisseur rather than a commercial grower, but the ease of growth and the
quality of the final product will make this a coveted weed to share with your inner
circle. At maturity, Soma A+ develops sugary red leaves reminiscent of autumn's
best maples. As the mostly indica genetics would lead you to expect, the buzz is
relaxing to the body and mind, and good for contemplation or napping on rainy
day afternoons. Better as a day ender than a day starter, Soma A+ provides
medicinal quality cannabis with healing properties for what ails you, whether
physical, psychological, or spiritual in nature.
Soma Salad
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: From New York City Diesel to Haze Heaven; the Soma
Salad is a mix of more than 10 of my many strains. You may get Lavender, you
may get Somango, you may even get Rockbud! It's like a Cracker Jacks box you don't know what your prize is until you open it. Keep it green -- Soma
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Somango
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, and Jack Herer
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Somango blends the multiple hybrid Jack Herer with
Big Skunk Korean to form the fruitiest of all Soma's strains. Previously known by
Soma #5, this complex cross was renamed for its tropical mango aroma and
flavor. Somango is optimal as a multiple branch plant, since its genetics
encourage long side branches and a height on the taller side. A sea of green
method can still be undertaken, but branching and height will need to be
controlled. Soma prefers to grow on soil indoors with fully organic nutrients, but
other media will also give satisfactory results. As it matures, the leaves shade to
purple and the buds become covered in a carpet of crystals that makes fine
finger hash. While a moderate yielder, Somango's bud possesses sublime
qualities. The fragrant and tasty Somango smoke delivers a buzz that is very
uplifting and mentally stimulating in its effects. You can smoke this pot without
turning into a remote control-wielding couch potato. Euphoric and alert,
Somango is a good choice.
Somanna Soma Wide+
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, C. Chinensis, and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Somanna formerly Soma Wide+ is the only strain with
cannabis Chinensis a type that grows in China, it has a very interesting
characteristic of sometimes making an extra budlet on the stem of the large fan
leaf. It grows quite wide in that the side branches really become a large part of
the plant. You have to give it room. It has quite a nice color, limey green with
very orange hairs. It looks a lot like the old orange bud, but tastes much better.
Mellow sativa high.
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Somativa
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, and Jack Herer
Indoor Harvest Time: 10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Somativa a mix of genetics from all over the globe. In
1994 the cannabis strain of Sensi-seeds seed bank " Jack Herer" won first prize
those seeds were grown mixed first with big skunk Korean, then with a special
super skunk. The result is a thin leafed wiry big yielding plant that takes 10
weeks to flower. The buds you get are some of the sweetest tasting flowers you
have ever tried. The high is a very uplifting buzz that is good for playing music,
meditation, prayer, or any kind of friendly contact between human beings. You
need to stake these plants.
White Light
Type:
Lineage: Bubblegum and White Widow
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: White Light is a of Bubblegum ands so White Widow
and is my most bubblegum smelling plant. It tastes like candy. It takes 10 to 11
weeks to finish so don't pick it too soon. The bud is quite dense with a very white
green appearance and many, many crystals. The high is very rich, make sure to
get yourself comfortable after you smoke it. May the White Light guide you.
White Willow
Type:
Lineage: White Widow and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: White Willow named after my daughter who is quite a
strong human being, is also quite a strong plant. A cross of White Widow and
Afghani-Hawaiian this plant has massive buds and large THC crystals. The color
of the leaves is a dark almost bluish green. The taste is sweet like some special
desert. The smell is Afghani-sweet. It takes a while to finish so again you need
experience for this one. Quite a good yield. Strong high.
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Soma - Feminized
Buddha’s Sister Soma Skunk V+
Type:
Lineage: Reclining Buddha and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Previously called Soma Skunk V+, this variety was
renamed Buddha's sister to suit her tendencies and advance her appeal to
Amsterdam coffee shops. What's in a name? Directly after this deliciously good
weed acquired a more intriguing name, she regularly sold out at the coffee
shops, and remains one of the best selling weeds available at De Dampkring.
Citralah
Type:
Lineage: Chitral and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Citralah a great strain for making hash from. Half it's
genetics come from Chitral Pakistan where it is solely used for hash production,
and Afghani Hawaiian for the other half. This plant has a strong citrus like smell
and taste. It has a very good yield and takes 9 to 10 weeks to finish. Great finger
hash when manicuring and great water hash as well . Nice daytime weed.
Haze Heaven
Type:
Lineage: Northern Lights #5, Haze and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Haze Heaven is just that, a haze that doesn't take as
long to finish as most others, a great yielding plant with giant buds, and that
great haze flavor with that hint of Afghanistan in the back of your mind. As with
all strains if you don't give your plants just the right amount of quality energy that
they need on all levels they will get stunted and take longer to finish. This one
again is not for inexperienced growers, experience in patience with cannabis
harvest's is definitely needed. This haze doesn't put you in a daze, it takes you
to your center.
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Kahuna Soma #9
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, Jack Herer and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: One of Soma's favorite strains, Kahuna is a 4-way
cross that brings together a wide set of influences for a complex high. Soma
recently renamed his Soma #9 strain Kahuna, which is a Hawaiian title for a
religious or spiritual leader that literally means "Keeper of the Secret." The
Kahuna variety has both tropical influences in its parentage, and spiritually
attuning effects when used. A medium-sized plant, Kahuna produces few side
branches and a top bud that will impress you with its length and density. Due to
the big, tight buds, conditions must be tended carefully for this variety. For
indoor gardens, attention to humidity levels is key for mature buds that are moldfree. While recommended for indoors where variables can be controlled, outdoor
growing is possible in reliably dry climates, although an unseasonably rainy
season could ruin the promising look of these thick buds with insidious mold.
When Kahuna's proper conditions are met, the yield potential is fantastic,
offering a harvest of up to 500 g per square meter in a standard sea of green.
This variety has shaken a little pepper into an otherwise sweet-tasting puff. .
very sweet smelling variety with a powerful cerebral high that invites creativity.
This is great daytime pot, complementary to most introspective activities, and
comfortable for socializing with colleagues and friends. Kahuna offers
medicinally valuable properties for many conditions without interfering with
quality and clarity of one's thought.
Lavender Soma #10
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk Big Skunk Korean and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Soma #10 brings together a world of weed. Strains with
histories that traverse Afghanistan, Hawaii, Korea, the U.S, and Europe are all
melded together in this 3-way cross. An exotic looking strain, Soma #10
develops the darkest purple coloration you can imagine. The color is intense,
with the leaves turning nearly to black at the ends, they are so deeply saturated
with color. The extra dense buds give off a sensually spicy smell akin to Afghani
hash. The high calyx to leaf ratio and the legginess of this plant make for
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simplified manicuring. While not as tall as the Haze strains, Soma #10 can shoot
to tall heights when allowed an extended vegetation period before being placed
into the flowering phase. If grown in a sea of green, Soma recommends a
shortening the veg cycle in order to control the height. This strain will also do
well as a multi-branched plant. Outdoors, this variety can thrive in a most
temperate zones, although arid climates known for their rich agricultural promise
are of course optimal. Soma #10 has a flavor that is similar to Afghani hash,
producing a captivating high that circulates through every chakra. A terrific
evening or rainy day smoke, Soma #10 will leave you feeling relaxed and
mellow, possibly to the point of sleep.
Reclining Buddha
Type:
Lineage: Holland’s Hope, Super Skunk and Big Skunk Korean
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Reclining Buddha is a 3-way hybrid that combines the
genetics of Holland's Hope with Super Skunk and Big Skunk Korean. Circulating
in the Netherlands during the 1980s, Holland's Hope is a mold resistant strain
with a very close nodal structure whose name can be attributed to her success
in outdoor grows, even in Holland's wettest season. Reclining Buddha has held
this characteristic, and combined it with the enjoyable smell and yields of its
other two parents. Previously named Soma Skunk V, the new, enlightened name
came out of a philosophical session prompted under her influence. A fairly short
plant, Reclining Buddha must remain in vegetative phase for a considerable
amount of time to become a big plant. She also will not make a lot of side
branches, and the ones that do tend to be smaller, a combination that
predisposes this variety to do well with minimal effort in a sea of green set-up.
Reclining Buddha's buds are tight and narrow, allowing moisture to escape
easier than short thicker bud formations. Try this one outdoors even in humid
locations for a covert plant that delivers high-quality yield. Buddha buds form
many dark auburn hairs early. When everything around it still has white hairs,
Reclining Buddha's hairs have turned a color that tempts you to harvest, but
exercise patience. Reclining Buddha needs a full 9 weeks to reach maturity, and
the high just gets better with the wait. This medicinal quality cannabis has the
taste of a sweet cherry candy and an uplifting creative high that is lucid and
mentally stimulating. 3rd place, 1999 High Times Cannabis Cup, best indica.
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Rock Bud Soma A+
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, Afghani, and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Soma A+ may become the pet of the class. Short to
medium in height, this mostly indica strain displays the bushy structure and
dense buds of its Afghani heritage. She is a good sea of green plant since
height and branching are easy to manage. With an extended vegetation period,
Soma A+ can be coaxed into a larger plant, and will perform well while still being
short enough to stay inconspicuous in an outdoor garden. A fast bloomer, Soma
A+ finishes in about 8 weeks and wards off spider mites, often being the last
plant still holding these pests at bay. The yield makes this a bud for a
connoisseur rather than a commercial grower, but the ease of growth and the
quality of the final product will make this a coveted weed to share with your inner
circle. At maturity, Soma A+ develops sugary red leaves reminiscent of autumn's
best maples. As the mostly indica genetics would lead you to expect, the buzz is
relaxing to the body and mind, and good for contemplation or napping on rainy
day afternoons. Better as a day ender than a day starter, Soma A+ provides
medicinal quality cannabis with healing properties for what ails you, whether
physical, psychological, or spiritual in nature.
Somango
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, and Jack Herer
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Somango blends the multiple hybrid Jack Herer with
Big Skunk Korean to form the fruitiest of all Soma's strains. Previously known by
Soma #5, this complex cross was renamed for its tropical mango aroma and
flavor. Somango is optimal as a multiple branch plant, since its genetics
encourage long side branches and a height on the taller side. A sea of green
method can still be undertaken, but branching and height will need to be
controlled. Soma prefers to grow on soil indoors with fully organic nutrients, but
other media will also give satisfactory results. As it matures, the leaves shade to
purple and the buds become covered in a carpet of crystals that makes fine
finger hash. While a moderate yielder, Somango's bud possesses sublime
qualities. The fragrant and tasty Somango smoke delivers a buzz that is very
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uplifting and mentally stimulating in its effects. You can smoke this pot without
turning into a remote control-wielding couch potato. Euphoric and alert,
Somango is a good choice.
Somanna Soma Wide+
Type:
Lineage: Super Skunk, Big Skunk Korean, C. Chinensis, and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time:
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: Somanna formerly Soma Wide+ is the only strain with
cannabis Chinensis a type that grows in China, it has a very interesting
characteristic of sometimes making an extra budlet on the stem of the large fan
leaf. It grows quite wide in that the side branches really become a large part of
the plant. You have to give it room. It has quite a nice color, limey green with
very orange hairs. It looks a lot like the old orange bud, but tastes much better.
Mellow sativa high.
White Willow
Type:
Lineage: White Widow and Afghani Hawaiian
Indoor Harvest Time: 10-11 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description: White Willow named after my daughter who is quite a
strong human being, is also quite a strong plant. A cross of White Widow and
Afghani-Hawaiian this plant has massive buds and large THC crystals. The color
of the leaves is a dark almost bluish green. The taste is sweet like some special
desert. The smell is Afghani-sweet. It takes a while to finish so again you need
experience for this one. Quite a good yield. Strong high.

Spice of Life
Adventure Mix
Type: Mixed varieties
Breeder’s Description: A lot of Sweet Tooth... Shishkaberry, Blue Domino, Big
Treat, California Dream, Tropical Treat, Jack Herer, Ortega, Strawberry, M39 all hit with a Sweet Tooth. These male plants were put around the perimeter of
the last Sweet Tooth garden specifically for a lovely Adventure Mix. If you are
just looking for some new mothers and aren't as concerned with pedigree, you
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will find a wide variety of very original plants in here.
Blockhead
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description: The mother was selected from seed developed by one
crazy yanqui. The exact origins are somewhat of a mystery. It is strong pot. The
feminized mothers were fairly homogenous, although from several of the line,
and another more extreme sativa. This mother had indica-like buds on a sativa
sized plant. Crossed with the same SwT father as Sweet Tooth #3, I am sure
you find it distinctly different from anything on the market. It should probably not
even be on the market as it encourages psychosis. Not good for unstable folks!
It has been known to magnify neurotic behavior.
Blue Domino
Type:
Lineage: Craig's Skunk X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 6-7 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder’s Description:
Blue Satellite #1
Type: Indica/Sativa
Lineage: DJ Short Blueberry Sativa X Shishkaberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, beginning of October
Breeder’s Description: The Blue Satellite #1 is the result of a rare, Blueberry
Sativa mother, pollinated by a choice second generation Skb male. This a
flexible plant that trains well. The smell is astringent, like cleaning fluid. Very
kind! The yield of the mother is below average, but with the Skb influence you
can expect to find bigger, more vigorous specimens, as well as the skinny head
stash of the mother. The quality is unsurpassed for the head...
Some mutations in the leaves, don't worry about them. Those might be the ones
you want!
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Blue Satellite #2
Type: Indica/Sativa
Lineage: DJ Short Blueberry Sativa X Sweet Tooth BX2
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: End of September, beginning of October
Legend’s Ultimate Indica
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Ortega X Sweet Tooth BX2
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Late September
Breeder’s Description: The "Legends Ultimate Indica" is a combination of our
two most favorite indicas. This F1 hybrid was mothered by a previously
unreleased Ortega plant from California. The Ortega's heavy indica traits shone
through with its' tight buds and extremely stoney finish. The father, a second
backcross Sweet Tooth from Spice of Life Seeds, adds the sweet and pungent
flavor Breeder Steve strains are know for. She is a heavy yielder that won't
disappoint.
Moonshine Rocket Fuel
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Blue Velvet X Blue Moonshine
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Breeder’s Description: Medley of Moonshine Rocket Fuel is the first peak at
some special work being developed under the Joint Project Label, between DJ
Short and Breeder Steve. This is some potent pot, containing the best of Blue
Moonshine and Blue Velvet. These first seeds, are the secondary picks on the
way to the finished product Moonshine Rocket Fuel, and as they are in short
supply, and never to be reproduced, these are an interesting edition, containing
three major phenos. Classic Blue Family appearance, some good yielder, frosty
and flavorful. Each plant will be unique. All will finish in 9 weeks.
Shishkaberry #3
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Afghani hybrid (red and yellow) X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 7-8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: First week of October
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Breeder’s Description: The berry's on the beef. These plants are the heavy
early. Mothered by two Afghani hybrid cousins, the red and yellow. These were
selected for yield and resin productivity respectively. The father was the most
incredibly resinous. Blueberry Male from DJ Short Collection. This male had
tight stamen formation. Solid purple male clusters as firm as then flower.
You will have a high yield of very large buds and few to no branches. The buds
are exceptionally frosty with some purpling. A tangy and tastier aroma than other
big yielders. The gland production will amaze you as you screen your trimmings.
Also very potent and easy to trim.
Besides the intense blueberry jam aroma of the father, the most distinctive
aspect of the plant was its chromatic resin. The top male bud was cured, burnt,
and passed the test. The thickest male from the Shishkaberry Red line was
backcrossed to the original Yellow to complete this amalgamation of yield, flavor
and power.
The heavy early. Large production mother (mostly Afghani) crossed with a
glistening Blueberry Male, for added flavor. Frosty leaves produce exceptional
screening dreams.
Sweet Blue
Type: Indica/Sativa
Lineage: Sweet Skunk X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-10 Weeks
Breeder’s Description: The first extremely popular Spice of Life Seeds release
from 1994 was the Sweet Skunk. My f1 selections from those seeds netted two
very sativa specimens. They truly stood out from the rest of the pack. Almost
Hazy, but with a different sweetness. One of those Sativa expressions was
shared it was pick #10. Eleven years later it is still grown widely as a choice
strain for the connoisseur. Although it is an f1, and certainly unstable, we just
had to cross this mama with some Blueberry pollen, as well. DJ Short provided
the pollen and that makes this new release a Joint Project strain. We hope that
you will find some unique deliciousness within. Enjoy!
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Sweet Tooth 1.1
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Sweet Pink Grapefruit X DJ Short Blueberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Breeder’s Description: A decade of Sweet Tooth. For the tenth anniversary
edition we have prepared a very special release. The 1.1. The new original. We
took the same classic Sweet Pink Grapefruit and hit her with Blueberry pollen
provided by DJ Short, in the last Blueberry family production round. This Joint
Project release contains 50%SPG/50% Blueberry just like the original f1. This f1
will provide the grower with fruity, colorful buds, and an extremely pleasant buzz.
For awhile now the Sweet Tooth has been keeping us giddy and foolish all day
long...
Sweet Tooth #3
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Sweet Pink Grapefruit X Sweet Pink Grapefruit/DJ Short Blueberry
BX2 (ie. Sweet Tooth)
Indoor Harvest Time: 8 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time: Middle of October
Breeder’s Description: Sweet Tooth #3 (fourth generation, 3rd Backcross to
Sweet Pink Grapefruit mother). This Sweet Tooth is the result of one backcross
line wherein the goal in searching the father was an emphasis on the taxonomy
and aroma of the original SPG mother. The Grapefruit is a true favorite among
growers and consumers. It is possibly the most cultivated strain among
commercial producers in Vancouver. The preceding BX2 seed that the father
was selected from produced quite homogenous grapefruit-like plants, this
generation should be suitable for crossing. The plant is high yielding for a Sweet
Tooth yet retains the exceptional candied sweetness this strain is famous for. A
beautiful plant with a beautiful taste and a positive vibration. A smiling high is
guaranteed from these heady flowers. The plants are quite hardy and easy to
grow, and prefer a drier finishing time, as the buds become fat enough for mold
to be of concern. These chunky monkeys often require staking but in a windy
location they should be stout enough to hold their own (significant) weight. Does
well as a small bush but will become a large bush given adequate growth
parameters. Whether this is an exceptional commercial strain or head stash is
for you to decide. I truly hope you enjoy these plants as much as I do. Indoors
Flowering: 8wks Outdoors: mid.Oct.& Indoors Yield: Way Above Average (easily
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500gms per meter) Outdoors: Above Average
Sweet Tooth #4
Type: Mostly Indica
Lineage: Sweet Pink Grapefruit & DJ Short Blueberry
Breeder’s Description: Sweet Tooth #4 - Easy Plant to Grow, Very Sweet
Aroma, Very Mold resistant.
Tropicana #1
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: Tropical Treat (Mostly Columbian) X Sweet Tooth BX2
Indoor Harvest Time: 70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early November
Breeder’s Description: Tropical Sweet, Tropical Treat mother (mostly
Colombian) X Sweet Tooth BX2 P1. Something for sativa lovers. Not
recommend indoors, unless you are fanatical. Plant it in the deep south.
The Tropical Treat mother ensures this hybrid leans towards the Tropical end of
the spectrum. Very vigorous mostly sativa with a very candied taste! The yield is
up, the flowering period, down. Definitely one that will be around for a while yet
to come. Flexible plant, great potential for tall colas SOG, or used for training.
Tropicana #2
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: Tropical Treat (Mostly Columbian) X Shishkaberry
Indoor Harvest Time: 70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time: Early November
Breeder’s Description: The same Tropical Treat mother as in Tropicana 1, but
pollinated by the Shishkaberry this time. The flowering time is down, and the
yield is up. Expect huge colas Sea of Green style. Flower the cuts immediately
for tall colas without branches. The taste is on the nice side of spice.
Guaranteed to get you up and bring you down, sativa lovers will savor the taste.
Takes you to the Caribbean!
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THseeds
Akorn
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: This is another variety from the great northwest,
originally brought over in 1995. The name Akorn was given to the plant by the
people who grew it because of it's hard finished structure with tight cola's the
size of "baby arms" make this plant a great producer the people who smoke this
type called it snowbud because of it's incredible resin production, whatever you
want to call this plant growers and smokers will just call it their favorite.
Big Fatty
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:
Bubblegum
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Yes we have it, the original Bubblegum. This has been
one of the most sought out strains in al long time, and until now you have had
only half the story. The O.G.B.G. was started in 1993 here in Amsterdam and
was so interesting that the only room with the original mothers was broken into
all clones stolen and mother plants killed (or so they thought) one of the mothers
produced a single clone from a lower branch. This plant the 4th cross went on to
win several Cannabis Cups for several and seed companies. Many people sold
seeds of the Bubblegum, but you were only getting a lame hybrid at best. It's
taken us 6 years to stabilize this plant for you. All good things take time, so get
your hands on some today before they steal it!
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Chocolate Chunk
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Chunky solid Indica that flowers in 56 days, deep hashy
flavor with a narcotic bite, dark green super wide leaves and over- exaggerated
structure show you that this plant is a true indica.
Heavy Duty Fruity
Type:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-65 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: One Word "Monstrous" will describe this plant. A huge
producer with giant cola's will make any "bud waver" happy. Absolutely the best
indoor producer we have seen yet. Ideal for planted method 20-30 p.s.m. But
beware we don't call it heavy duty fruity for nothing, this plant smells Strong! So
air cleaners or ozone generators are suggested.
The HOG
Type: Indica
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Here it is, the 2002 High Times Cannabis Cup winner in
the Indica category. A fast flowering fat greasy Indica, from Southern California.
If you are looking for a great producer, and a heavy stoney smoke, the Hog will
be your favorite.
Honeymoon
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description:
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KAL-X
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Hash plant x Afghan skunk - this multi hybrid works
equally well indoors and out. With a solid structure and a well balanced flavor
we are sure you wont mind that it produces gobs of resin, and it does it all in 60
days, the hash plant used in this cross has been used since 86' without loss in
vigor and was selected for one thing Resin Production!
Mendocino Madness
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 49 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: This one of our fastest hybrids. We crossed a Northern
Cali plant called "Madness" that would finish the first week in September with
our fastest male breeder plant, that was responsible for the original Kwiksilver.
The results will amaze even experienced outdoor growers, great structure and
yield along with bug resistance make this plant a top choice for anyone who
braves the outdoor experience.
MK-Ultra
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 8-9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: The legendary G-13 crossed with L.A.'s finest, the O.G.
Kush. This mix of two top notch Indicas produces very tight resin coated buds.
Piney flavor, that lasts and lasts... with a truly hypnotic high, great head stash !
Winner of the 2003 High Times Cannabis Cup, Indica category.
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Mr. Bubble
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 65-70 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Kali Mist x Bubblegum, These two Cannabis Cup
winning varieties brought together in 1995 by "accident" prove to be the perfect
match . The flavor of the Kali Mist and the structure of the Bubblegum go hand
and hand to create a strain that you'll never let go down the drain!
Puna Budder
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 55-60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Looking for something exotic? Superior Hawaiian
genetics dominate the plants appearance, smell, and taste. Stable Afghan lines
smooth out the flowering times to a respectable 55-60 days, making this an ideal
plant.
S.A.G.E.
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Sativa Afghani Genetic Equilibrium If you love to
smoke, grow S.A.G.E.! Testimony from Rob C. Clarke who understands the
demands of both the smoker and the grower. While the spice of the Sativa and
the punch of the Haze is a connoisseurs favorite, huge afghani yield is what the
grower demands. To achieve best of both worlds, we have coupled the oldschool Cali-Sativa with our chunkiest true Afghan breeder To produce a flavor
packed plant with over 20% T.H.C. Just one taste and you will request what
Cypress Hill, The Fun Lovin Criminals and Pharcyde swear by.
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Sage N Sour
Type: Mostly Sativa
Lineage: East Coast Sour Diesel X S.A.G.E.
Indoor Harvest Time: 9 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: We wouldn't cross any plant with our favorite : the
S.A.G.E.Ã‚Â®, but then again, the Sour Diesel is no ordinary plant. With it's well
balanced flavor and infamous strength and smell the S.A.G.E.Ã‚Â® has finally
met it's match. With a shorter flowering time than the S.A.G.E.Ã‚Â® and a bigger
yield than the Sour Diesel, you can now reap the benefits of this must have
combo.
Skunk XXX
Type: Indica/Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 49-56 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: Stable 3-way hybrid. old favorite from our skunk
collection!
Stinky Pinky
Type:
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 60 Days
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: This is a beautiful, mostly Indica variety that has pink
pistils highlighting some of the plants very distinctive budding pattern, rounded
main cola with a "crown" of buds and not much more below, great sea of green
plant.
Kushage
Type: Sativa
Lineage:
Indoor Harvest Time: 9-10 Weeks
Outdoor Harvest Time:
Breeder's Description: The age of kush has arrived"...THSeeds' latest hybrid,
the Kushage will bring you the flavor of now. Every few years a new flavor
emerges on the scene, and right now this is the one.
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THSeeds' S.A.G.E. male has proven over the years to produce stable vigorous
plants. They've coupled this with the most sought after clone-only plant with
OG-er Kush, to bring you a balanced spicy sweetness combined with an almost
instant buzz. Add to this outrageous vigorous growth, and you have a plant that
will make any indoor gardener proud!

